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Crow Your Routing Skills

Rabbet for
mirror on
back side

1/s" round-overs

Groove for
exposed
ebony spline

Routed
biscuit joint

Half-lap joint

few months after I started woodworking in 1977,
my parents gave me my first router-a tA-hp

model-as a holiday gift. I used it to rout edges on
some basic wall sconces and picture frames I was making.

Over the years as my skills developed, so did my routing
abilities. I graduated from routing simple decorative (and
sometimes burned) edges to creating air-tight ioinery,
floating breadboard ends, and grooves for exposed ebony
splines. I also bought several routers, added a router table to
my tablesaw extension, and bought dozens of carbide bits
to tackle the numerous routing applications my more-
involved proiects called for. To give you an example, see the
routing applications I incorporated into the Greene-and-
Greene dresser mirror above.

NoW it's time to take you on the same iourney. No mat-
ter what your present routing skills, this magazine will
teach you more. We've included techniques, iigs, and tips
all guaranteed to grow your skills and abilities.

m^X^fu
Marlen Kemmet
WOODa magqzine Managing Editor

woodmagazlne.com
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ithout question, the router is
one of the most versatile

f f power tools in a woodwork-
ing shop. It can joint edges; cut joinery
(dadoes, rabbets, splines, mortises); and
trim laminates and edge banding. And a
router will shape the edges and ends of
a workpiece in nearly any profile. How-
ever, no single type of router performs
best for every woodworking task-or for
every woodworker.

No wonder readers so frequently ask
us, "What type of router should Ibuy?"
Simple question...but not so simple to
answer. Why? Because the answer
depends on the type and complexity of
the tasks you want to perform with
the tool; how often you perform them;
the materials you use; and, of course,
your wallet. Over the next few pages,
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we'll give you the lowdown so you can

decide what style and power class of

router best fits your needs.

Deal makers and breakers
Although a basic motor-with-handles
router was the norm a decade or two
ago, today's woodworker demands more
features. Features such as soft-start,
variable-speed motors, and self-releasing
collets make routers more versatile and
easier to use. So, once you choose a type
of router, decide how much you need
each of these features:
I Power. A Ir/z- to 21/t-hp router works
well as a general-purpose machine, but
if you'll often use bits larger than about
2" in diameter to make, say, raised-panel
doors, consider a 3-hp-class machine.
Remember that having a lot of horse-

power doesn't mean you can just hog
out as much material as you want; for
safety and efficiency, it's best to take
multiple lighter passes. More power does
mean that heavier cuts will put less stress
on you and the router.
I Variable speed. Router bits have recom-
mended speed limits, depending on
their diameter. (The tips of a 2r/2" blt
spinning at 21,000 rpm travel at 156
miles per hour; a 1" bit at the same motor
speed moves only 62 mph.) Dialing
down the motor increases safety with
large bits and gives you better control.
Also, variable speed allows you to slow
the cutter speed on easily burnable
woods like cherry.
I Electronic speed control. Like cruise
control for your router, this circuitry
helps the router maintain constant
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speed under varying workload. Without
it, the motor can bog down and give a
rough cut in dense woods.
I Soft start. Router torque can really jerk
the machine when it's powered up in
handheld operations. Soft start ramps
the speed up quickly, but minimizes
that kick. This feature becomes even
more important with the 3-hp-range
machines, or if your router requires you
to let go of a handle to reach the switch.
Most machines with electronic speed
control also have soft start.
I Collets. Even if every bit you currently
own has the same size shank, stick with
a machine that has collets to accept both
7/+" and /2" shanks, or at least offers the
second size as an optional accessory.
(Some small profile bits come only with
/r" shanks.) Collets described as "self-
releasing" free the bit after one full turn
of the collet nut, making bit changing
easier. Steer clear of routers with integral
collets, like the one shown at right;
should a bit seize in that collet, you'll
have to replace the entire router, not just
the bit and collet.
I Dust collection. This feature was once
considered a luxury, but we now
wouldn't own a router without a dust-

collection port. Some come standard,
some are optional, and some companies
don't even offer them as accessories, so
check it out before you buy. Usually a
vacuum hose connects to a port mounted
on top of the router base. This works
fine for most applications, but if you
routinely rout edge treatments, consider
a router that accepts a below-the-base
dust-collection port.
I Switch style/location. You should be
able to engage the switch without letting
go of a handle, but some models still
require this. A few switches are accessible
from the top or bottom of the router,
making them more adaptable to table
use. Routers that twist to adiust bit
height can relocate the switch every
time you adiust the height, an inconve-
nience in router-table use.
I Handles. Personal preference reigns
here. You'll find base-mounted knobs
and motor-mounted pistol-grip handles,
and everything in between. Try several,
looking specifically for good balance
and sure control in handheld operation;
if it doesn't feel right, keep shopping. For
fixed-base routers, a D-handle base gives
the greatest control in handheld opera-
tions, and usually has the power switch

Some low-cost routers use an integral collet
mounted to the end of the motor shaft. Most,
however, have separate self-releasi ng col lets.
To use smaller bits, you' l l  ei ther change to a
separate 7e" collet or insert a reducer sleeve
in the 72" collet.

directly under your forefinger at all
times. Some combo kits offer a D-handle
base in addition to plunge and knob-
style fixed bases.

woodmagazine.com



Chapter 1 | Router Basics I Buymanship

Meet the Family
Before you can settle on a specific router, you need to first decide from among the four types

shown below. And if it seems that you need more than one, buy the most versatile type-a

plunge router-and add the other later.

Power range: 1Vz-3% hp
Price range: $60-$340
Essentially a motor with handles
to guide it, you set the bit depth
on a fixed-base router by raising
or lowering the motor within the
base. On some, a threaded
motor adjusts by simply twisting
it; others use a height-
adjustment knob. So,
although the base isn't
really "fixed," the cutting
depth must be locked in
before making a cut.
Pros: Simple adjustment;
easiest to mount in j igs,
fixtures, and tables; low center of
gravity enhances control; most
common style for router lifts; low maintenance.
Cons: Cannot easily or safely plunge the bit into a workpiece
for routing mortises, stopped dadoes, etc.
What to lookfor: Microadjustabil ity of cutting depth; abil ity to
add optional bases (such as D-handle and plunge), guide
bushings, and accessories; height adjustment accessible from
the underside of the router for table use; adiustable or
replaceable handles.

Power lange: 1V+-3Ya hp
Price range: $60-$400
Take the motor from a fixed-base
router and mount it in a base with
springs, and you have a
plunge router. Because the
motor slides up and down on
spring-loaded posts, you
adjust depth by unlocking
the motor and pushing down
on the handles to "plunge"
the bit into the work.
Plunged and locked, it functions
like a fixed-base machine.
Pros: Easy to lower bit into work for
mortises or stopped flutes and
dadoes; abil ity to make multiple
passes for deep cuts without additional setup; excels at
s ign-making.
Cdns: Top-heavy; can be diff icult to adiust bit height when
table-mounted; plunge-depth mechanism can be diff icult to
learn for beginners.
What to lookfor: Abil ity to use guide bushings and other'accessories; 

easy-to-us6 locking mechanism; precise,
'adjustable depth stop; abil ity to "zero out" depth stop for
ease of setting cutting dePth.

Power range: 1Yz-2% hp
Price range: $100-$300
A combo kit includes one motor that f its
either a fixed or plunge base, both of
which come with the kit. l f a fixed-base
machine suits most of your work, but
you occasionally cut mortises or
stopped dadoes, a combo kit may
be an economical solution for you.
Pros: Almost l ike having a second
router, but at a lower cost; fixed
base can remain mounted in
router table while you use the
plunge base for freehand work.
Cons: Swapping bases can grow
tiresome; if you need a high-
power router for large-diameter
bits (over 2") you won't find one
here-most combo kits top out at
only 21/rhp.
What to lookfor: All the same
things you'd want from either a
fixed-base or plunge router.

6

Plunge
base

Power range: t hp or less
Price range: $60-$100
Sometimes called laminate
trimmers, these small f ixed-base
tools accept only %"-shank bits.
Most trim routers don't have
handles-you grip the motor
itself. For light-duty work, such
as round-overs, hinge mortising,
chamfering, and (of course)
laminate trimming, they're just
the right size.
Pros: Lightweight and easy to
handle; great for small work;
inexpensive; specialized bases
available for trimming.
Cons: Low power; can't useVz"-
shank or large-diameter bits; depth
adjustment l imited (about 1" typical).
What to look for: Ability to use guide
bushings; comfortable grip; low center
of gravity.

Best-Ever Router fips, Trlcks, and flgs 2008



Find the Right
Now that you know more
style and power class suits

Router for
about the different
the way you work.

You
styles and feature of routers, it's time to decide which
This chart will lead you to the right machine.

Strictly l ight-duty
work, such as

chamfers, round-
overs, trimming

laminate, plowing
shallow dadoes

and grooves with'/1"-shank 
bits.

Primarily handheld. In a router table, mostly.Not sure; l 'm just getting
started in woodworking.

Nothing too taxing;
mostly routing edge

profiles, dadoes,
grooves, rabbets,

dovetails, and the l ike.

l ' l l  use it for
just about

everything but
panel-raising.

l ' l l  routinely
use large-

diameter bits,
such as panel
raisers, and I
may use this
tool for long

periods of
time most

days.

I may want to
mount i t  in a
router table
sometimes.

l 'm on a
budget and

can only
afford one
router right

now.

I also want to
make stopped
dadoes and

grooves, inside
cuts following a
template, and
rout my name

on a s ign.

lwould l ike
to keep a
router free

for handheld
work, too.

Someday, I
may want to
add a router
lift and not

have to
replace my

router.

I want the easy
adjustm€nt of a fixed-

base router and the
versati l i ty of a plunge

router, but I don't want
to fork over the money

for two routers.

I need a machine that can
hog out deep mortises and

handle tough tasks l ike a
sink cutout.

1Vz-21/+-hp
FIXED.BASE

ROUTER

1Vz-21/c-hp
PLUNGE
ROUTER

1Vz-21/t-hp
COMBO KIT

3-3Yz-hp
FIXED.BASE

ROUTER

3-3Vz-hp
PLUNCE ROUTER

woodmagazlne.com



Chapter 1 | Router Basics I Buymanship

Pro vs. DIY routers: Why pay the difference?
Higher-priced routers have more metal parts than plastic, higher
power, and advanced features, such as built-in height adiustment, soft-

start, variable speed, and interchangeable bases. They also cost more

than routers without. That said, a low-cost router makes good sense if
you use it only a few times a yeaL Less-expensive routers don't have

components to stand alt-day-every-day use and abuse. Many wood-
workers start with a do-it-yourself (DIY) router, and then graduate to a
pro router for more demanding tasks, such as regularly making raised
door panels or hundreds of feet of profiled moldings.

The quality of the internal workings separates pro-level
routers from DIY models. Larger bearings and beefier motor
components help the pro model run cooler and last longer.

Router (r)evolution: The latest trends in these tools
I Through-the-base bit-height adjustment.
Working beneath a router table to
adjust bit height can be a royal pain,
but several companies have introduced
routers with through-the-base height
adiustment built in-no router lift
required. The router has an extra access
hole in the base for a wrench. Unlock
the router base, insert the wrench, as
shown below, adiust the bit height, lock
the base down again, and You're in
business. As an added bonus, the collet
on some of these routers rises com-
pletely through the base, meaning that
bit changing can be done from above
the table. ll

As if routers weren't already versatile
right out of the box, manufacturers are
always coming up with innovations to
make them even more so. Whether this
added versatility is a plus or a minus
depends on the kind of work you do.
I Battery power. If you use a router out-
doors, at a poorly powered job site, on a
balcony or scaffolding, or anywhere else
electricity is tough to get, consider a
cordless router. Choices are few, as not
many manufacturers have seen a high
demand, but Porter-Cable, Craftsman,
and Ryobi currently offer models.

Porter-Cable's model 929O, shown
below, is part of the company's 19.2-

volt line, and performs the same work
as a lVz-hp router. And, it's compatible
with bases used by the P-C 680- and
690-series machines. The full-size
router comes with a L/+" collet, but you
can buy larger collets. The smaller 18-
volt Craftsman and Ryobi trim routers
accept only %" bits.

Each machine weighs about the
same as its corded cousins-about 73/+
lbs and 2Ve lbs, respectively-but the
top-mounted batteries create a high
center of gravity on both. Neither
works well as a shop's only router, but
might be a good second (or third)
machine to have for special tasks.

fl'r 6
i .

I
t
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LED guide I
Holds 2 full strips of T50@
staples-shoots over 1500 staples
per charge

Staple exit guides

lntroducing the new innovative cT50'"
Professional Cordless Staple Gun

Introducing Anow's new innovative quality
tool, the CT5OrM. More than just a sleek, light
weight design, this cordless wonder is a rugged,
heavy duty staple gun that appeals to everyone,
from the do-it-yourselfer to the contractor.

The light weight .l0.8v Lithium-ion bartery
guarantees more powe[ while firing up to 1500
staples oh a single charge. lts unique "on-board"

battery design maintains perfect balance for
increased control and accurary.

The ultra-bright "LED guide l ight" wil l l ight
any surface with precision positioning of the staple
location. The adjustable "depth of drive" control lets
you perfectly fire each staple to the desired depth.

Unique to the CT5OrM this tool holds two
full strips of any of the six Arrow T50@ staple sizes

saving time on the project.
All this, and more, in a well thought out,

ergonomically designed, professional tool that will
make any project faster and easier for both the pro
and do-it-yourselfer. The additional endless list of
features will ensure a professional finish t0 every
project.



Chapter 1 | Router Basics I Basic Router Operations

Basic Router Operations
You're going to spend lots of time with these versatile machines,
so develop smart routing habits from the start.

a hand-held tool or as a table-

Feeding the right direction
Bits rotate, so the router needs to move in
the direction that feeds the stock into its
rotation. By doing this, the thrust created
bythe rotational momentum pulls the bit
into the workpiece and forces the router
against the straightedge.

That's the safest way to rout, but not
the only way. Routing in the opposite
direction-called "climb cutting"-can
reduce splintering when done with care,

outer techniques vary depending
on whether you use your router as

mounted, stationary tool. Some basic
cuts can be made with either type of
operation, but advanced cuts usually
require a table-mounted setup. Here are
some handy tips for making basic cuts
with either type of tool. In later chapters
we'll take a closer look at which cuts
work best for each type of operation.

as shown below For information on safe
climb cutting, see page 76.
Handheld router. When working out-
side edges, the bit turns clockwise as you
look down, so feed the router in a counter-
clockwise or left-to -righf direction, as shown
below. This also applies to round and
curved parts. When working inside edges
with a handheld router, feed the tool in a
clockwise or right-to -/eff direction.

To make a handheld cut, first secure
the workpiece to the bench. Hold the
router in position with the bit away from
the workpiece, switch on the power,
then slowly slide the router until the bit
contacts the work. Once you have full
contact between the bit and workpiece,
rout using a smooth, steady feed rate.

To avoid splintering, make cuts across
the grain first, then cut with the grain.
If making cross-grain cuts only, place a
scrap backup block against the work-
piece where the bit exits.
Table-mounted routen The bit rotates
counterclockwise, so feed the workpiece
from right to left along the fence with the
workpiece in front of the bit and fence.
(For safety reasons, never feed a work-
piece between the bit and the fence.)

Finding the best feed rate
Feed rate, not to be mistaken as router
bit speed, refers to the speed that you
move the router along the workpiece or
the workpiece along a spinning bit. The
optimum feed rate will vary, depending
on the kind of wood being worked, the
router's power, the size and type of bit,
and the depth and width of cut.

To learn the proper feed rate, listen to
the router, watch the chips and sawdust,
and check the finish on the workpiece.
At the proper feed rate, the motor should
sound like it's working under some load
but not bogging down. Look for thin,
uniform-sized shavings.

Climb-cutt ing the rabbet on the back of this
frame red uces tear-out.

Best-Ever Router Tips, Tricks, and figs 2008

Rout inside cuts in
a clockwise

TYPICAL ROUTER-FEED DIRECTION

Rout along edges in a
counter-clockwise rotation.
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For a low-tech way to cut straight grooves
and rabbets in larger boards, use a shop-
made or commercial clamp-on straightedge.

Forced feeding may be detected as the
usual high-pitched motor sound changes
to lower, slower sound. It may cause
excessive wood splintering ahead of the
bit or scallop marks on the edge.

A high-pitch runaway motor sound
may mean you're feeding the router too
slow. Fine sawdust rather than nice shav-
ings also suggests slow feeding.

Straightline cuts
Router cuts that extend from one edge
of the workpiece to the other are through
cuts. A stopped cut extends from one
edge but stops short of the other. A blind
cut stops short of both edges.

Straight cuts, such as rabbets, grooves,
and dadoes, shown below, plus chamfers,
mortises, and cut-offs, require a means
to guide the router. These aides include
straightedges, such as a straight piece of
wood or metal, clamped to the work-
piece so the router base edge slides freely
along it, as shown above. Offset the
straightedge enough to locate the cut,

3 COMMON ROUTER CUTS

*@, )

Substituting smaller bearings wil l allow this
rabbeting bit to make wider cuts. The smaller
the bearing, the wider the cut.

and clamp both the straightedge and
workpiece to your bench. To upgrade a
basic straightedge so it takes less time to
position, attach a short piece across one
end at 90" to make a T-square.

You also can use this technique to
straighten, or "ioint," the edges of boards
you'll glue together to make panels.
Clamp a straightedge to the top of the
piece so it aligns with the edge of the
workpiece. Rout the edge with a Vzu
straight bit. If the edge of the board is so
uneven that the cut width exceeds Va" in
some areas, first trim'away most of the
waste with a tablesaw or circular saw.

Piloted bits guide a router along the
edge of a workpiece alone or with a
curved or straight pattern. There's a ball
bearing on the end of the bit, so the
workpiece without a pattern must be
thick enough to accept the cutter and
bearing at the same time, as shown
opposite top.

The bearing keeps the cut width con-
sistent. It also duplicates the surface it

With this circle-jig attachment, you can rout
arcs and circles in large workpieces. The
trammel becomes a router subbase.

rides against so the edge must be smooth
to avoid transferring imperfections into
the cut edge. Be aware that when edge-
forming with a piloted bit, less than half
of the router base will be supported, and
at the corners, even less.

A bearing-guided rabbeting bit, like
the one above center, can make rabbet
ioints and cut a recess to hold panels of
wood or glass, and let in back panels on
cabinets. It works on curved as well as
straight parts, something your tablesaw
or jointer can't do. To cut rabbets with a
handheld router, mount a bearing of the
diameter that will allow the bit to cut
to the desired width. Then, set the bit to
cutting depth. If the cut exceeds %"
square, make multiple shallow cutting
passes to reach final depth.

Some rabbeting bits include a lY+'-
diameter cutter and a lz" bearing for
cutting 7a"-deep rabbets, or a l3/eu-
diameter cutter and a 7a" bearing for
cutting lz"-deep rabbets. Expand the
versatility of a rabbeting bit with a set of
high-speed bearings like the ones shown
above center.

Cutting circles and curves
To cut circles, rotate the router around a
pivot point using a circle iig, trammel
(shown above), pivot guide, or compass
jig. A trammel serves as an extended
subbase with a pivot point that is offset
from the router bit. The farther the bit is
from the pivot point, the larger the cir-
cle. Trammels can be made infinitely
variable to cut circles of almost any
diameter. You can buy circle iigs or make
one, as shown on page 107.

@d

A rabbet breaks the edge or end of a workpiece, while a dado doesn't. Grooves run from end-
to-end on a workpiece, usually with the grain. "Stopped" versions of these cuts occur when
you halt the router before completely reaching the edge or end.

woodmagazine.com 1 1
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Chapter 1 | Router Basics I Basic Router Operations

A knurled nut secures the template guide
bushing to the bottom ofthe subbase.

Auxiliary subbases can be made any
shape or size you want. They're simple
to make from V+"- ot 3/e"-thick material,
such as tempered hardboard, plywood,
or plastic. Use the factory-supplied
router subbase as a pattern to locate the
mounting holes in the subbase.
Template guide bushings, shown
above, fit into the center hole of most
subbases and guide a router around a
template or pattern. The bit extends
through the inside of the bushing and
past the bottom of the router base. When
routing, hold the guide bushing against
the pattern edge.

Routing with a template
To route a workpiece using a handheld
router, a bearing-guided bit, and a tem-
plate, first saw the workpiece to within
%0" of the shape of the template to reduce
tear-out caused by removing too much
stock. Double-face tape the template to
the workpiece where the bearing can
ride against the templae edge while the
bit trims the workpiece. This can vary
with different bits and whether you're

The bearing follows the template to copy the
same shape in the acryl ic workpiece.

1 2

Cutting across the grain can cause the bit to
become grabby and may result in tear-out.
Bandsaw your workpiece close to the pattern
line to reduce the risk.

routing on a table (above center) or with a
handheld router (below left).

Templates can be made from a variety
of materials, including tempered hard-
board and thick plastic. The template
must be thick enough for the bearing or
guide bushing to fit against it without
touching the workpiece.

Cutting on a router table
A good table converts a handheld router
into a stationary machine capable of
performing numerous additional tasks.
Many woodworkers prefer to rout on a
table because it's convenient and it
allows more control over cutting opera-
tions, such as making the butterfly
spline blanks shown above right.

On a router table, the fence serves as
the straightedge. The bit and fence
remain stationary as you move the
workpiece along the fence.
Simple cuts on the table. All types of
slot cuts, whether dadoes, grooves, rab-
bets, or sliding dovetails, can be made
on a router table. For most jobs, use a bit
the same diameter as the width of the
groove. If you need a groove that's not a
standard bit size, make two passes with
a slightly smaller bit to get the necessary
width.  In th is case, move the fence
away from the bi t  to avoid a c l imb-
cutting situation.

To cut rabbets on a table, first elevate
the bit to cutting depth, then position
the fence to establish cut width. If the
rabbet width exceeds the bit diameter,
move the fence away from the bit to
make additional cutting passes. This
also works when cutting half-laps, as
shown opposite top.

For other slot cuts, many woodwork-
ers prefer to use up-cutting spiral bits
because (when inverted under a table)

A router makes it
easy to embell ish
your project with
decorative effects,
such as adding a
butterfly spline to
mitered joints.

they pull the chips and dust down and
out of the cut. AIso, feed the workpiece
with the crown down whenever possible
(see page 8). Use feather boards or hold-
downs to hold the workpiece against the
fence and flat on the table.
Stopped cuts. Some stopped cuts, such
as flutes and certain types of edge treat-
ments (see photo, opposite bottom), can
be made with a handheld router. In this
type of cut, stopblocks are clamped to
the workpiece to stop the cut at a specific
spot, such as at the end of a rail.

Stopped cuts get a bit more tricky on a
router table because the cut is made on
the underside of the workpiece where
you can't see it. See page 63 for detailed
illustrations and instructions for mak-
ing stopped cuts on a router table.
Cutting multiple pieces. To rout
multiple pieces fast and accurately,
clamp stops to the router table fence.
Lay out the cut on the workpiece, then
measure from the left end of the cut to
the right end of the piece. Using this
measurement, locate the right stop by
measuring to the right from the left edge
of the router bit.

To set the left stop, measure from the
right end of the cut to the left end of
the workpiece. Use this measurement
starting from the right edge of the router
bit. Clamp the stops in place, place the
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Starter pin

Brace your workpiece against the starter pin
as you gently push it against the bit bearing.

piece against the right stop, turn on
the router, and ease the workpiece onto
the spinning cutter. Now feed the piece
to the left until it touches the left stop.
Jointing on a router. If your router
table has a split fence, first align both
fence sections with the front edge of the
bit. Then, shim or move the outfeed side
of the fence forward a distance equal to
the thickness of the material you want
to remove-typically r/ra". Lock the sec-
tion in place. Feed the piece right to left
and apply pressure against the outfeed
side of the fence. For more information
on iointing with a router, see page 57.
Edge profiles on curved parts. You
can edge-form round or contoured
pieces on a router table without a fence.
It requires a piloted bit and a starter pin,
as shown above left, or starting block to
serve as a pivot point for the workpiece.
To do this, first position the workpiece
against the starter pin or block, then
slowly rotate it into the cutter until it
contacts the bearing. Feed the piece
against the bit rotation. Draw it away
from the bit when done.

The starter pin should be inserted into
the table top an inch or two from the bit.
You also can clamp a start block in about
the same position on the table. Always
clamp a guard over the bit so keep your
fingers near the cutting edges (omitted
above for photography).
Cutting wood ioints. A wide variety
of furniture-type ioints can be cut with
a router. Examples include tongue-and-
groove, splined edge, mortise-and-tenon,
half-lap and cross-lap, sliding dovetail,

woodmagazlne.com

and numerous variations of the rabbet
and dado. You can buy iigs to help cut
joint parts. Many of them position the
stock so the bit can be centered accu-

rately and repeatedly. A few can be used
to cut the parts. You can make many of
these iigs and fixtures, as shown in
Chapter 4, beginning on page 102.

Rabbet cuts for half-lap joints can be made on a router table. For cuts that are wider than the
router bit, move the fence back from the bit and make several passes.

Stopblocks clamped to a door's inside edges stop the chamfer bit's pilot bearing, and also
ensure a clean cut by preventing chip-out.

1 3



Chapter 1 | Router Basics I Router Safety

They're quick, easy, and versatile, but routers can be dangerous, too.

r4l#'ir1

:.S

outers propel a keen-edged bit at
about 25,000 rpm. That's 15 to 25
times faster than an electric drill!

This high speed, coupled with torque,
can result in loss of control that at the
least mars your workpiece. At the worst,
it could result in injury. Here's how to
avoid both.

Consumer Products Safety Commis-
sion statistics point to routers as the
cause of accidents for 2,500 emergency-
room users in a recent year. Nearly two
percent of these accidents required hos-
pitalization. Of course, those statistics
scarcely stack up to yearly accidents
attributed to the tablesaw-nearly
30,000. However, surgeons who face
workshop injuries in operating rooms
agree that routers generally inflict more
difficult-to-repair wounds.

To help you get full enjoyment from
your woodworking-and peace of mind
while using your router-here's sound
advice assembled from the safety profes-

1 4

sionals at the Power Tool Institute, a
national trade association for tool manu-
facturers. We have also drawn from our
own workshop experience here at
WOODv magazine.

Safety can be fashionable
Inside your shop, what you wear can
directly contribute to your safety. So by
all means, dress comfortably, but follow
the rules.
I Always don safety goggles or prescrip-
tion safety glasses with side shields, or a
full-face shield. (Even with protection,
always keep your face and eyes away
from a spinning bit.)
I Wear hearing protection, even for
short periods of router use. A router's
screech can permanently damage your
hearing. OSHA noise level charts indi-
cate that a 105-dBA level (a special
decibel measurement for noise) results
in some hearing loss after only one
hour's exposure. Routers typically pro-

duce from 105-110 dBA. And they really
wail when a bit starts to dull!

The type of protection you choose
must therefore have a high enough
noise-reduction rating (NRR) to lower
the router's ruckus to a safer plateau. So
you'll need hearing protection with at
least a 20 NRR to reduce the sound to an
acceptable 90 dBA. (Hearing protection,
from plugs to muffs, carry their NRR
printed on the packaging.)
I Never wear gloves, loose clothing,

iewelry, or dangling objects (including
long hair) that may catch in rotating
parts or accessories.

Now that you know how to dress for
safety, here's how to get started with
your router.

Proceed with caution
Your router may seem like a snaP to
operate, but looks can be deceiving. So
before you begin cutting, become famil-
iar with the router parts as diagrammed
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in the owner's manual, then follow these
precautions:
I When you change bits or set the depth
of cut, don't just turn off your router;
unplug it. And clear your worktable or
router table of all tools and debris.
I Use the wrenches provided with your
router to install router bits, and carefully
read the owner's manual regarding the
correct method.
I Be sure the cutter shaft is properly
engaged in the collet. Usually, that
means bottoming out the bit in the col-
let, then raising lt Vrc". An improperly
installed bit can come loose and be pro-
pelled at great speed in any direction.
I Flick the switch to the "off" position

before you plug the router into the elec-
trical outlet and when you unplug it.

Now you're almost ready to rout. But
there are still a few tips to follow

Beware: router in use
There isn't a power tool that compares
with a router's usefulness when it's oper-
ated properly. However, few tools can
surprise you more. So be prepared.
I Secure all clamping devices on your
workpiece before doing any freehand
routing, as shown at top right. Likewise,
secure all fences and iigs before routing
on a router table.
I On some types of cuts, table-mounted
routers can pull your fingers into the bit.
The drawings, below, show you two safe
setups that avoid this possibility.
I If you use your router mounted in a
router table, make sure the tool is tightly

For handheld routing of small parts, clamp a scrap to your workbench, and apply cloth-backed,
double-faced tape to the top. Press the part onto the tape for a secure hold during machining.

fastened in place, with guards in posi-
tion and a pushstick and/or pushblock
close at hand. When routing small parts,
use a clamp like the one shown below to
grip the part so you can keep your fin-
gers away from the router.
I Always check to make certain that the
router's clockwise rotation is cutting
with the grain of the wood, or like a car
that suddenly gains traction in the mud,
it can leap. This will help you remember:
In freehand routing, when you hold the
router before you on the stock (the router
should always move from left to right.
On a router table, because the tool is
inverted and the stock is directly in your
hands, you move the stock from right to
Ieft. As an additional aid, mark a feed-
direction arrow on your router table for
a permanent reminder.

A wooden handscrew clamp serves as a safe
"extension" of your hands, gripping the small
part f i rmly while sit t ing f lat on the table
surface as you rout its edges.

I Keep your hands away from the cutter
area when you plug the router in and
turn it on.
I Because of the torque a router pro-
duces, keep a firm grasp with both hands
only on the handles and gripping sur-
faces provided by the manufacture.
I If possible, always turn the cutter
opening on the router away from your
body while routing. If your router has a
chip shield over the opening, see that it
is properly and securely installed.
I Never use a dull bit. It adds to the
router's workload, and if pushed, it may
break and fly off.
I Never attempt to remove debris from a
spinning router or bit with your fingers.
I For greatest control, allow the router
to reach full speed before feeding it into
the wood. Never begin routing with the
bit in place against the wood, and never
force a router into the wood when you're
making a shaping cut.
I Keep the base of the router and its
whirling cutter bit away from you when
removing it from the workpiece. Let
it come to a full stop before setting it
down, and then always lay the router on
its side clear of any clutter.
I Let the bit and collet cool after routing
and before changing bits. |F

Written by Peter f . Stephano
Photograph: King Au
lllustrations: Mike Henry; Klm Downing
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ROUTING
EDGES
SAFELY

Fence

Align pilot bearing
flush with fence.
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Plunge-Routing Basics
Learn what makes these verst i le machines a step up from f ixed-base routers.

lunge routers date back to 1949,
when they were f irst introcluccd
in Gerrnany by F.lu, a conrpany

that was purchased by DeWalt.  l ly the
early- ' f i0s, plunge routers becarne widely
avai lable in North Arnerica. Today, ven-
dors offer rnore rnodels of plunge routers
than their f ixed-base brethren. Many
manufacturers also offer their most
popular rnodels in kits with interchange-
able f ixed and plunge bases. Use thcrn
both freehand, or attach one to a table.

1 6

Plunge router pluses
Its forte is rnaking cuts on the interior
surface (or f ield) of a workpiece for such
tasks as rnort ising, stopped dadoes,
inlay, and sign-routing. To rnake f ield
cuts with a f ixed-base rnachine, you
need to t i l t  the spinning bit  into and out
of the cut, a tr icky and sornetirnes dan-
gerous rnanellver. With a plunge router,
the rnotor-and-bit  rnechanisrn sl ides up
and down on two spring-loaded posts
attached to the base.

First, you preset thc cutting depth,
then release a lock that raises the rnotor
and bit to a non-cutting height. Position
the router over the cut, switch on the
rnotor, and push it straight down until i t
contacts a depth-stop. Lock the plunge,
rnake the cut, release the lock, and the
rnotor and bit again spring up. You can
even readjtrst the clepth using the turret
stops without turning off the router,
which is useful for rnaking multiple
passcs on deep cuts.
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Anatomy of a Plunge Router
Although they perform many of the same duties, plunge routers look distinctly
different than fixed:base routers. Beyond the motor, collet, and handles-parts
common to both styles-a plunge router also has the following:

Router ups and downs
Plunge routers make short work of some
tricky cuts, but don't toss out your fixed-
based router just yet. Here's why:

Plunge pros
I A plunge router is safer than a fixed-
base model because its bit protrudes
only when cutting.
I Plunge routers typically offer more
power-up to 15 amps-and most have
variable-speed control, which fixed-base
machines sometimes do not. These are
major considerations if you plan to
table-mount your router and work with
large bits, such as panel-raisers.
I For a table-mounted router, the plunge
router's depth-adjustment knobs control
bit-height changes more precisely. To
take advantage of this feature, you may
need to extend your router height-
adjustment knob. Several manufacturers
include knob extensions with their
plunge routers, or you can buy an exten-
sion for $20 or so.

Plunge cons
f Plunge routers cost and weigh more
than fixed-base routers, and offer no
advantage on edge cuts. If you'll make
mostly edge cuts in your work, you may
be better off purchasing a lighter and
less expensive fixed-base tool.
I Not all plunge routers work well sus-
pended upside down under a router
table. Fallingdust can gumup unshielded
plunge-posts, which you'll need to clean
periodically.
I When mounted in a table, adjusting
the bit depth of some models is an
awkward, two-handed operation. With
others, removing the plunge mechanism
springs, which makes it easier to raise a
table-mounted router, requires disman-
tling the machine's motor housing-a
procedure we don't recommend. al
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PLUNGE LOCK
Tripping a lever, or squeez-
ing or twist ing a handle, locks
the bit's depth after it has
penetrated the workpiece.
Releasing the lock lifts the bit
at the end ofthe cut.

MICRO-ADJUST
This feature fine-tunes the cutting
depth with micrometer accuracy.

PLUNGE RODS
A pair of spring-
loaded steelrods
attached to the
subbase guide
the motor up and
down, perfectly
perpendicular to
the base.

-r|F

DEPTH ADJUSTMENT ROD AND SCALE
Not all plunge routers offer a depth-of-cut
scale, but all have an adjustable rod that helps
you halt the plunge at a precise preset depth.
With most plunge routers, yott"zero" the tool
by locking it at the work surface. Then you set
an adjustable cursor to "O" on the scale. The
scale tells you the depth of the dado, mortise,
or other cut you' l l  be making.

TURRET STOPS
For a project that requires
progressively deeper cuts,
such as deep mortises, you
can preset the steps on a
turret. Rotating the turret
enables you to quickly step
from one depth to the next.
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Chapter 1 |  Router Basics iRouterTables

From Simple to Deluxe
How to Choose a Router Table
Ootions and accessories abound for table-mounted routers. We'll sort out what matters most to

help you pick the table setup that best suits your needs.

FREE FROM SCRAP BIN

22x24" plywood table

High-tech fence
mounting system

I

#

Plywood fence

JessEm
Mast-R-Lif t
Exce lw i th  M i t -R-S l ide

Not surprisingly, manufacturers have
responded to woodworkers' appetite for
router tables and accessories with an
array of products-everything from
basic tables to tricked-out machines
with the features of a full-fledged spindle

ABOUT $1,OOO COMPLETE

/,. /- 1 ,  
I/'\_ /

Mult i- function
fence

e- \\
I\
I

Melamine-
coated MDF
tabletop

ter-gauge slot

MLCS Ltd.9770

Mi

Buil t- in
router lift

shaper. We've tried nearly all of them.
To help you benefit from that experi-
ence, we've pooled our best advice on
the subiect so you can find and outfit a
router table ideally suited to your shop
size, routing needs, and budget.
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ABOUT $60

Aluminum tab le

Grizzly H3114

(
- Insert plate

oodworkers love their router
tables-and with good reason.
These useful accessories offer

cabinet-shop capability for profiling an
edge or cutting joints, and they make these
tasks easy, accurate, and safe.
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5 Choices that make a difference
Choice 1: Get your work-
surface needsbn the table
Which router table to use-stand-alone,
benchtop, or tablesaw-mounted-should
be your first decision. Thankfully, you
no longer need to choose a stand-alone
model to get a full-featured router table.
Today's benchtop and tablesaw-mount-
ed versions offer all the bells and whis-
tles you could ever want, as shown at
near rigltt.

It makes sense to replace your tablesaw
extension table with a router table, as
shown at far right, if you're tight on
shop space. If your projects take you
outside the shop, or if you'll only use a
router table on occasioo, go for a bench-
top unit. You can stow it away or hang it
on a wall to save space.

If you have the room, a stand-alone
table provides the most versatility. Place
the table on wheels, then position it

Choice 2: Look at options
in tabletop materials
Manufacturers make tabletops in a vari-
ety of materials. Most consist of a core
made of medium-density fiberboard
(MDF) covered with either plastic lami-
nate or melamine. This combination
produces a table that's flat, economical,
and durable.

Channels that are cut into MDF will
wear, so manufacturers ofien equip these
tables with aluminum tracks to guide
the miter gauge and fence. Know also
that MDF can absorb moisture and swell
if placed in particularly damp environ-
ments. Seal any exposed MDF to prevent
such absorption.

Several manufacturers now offer
tabletops made of phenolic resin, a rock-
hard, stiff, and durable plastic. These
tables come dead flat and boast immu-
nity to moisture changes. Phenolic
machines well, meaning you can mill a
miter-gauge slot or slots for T-tracks or

Choice 3:  Gauqe your
m iter- gau ge pFef6rences
Router tables perform best at machining
the edges of workpieces. So what if you
need to rout across the end of a board?
Most tables accomplish this with a built-
in track that guides a standard miter
gauge (which you supply). This slot often

woodmagazine.com

plate predril led to fit almost any router.

wherever you want. A stand-alone (or
benchtop) table can be set up for an
operation and left without interfering
with other tool operations.

Bottom Line: Space and portability
may dictate your decision here, but if you

fence mounts directly into the tabletop.
On the downside, phenolic tabletops
cost 10 to 20 percent more than MDF.

If you prefer heavy metal, your table-
top options include aluminum, plate
steel, and cast iron. These tables are
ground smooth and flat, and are very

doubles as a handy place to mount acces-
sories, such as feather boards.

Some router-table users prefer instead
to use a shop-built miter sled that rides
against the fence. With a sled, the work-
piece stays square to the fence face
whether or not the fence sits perfectly
parallel to the miter-gauge slot.

MLCS L td .
#9595 Cast-
lron Table

The cast-iron router table (/eft) resembles 
" 

'\-

tabf esaw top. The plate-steel version (rightl
offers similar traits of f latness and heft,  but has
no miter-gauge slot.

Bench Dog
PToMAX

!

"- 'tfs
--'i* .

- -
- ,.{.

have the room, opt for a stand-alone table.
Besides maximizing your flexibility, a
stand-alone table usually offers the widest
range of tabletop sizes and the most stor-
age and dust-collection options.

durable. Typically, they're equipped
with miter-gauge slots. Note that you'll
have to keep rust off steel and iron ver-
sions. Aluminum tables won't rust, but
can corrode. And uncoated alumrnum
may leave marks on wood.

Bottom Line: MDF ranks as our top
choice for tabletops. These are priced
right, durable, and sold in a variety of
sizes. Plus, MDF cuts and machines eas-
ily if you want to modify the tabletop.

Veritas Router Table
Top #05J20.01 with
fence #05J21.01

Bottorn Line: A miter-gauge maxi-
mizes flexibility, allowing you to dado
and cut slots, even at an angle, such as
when splining a mitered joint. A sled
may raise the workpiece beyond the bit's
cutting height.

Bench Dog
ProTop
Contractor

h
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This benchtop
modeloffers an
enclosed cabinet, mult i-
funct ion fence,  and an inset  

' j

This tablesaw- S
mounted router
tab le  shares a l l the
amenit ies found on the
manufacturer's
stand-alone model.
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Choice 4: Pick an insert
Most tables have an insert plate that fits
into a rabbeted opening. The router bolts
to the plate-which is typically made of
phenolic, aluminum, or polycarbonate-
using existing holes in the router base.
You also can buy insert plates separately
and fit them to your table.

A removable insert plate offers two
advantages over bolting the router
directly to a solid tabletop. First, 31 fr" to
3/s" thick, a plate allows greater cutting
height than if the bit had to reach
through a 1" or thicker tabletop. Second,
a plate makes the router easily remov-
able. You'll appreciate this when you
need to change bits, as shown below.

The insert plate must sit flat and flush
with the table surface. If it doesn't, your
workpiece may catch on protruding
edges. Make sure that either the tabletop

or plate has iack screws or another level-
ing system to make the plate fit flush
with the tabletop.

Some manufacturers design a slight
crown into the plate. If the weight of the
router flexes the plate, it forces it flat
rather than creating a concave surface.

Because router bits range from less
than rf att to more than 3" in diameter,

choose an insert with interchangeable
reducer rings to adiust the bit opening,
as shown below.

Bottom Line: What plate material
you choose is less important than
getting one with reducer rings and a
leveling system. These features cost
extra, but are worth it. So is a table with
a built-in lift. (See example on page 18.)

The small
ring accepts
guide
bushings.

A l ip
system
locks the
reducer
rings
together.

The outfeed side of some fences moves
forward with spacers or adjustment screws
for edge-jointing boards with a straight bit.

of the dust and chips your router pro-
duces. Most commercial fences offer
these features, as does the fence we
designed on page 94.

Bottom Line: The best fences offer
split faces, accessory-holding tracks, and
a sturdy frame (usually extruded
aluminum). Choose one that's at least as
wide as your tabletop, and check the
attachment system. Some require that
you mount tracks in the tabletop; others
clamp in place. A few can be mounted
either way. I
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Router Tables

Phenol ic

These three types of insert plates hold the router base firmly in place, remove easily for bit
changing, and are thin enough to al low ful l  cutt ing capacity. Each is made of materialthat
resists sagging with weighty routers.

Lifring the router and insert plate out of the table (left) simplifie5 bit changing by allowing full Reducer rings fit into the insert plate to
access. lf the router bolts diredly to the table {dght), a tilting top fa(ilitdtes bit changes. safely support the wo*piece.

Choice 5: Pick a fence
Unless you're using a bearing-guided bit,
most router-table operations require a
fence to guide the workpiece. To work
properly, a fence has to measure flat
from end to end, hold the faces square
to the tabletop, and adiust easily.

Split faces that open and close to change
the size of the gap around the bit, as
shown below, perform best. By allowing
you to offset one face, the split faces on

some fences allow you to joint board
edges, as shown at right. This feature is
handy if you don't have a jointer.

Beyond these basic functions, find a
fence with T-tracks or other mounting
points for such accessories as feather
boards and stop-blocks, bit guards, and
auxiliary iigs. If the fence doesn't come
with a port to accept a vacuum hose, get
one. By connecting to a shop vacuum or
dust-collector hose, you can collect most

Insert plate
reducer rings
minimize the
table opening.

You can adjust sliding fence faces to fully support the workpiece on the infeed and outfeed
sides of the cut, no matter what size bit you use. To get the best performance, always set the
smallest gap possible around the bit .

20

Reducer
rings
removed
from insert
plate

Aluminum
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Chapter 1 | Router Basics I Table-Mount A Router

How to
lbble-
Mount
Your Router
Whether you make a router

insert plate or buy one, you

can attach it to your tool and

install it in your table with just

a few easy steps.

recision counts when you mount
a router under a table. IdeallY, You
want the router and its insert plate

to lift out easily when necessary, and to
stay solidly in position while you rout.
If you're using a commercial insert or an
insert-based router lift, proceed to the
section titled "Cut the table opening,"
opposite. If you are making your own
insert, start right here.

Prepare the insert
a 

g.ry a 3/ax72xl2" piece of acrylic or
I polycarbonate plastic from a wood-

working store or catalog. (Woodcraft
carries acrylic [item l6L7l] for $15.50
and polycarbonate [16L72] for $20.50.
Visit woodcraft.com, or call 8OO-225-
1153.) Either type works fine; acrylic is
somewhat stiffer, while polycarbonate
offers greater resistance to shattering.
You can use the piece as is, or trim it to
your preferred dimensions with a fine-
tooth laminate- or plywood-cutting
blade in your tablesaw. Check for square-
ness at every corner.

f Ckruck a 1" Forstner bit in your drill
Zpr"tt, and dritl a pair of finger holes
near opposite corners of the insert to
help with quick installation and removal.
We centered ours lVz" ftom each of the
adiacent sides. Ease the top and bottom
edges of the holes, using a 7e" round-over
bit in vour router.

!! Witfr the protective covering still in
J place on the insert, use a Pencil or
marker to draw diagonal lines from
opposite corners of the insert to find the
center. Install a V-groove bit and posi-
tion the router so the bit point contacts
the center, as shown at right. Rotate the
router so that the handles fit within
the perimeter of the insert plate. Trace
around the router's plastic subbase.

;| Remove the subbase from Your
rtrouter. Place two strips of double-
faced tape on its fac6. Position it on the
insert to match the traced outline. Using
a self-centering bit, drill holes through
the plate at each of the subbase mount-
ing holes, as shown below.

Size the insert holes to match your router's
mounting screws. After dri l l ing through
the insert, flip it over, and countersink the
holes for flathead mounting screws, or
counterbore them for panhead screws.

To position a round subbase on an insert,
stick a piece of masking tape on it, mark it
with the penci l ,  and make a matching mark
on the plate, as shown here.

( Select a Forstner bit with a diameter
Jya' larger than the largest router bit
you intend to use. (We used a lYz" bit.)
Chuck it in your drill press, and drill a

The less clearance between bit and insert, the
better. For safety and convenience, make two
or three inserts with different-size bit holes.
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through hole at the previously marked
centerpoint, as shown below.

Cut the table opening
! Position the inseit on your router
I table, centered from side to side, and

far enough from the table's front edge to
allow for a miter-gauge slot and an ade-
quate work area. Trace around it with a
pencil, as shown below.

1t/2" hole

Distance
to suit
tabletop

)Oraw lines /2" inside the insert out-
Gline to form a smaller rectangle, as
shown below. These lines serve as cutting
lines. Drill a start hole for your jigsaw
blade, and carefully cut out the opening.

easy to set in place and remove, without
allowing any significant movement
while routing. Tap down on the guide
boards with a rubber mallet or apply
pressure with clamps to bond the tape
firmly. Remove the insert.

Position and attach the guide
boards with double-faced tape.

;l Next, affix your test guide board on
Ta piece of scrap with double-faced
tape, and then clamp the assembly to
your workbench. You'll use this test
piece to sneak up on the needed rabbet
depth for an exact flush fit.

(Install a pattern-cutting bit or dado-
rf cutting bit in your router. Such a bit
features a top-mounted pilot bearing, as
shown below. The diameter of the bit
determines the radius to be shaped at
each corner of the opening, and the
Iength of the bit must be appropriate to
the planned depth of the rabbet and the
thickness of the guide boards. For exam-
ple, to make a rabbet 3/a" deep with 3/a"
radiused corners, we used Woodline USAs
WL-1011-D dado-cutting bit with a 3/+"
diameter and a 7/ra" cutting length. Call
800-472-6950 to order this bit, priced at
$16 plus postage.

Lay out
the
opening
cutl ines
inside
the
traced
outl ine.

Router
insert
plate
outline

Blade
start
hole

l*o*, prepare to rout a rabbet that
rfwill support the insert. Cut S"-wide
guide-board stock from flat3/+" material.
Medium-density fiberboard (MDF) is a
good choice. Crosscut five guide boards
of equal length (you'll use one as a test
piece); the length should be slightly
more than the longest edge of the plate
outline plus 5". Apply two long strips of
cloth-backed, double-faced tape to the
bottom of each of these guide boards.

Align your insert with the traced out-
line, and place the guide boards as
shown top center, using single playing
cards as spacers between the insert and
the guide boards. These spacers create
enough extra room to make your insert

6H*L:^:1ff:Hffi ;::'#:,'"1i'ff i

Centered
side-to-side

woodmagazlne.com

the cutting depth to rout /a" deep into
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the tabletop. Then, working clockwise
as shown at top right, guide the pilot
bearing along the inside edge of the
guide boards and begin to rout the rab-
bet. Also rout along the edge of your test
piece, as shown at bottom right. Lower
the bit Yt", and make a second pass on
both the router table and the test piece.
Again lower the bit Va",butthis time rout
only partway along the test piece and
hold the insert in that rabbet to check
the fit. Adjust the depth if necessary,
and test again. Repeat this p,rocess until
the insert rests flush with the top of the
test piece. NoW make a final pass on
the router table for a perfect fit.

The insert must si t  f lush with the tabletop
so workpieces don't catch as they move past
the router. Using a test setup guarantees that
you'll hit the correct rabbet depth.

lnstall the insert and router
I Sand the corners of your insert so
I they match closelv the radiused cor-

ners of your rabbet. Install the insert on
your router, replacing the subbase
mounting screws with longer ones if
necessary. Make sure to buy screws with
the same diameter and thread type as
the originals.

f Peel off the guide strips around the
Stable opening. Set the insert and
router into it, and your router table is
ready for action. I

o
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Chapter 1 I Router Basics I Avoiding Mistakes

3 Ways to Eliminate Tear-Out
A clean cut is essential whether you're routing dadoes, rabbets, or decorative edges.

Here's how to get the results you're after.

our first attempts at routing will likely produce some
undesirable side effects. As a router passes across the
end of a workpiece, the rapidly rotating bit can tear

away wood fibers on the edge, spoiling the finished surface.

You can avoid or eliminate this type of mishap most of the
time-and save yourself the frustration of having to throw
away ruined parts-by adopting a few work-savvy techniques
like those outlined below.

! fignt passes minimize tear-out. Carbide-edge bits
I and high-horsepower routers may tempt you to make a

habit of routing any profile on any type of wood in one pass.
That's the sure-fire way to produce tear-out, like the kind
shown in the rabbeting cut on the far rtght.Shallow passes
mean less chance of accidentally shredding an edge, so divide
the cut into more manageable bites, like the ones used at the
near right. Wood types prone to tear-out deserve especially
careful handling. These include oak, ash, and some types of
pine. Melamine-coated particleboard also benefits from shal-
low passes. If necessary, reduce your cutting depth to 3Az" pet
pass and slow down the feed rate.

vs.

Even without a backer board, dividing the cut into three passes of
Ta"each produced smooth edges in the rabbet on the left. The r4"

rabbet on the right was cut in a single pass with no backing.

f nlocks play a snpporting role. Backing up your cuts
&makes as much sense when routing as when using a table-
saw. In both cases, you transfer the tear-out to a piece of scrap
instead of your profect parts. When routing, combine tear-out
prevention with safety by using pushblocks to keep fingers a
safe distance from spinning bits. With router pushblocks,
because of the many different bit profiles, you need either lots
of blocks or ways to reuse the same block. One solution: Make
this sacrificial pushblock, shown at right, from a 4"-square
piece of scrap that's been drilled to accept a dowel handle. Use
it once, turn it 90o, and you have a fresh backing to use with
your next bit, plus up to two more sides standing by. Make
these blocks large enough and you can remove the chewed-up
edges on your tablesaw and reuse them another four times.
Larger blocks double as braces for keeping long workpieces
perpendicular to your router-table fence.

The profile cut into the back edge of this pushblock shows that the
pushblock has backed up one router bit already, but still has three
more uncut edges left.

! nUn your passes. You may need to think through this
Jcutting sequence the first few times, but you'll soon make
it a habit after seeing the results. On workpieces where you're
routing all four edges, don't iust spin the workpiece and cut.
Edge grain near the ends is the most susceptible to tear-out,
but cutting the ends first allows you to remove any damaged
areas at the same time you rout the edges. The alternative?
There is none. Cutting the edges first, as we did on the sample
board shown at right,leaves profiles vulnerable to tear-out. If
you're still having tear-out problems, use multiple passes and
leave less than /zz" of material for your final pass. i
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Avoid tear-out by cutting the ends first and then the edges.
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Chapter 1 | Router Basics I Avoiding Mistakes

Learn Not
To Burn
Don't let router bits get you or
your wood overheated.

ant to prevent those annoy-
ing burn marks that leave
your routed edges black and

your face
following

red? Keep cool by putting the
tips to work.

Keep lt clean
Ideally, you should wipe your bits clean
after each use. Most of us, though, just

drop them back in their holders and
walk away. This allows resin and dust
build-up, causing bits to heat faster and
burn the wood.

If your bits are covered with sawdust,
wipe them with a dry cloth. Remove any
stubborn build-up with a blade-and-bit
cleaner. The benefit: Clean bits stay
sharp longer because excessive heat
breaks down carbide cutters.

Stay sharp
A dull bit cuts poorly and builds up heat
doing so. If you can run the cutter over
your fingernail without shearing off a
shaving, then the bit needs sharpening.

Remove pitch to keep bits cool. Diamond
lapping stones (about 57 each) keep a keen
edge between professional sharpenings.
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To freshen up router-bit cutting edges
with diamond lapping stones, hone only
the flat surfaces. Count your strokes to
make sure you remove the same amount
of material from each cutter to keep the
bit balanced. It only takes a half-dozen
or so strokes with each stone. If that
doesn't restore cutting ability, have the
bit sharpened by a pro or replace it. For
more bit maintenance tips, see page 50.

Set speed limits
Router bits spin up to Z4,OOO revolutions
per minute (rpm). And most bits have
two cutters, so they take up to 48,000
bites every minute. That's why bits and
wood heat up in a hurry. To keep things
cool, set your router speed according to
the chart, above right.

Another way to keep heat in check is
by controlling the rate at which you feed
the bit into the workpiece. A slow rate
creates more heat. Using a fast and con-
sistent feed rate will keep the bit and
wood cool.

We used the same router and dul l  bi t  to
round over these maple pieces (cut from the
same board). The results are quite different.

Bit Diameter Max. Speed (rpm)
Up to  1"
1 to 11/q"
TV+ to 21/c"
21/+Io 3Vz"

Up to 24,000
16,000 to 18,000
12,000 to 16,000
12,000

Watch your woods
Some woods, such as oak, don't easily
burn. Maple and cherry burn notori-
ously because of their density and the
oils and extractives they contain. Among
softwoods, pine can be troublesome in
areas that contain pitch pockets. With
these species, slow the router speed and
increase feed rate to minimize burning.

Take it one step at a time
Powerful routers and sharp carbide-tipped
bits are capable of hogging out large cuts
in even the hardest of woods. But doing
so stresses the bit, causes tear-out, and
leads to burning. When removing more
than V+" of material, make multiple shal-
low passes, as shown below. Q

A shal low f inal  pass
(1/n" to 7rc" deep)
gives clean results.

Even in burn-prone woods, such as cherry,
making a shal low f inal pass keeps the bit  and
wood coolto el iminate most burns.

Best-Ever Router Tips, Tricks, and figs 2008

A single pass
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burns the wood.
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Router
Miscuts
Disappear
These five simple steps hide
accidental gouges.

1f bumped elbow, or just a slip of the hand, and there

A it is-a router miscut. Even with your best efforts,
J lyou can't always keep them from happening. One
common example: You built cabinet doors, carefully mea-
sured and marked the hinge locations, and set the router

bit to cut to the correct depth. Just as you complete the recess for
the hinge mortise, the cord catches and you accidentally rout
outside the marked lines. Is the door ruined? Absolutely not! A
simple angled inlay creates a nearly seamless grain match guaran-
teed to restore the woodwork and a smile to your face.

Oops

!.i

/!

I Wittr a sharp knife and clamped straightedge, scribe a
I diagonal line outside of the mistakenly routed area. By

scribing a long line that angles only slightly across the
grain, the patch will effectively blend with the surround-
ing grain. Always avoid butt ioints that cut across the
grain-those patches will stick out like a sore thumb.
Using a straight bit and a secured straightedge, carefully
rout the area to the same depth as the mortise.

j)from matching wood, rip a strip stightly thicker than
Sthe recess depth. Align the grain of the strip and the
workpiece. Then cut a patch slightly larger than the routed
area. Test it in the recess for fit and grain match.

woodmagazine.com

llWitn the glue completely dry, remove the tape. Using a sharp
Tblock plane or sanding block, level the patch flush with the
surrounding area.

(frim excess patch from the door edge and face (use a low-angle
dblock plane). Then, using a sharp chisel, square the mortise.
Test the fit of your cut by placing the hinge in the mortise. ll

lN.*t, apply wood glue. Clamp the patch snugly with tape
rJuntil the glue dries.
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Chapter 1 | Router Basics I Router Maintenance

Plunge-Router
Care-and
M aintenance
10 top problems and how you can prevent

them from happening

onsidering their incredible versa-
tility and flexibility, it is not
surprising that the plunge router

ranks as the favorite tool in many work-
shops. However, there's a price that
comes with such popularity. After many
hours of hard work, a few years of
neglect, or perhaps an accidental fall off

Tool tour
Your router may look a l itt le different from this example,
but it contains the same basic parts. We've given you an
inside view to help you understand how everything
works. Just realize that some manufacturers advise
against tackling any repair that requires you to remove
the housing. Whether the repairs are done at home or in
a repair shop, make sure to use replacement parts made
for the brand and model of your tool. Substitutes wil l
void the warranty and may damage other parts within
the tool.

your bench, even the best-built router
will need some TLC.

We narrowed the list of common
plunge router problems down to 10. By
learning what to look for, you can find
and fix small problems or know when
it's time to send your tool to the repair
shop. Ignore these problems and you

Replacing the carbon brushes that transfer power to your router is one
of several simple fixes you can perform in your workshop.

could cause serious damage to Your
router, your next project, or even your-
self. Because "an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure," we've also sug-
gested a few items (shown below) for you
to use to help your router perform at its
best for vears to come.

continued on page 30

Your clean-machine kit
You only need to invest in a few items to keep your
router running l ike a top for years.

F,t* .&#"-

1. Air compressor or canned air. Blowing through the air
vents removes dust before it smothers the motor or cakes
up electrical contacts. (Vacuuming works, too.)

2. Graphite or Teflon-type lubricant. Dry lubricants offer
slipperiness and rust resistance without sticky residue.

3. Wax. Works as both a cleaner for removing pitch, and
as a lubricant for baseplates and guide rods. Apply
sparingly, and then buff off excess with a dry cloth.

4. Toothbrush, brass brush, fine abrasive pad. Cood for
removing l ight rust or pitch, but use gently. Use Teflon-
safe kitchen pads to clean collets and guide rods.

5. Pitch remover. Use to remove caked-on crud on the
baseplate and guide rods, but be careful around electrical
contacts, lubricated bearings, and plastic parts.

Sources
Brass collet brush set. No. 146736, 51 1 .43. Top-Cote lubricant. No. 124624,
5.5 oz., $13.99. Woodcraft. Call 800-225-1 153 or go to woodcraft.com' Collet
stretcher. No.9464forTz" router bits, No.9468 for 7+" router bits, 524.95'
Dead man foot pedal. No. 9080, S21.95. MLCS. Call 800-533-9298, or go to
mlcswoodworking.com.
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Chapter 1 |  Router Basics I Router Maintenance

Problem

#1 Plunglng
lmperfectlons
A smooth, comfortable
plunge action makes for
precise mortises and stopped
cuts. A plunge action that
stalls on the downstroke is
annoying; one that sticks on
the upstroke can be
dangerous.

#2 Banged-Up Baseplate
The baseplate,  or  subbase, is
the bear ing surface between
the tool  and your work.
St icky bui ldup can hang up
your router  in mid-cut  and
burn an edge. A deep scratch
can leave a sharp burr  that
wi l l  mar del icate surfaces.

#3 Trashed Baseplate
Most factory baseplate
openings are sized to hold
guide bushings. However, a
large-diameter bit can
damage the retaining lip of
the opening, making it too
big to hold guide bushings.

#4 Bi ts That  Sl ip
When a bit creeps out of the
collet, regardless of how
t ight  you torque the col let
nut ,  you've got  a problem. A
sl ipping col let  makes i t
imoossib le to rout  a
consistent  cut  and can
damage the shanks of  your
bi ts.  Even worse,  i t  can f l ing
the bi t ,  creat ing a dangerous
missi le in your shop.

#5 Frozen Collet Nut or Bit
The reverse of bit slippage, a
collet nut may lock onto the
armature, or a bit may stick
in the collet.

Diagnosis

, Release the plunge lock and
i then test the plunge
i movement. General
i sluggishness usually points to
i pitch build-up. lf you feel a
i sticking point, inspect the
i guide rods. You're likely to
: find a dent left by a slipped
: wrench, or by that short
i "ride" off your bench.

I
:

Disassembling the plunge
mechanism isn'talways
necessary, but doing so makes
it easier to dean and lubricate
all the parts.

,  F l ip your router  and run your
;  f ingers across the working
, face of the baseplate. Pitch
i streaks and burrs are tough
i  to miss.  Minor scratches are
: acceptable, but the baseplate
:  should feel  s l ick and smooth.

You can't miss the smell of
routed plast ic .  Plunging a
large router bit into a
baseplate's small opening
results in tearing it up.

Dark marks,  or  r ings,  around
the shanks of  a b i t  are a sol id
s ign that  the bi ts  are
spinning s lower than the
molor.

You can quant i fy  col let  wear
by using a dia l  indicator  to
measure run-out ,  but  f i rs t
you should t ry wiggl ing the
arbor to make sure i t 's  not  a
bear ing problem.

Try as you might, the bit
refuses to come out.

Fix

Ceneral  s luggishness:  Clean
guide rods with a toothbrush
or fine abrasive pad.
Lubricate bars with dry
graphite or Teflon-type spray.
Don't use too much. Apply
lubricant to your cloth, and
then wipe the guide rods.

Sticky spots: File or sand off
the burr. Finish up by
lubricating both rods.

WARNING: Don't use grease
or oil; it attracts dust that
eventual ly  wi l l  bui ld up and
gum up the act ion.

Pi tch bui ld-up:  l f  you can' t
erase the crud with paste
wax and an abrasive pad,  t ry
pitch remover. Then wax the
plate to make a smooth
sl id ing surface.

Burrs:  Use a sanding block
and 320-gr i t  paper or  a f i le
to level  any protrusions.

Replace the baseplate.

WARNING: Make sure to use
the correct screws. (When in
doubt, contact the
manufacturer.) The wrong
screws will ruin the baseplate.

Remove pi tch bui ldup or
minor surface rust  wi th a
brass col let  brush (see
Sources on page 28).

WARNING: Don' t  use
sandpaper.  The col let /b i t  f i t
depends on thousandths of
an inch.  Sanding the col let  or
bi t  shank can remove too
much metal  and prevent a
secure gr ip.

Difficulty/Cost

Easy to Moderately Difficult/
Cheap
($0, assuming you already
own some cleaning gear)

Easy and Cheap
(Repairs $0;  New baseplate,
$0 if you make it yourself,
otherwise $25)

: Easy and Cheap
: (Repairs $0; New baseplate,
i $0 if you make it yourself,
i otherwise $25)

:
i

Easy / lnexpens ive  (New

col let ,  $18-$20)

Two rings on this

bit 's shank indicate a

loose col let.  This bit

is toast. Sanding off

the damage reduces

the shank size and

affects the collet's

abil ity
to get a good
firm grip.

: Wipe off pitch, dust, and
i chips before they build up.
i Keep the bellows clean and
, uncracked; they'l l keep crud
, from reaching the rods in the
i first place.
:
i For table-mounted routers,
: periodically disassemble the
:  p lunge mechanism to
: completely clean out
i sawdust.
i:
i

!

::

,  Make sure that  nai ls  and
: screws and other hardware
r i tems are countersunk below
, the surface before routing.
,  Plan for  future mishaps by
:  using a shop-made
, baseplate, or keeping a spare
;  handy,  just  in case.

Use 320-grit sandpaper to
remove scratches and dings from
your baseplate before they leave
nasty scratches on your work.
Finish up with a light coat of wax.

, Before turning on the router,
i take a test plunge. Invest in
: two baseplates: one for
:  bushing-guidedtemplate
i work and another for
i big bits.

,  Keeo the col let  c lean.  Minor
,  dust  and rust  can cause
;  malor  damage. Blow or brush
,  the col let  out  each t ime You
, change bi ts .

St ick ing a bi t  out  too far  to
make a deeoer cut  can
increase leverage and widen
the bottom portion of the
col let .  To prevent th is "bel l -
mouthing,"  insert  the shank
as far  into the col let  as i t  wi l l
go, then back it out %e". Buy
a collet stretcher (see Sources
on page 28) to prevent
overextending a bit.

Do not overtighten the collet
nut, or tighten the nut
without a bit in place. To do
so could permanently deform
the metal.

Clean threads with a
toothbrush. Wipe on a thin
coat of lubricant, and then
wipe off any excess.

WARNING: Do not lubricate
the inside of the collet! lf you
do, it won't grip the bit.

Rings

i  Cive the wrench a l ight
i whack. Make sure you're
i turning the nut in the right
i direction. Be careful not to
,  damage the bi t  or  the plunge
, rods in the process.
I

,
:
A quick tap can break a collet's
death grip on your bit. Once
removed, clean and lightly
lubricate the <ollet nut.

' Easy to lmpossible,
i depending on how well the
i bit is stuck. lf you think you
: might break something else
i in the process, take the tool
i to the repair shop. A new

i collet will cost around $20.

i

Prevention
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Problem

#6 Plunge-Lock  5 l ippage
The p lunge lock  lever  fa i l s  to
ho ld  i t s  cu t te r  depth .  l t  tu rns
wi thout  ach iev ing  the
necessary  9np;  o r  worse ,  the
rou ter  spr ings  up  in  the
m i d d l e  o f  a  c u t .

Mark a guide rod with pencil or
tapeto see i fyou havea lock

lever that slips.

#7 Worn Brushes :
The brushes in your router  i
are chunks of  carbon that  I
deliver current to the motor !
by brushing against  the .
commutator. Over time and I
use, they wear out. I

#8 Worn Cords and Plugs
Compared to other job-s i te
tools,  l ike c i rcular  saws,
you're not  as l ikely to
accidental ly  cut  the cord,  but
normal  wear and tear st i l l
take their  to l l .  At  best ,  a
damaged cord wi l l  k i l l  your
tool ;  at  worst ,  i t  can k i l l  you.

#9 Trigger Troubles
More likely the result of a fall
than mechanical  fa i lure,  a
switch that won't turn on or
off deserves immediate
attention.

#1O Bad Bear ings
High-rpm routers are tough
on bear ings;  but  unless
you're working in a heavy-
use commercia l  shop,  you
may never encounter a
problem. Bear ings are
designed to run for  300-400
hours;  the ru le of  thumb is to
replace them with every
other brush change.

woodmagazine.com

Diagnosis

With the router  motor-end
up, p lunge the base hal fway
and lock i t  in  p lace.  l f  you
have a router table, repeat
the test  base-end up.  Any
movement means a loose
lock lever.

You may notice a decrease in
power, see a shower of
sparks, or detect an electrical
smel l .  l f  the brushes don' t
have a wear l imit mark, it 's
safe to assume that they're
nearly at the end if there's
less than 7+" of carbon.
(Uneven wear ing or  chipped
brushes may indicate a
problem wi th the armature.)
lf one brush goes completely,
the motor wi l l  shut  down.

Check  the  cord .  A  c racked
sheath ,  miss ing  ground
prong,  o r  w i res  p ro t rud ing
where  the  cord  meets  the
hous ing  te l l s  you  i t ' s  t ime fo r
a  rep lacement .

,  Al l  power tools should be
inspected for cracked cords and
missing grounds. Replacement
is  cheaper  than a  t r ip  to  the  ER.

The router fai ls to start or i
stop, or runs intermitt ingly. ,

i

:
Three-wire switches aren't hard
to replace, but some variable-
speed routers have six wires.
When in doubt, leave this repair
to the pros.

i  Worn .  bear ings  may make a
,  popprng,  c racKrng,  o r
,  g r ind ing  no ise .  Fee l  fo r  heat .
:  Rubb ing  bear ings  can ra ise  a
:  rou ter ' s  temoera ture  and

. rnuy even make i t  too hot to
,  hand le .  To  check  vour  in i t ia l
,  d iagnos is ,  unp lug  the  rou ter
,  and tu rn  the  arbor  by  hand.
:  Any  percept ib le  d rag ,  w igg le ,
,  o r  looseness  s iona ls  t roub le .

Fix

Check the guide rods f i rs t ;
make sure there 's no residue.
To t ighten the plunge lock
lever,  remove the reta in ing
screw, pull off the lock lever,
and  ad jus t  the  lock  bo l t .

WARNING: Don' t  overdo i t !
Overt ightening the lock bol t
can af fect  the plunging
act ion and may even mar the
gu ide  rods .

Remove the brush holder
caps, take out the worn
brushes,  and insert  the
replacements. Replace both
brushes at  the same t ime,
being careful not to crimp
the spr ings.  Af ter  insta l l ing,
run the router for 20 minutes
to give the new brushes a
chance to seat themselves
against  the commutator .
Some models conceal  the
brushes behind the motor
housing. (Discussed nght.)

The complexity of replacing a
switch varies by model and
manufacturer; if in doubt,
take it to the repair shop. In
the case of simple three-wire
on/off switches, note the wire
colors and locations before
removing the old switch, and
replace the new switch one
terminal at a time. Be careful
not to pinch the wires.

Difficulty/Cost

Easy/ lnexpens ive .  (New lever
assembly ,  $20)  Th is  i sn ' t  a
complex  f i x ,  bu t  the  spr ing-
loaded mechan ism can be
t r i cky  fo r  f i r s t - t imers  to
ad jus t .  l t ' s  a  qu ick  f i x  fo r  the
repa i r  shop.

Prevention

. l f  i t  a in ' t  b roke ,  don ' t  f i x  i t .
,  Most  lock  orob lems can be
,  t raced to  ear l ie r  a t tempts  a t  a
,  q u i c k  f i x  w h e n  t h e  r e a l
,  p rob lem may have been
,  d i r ty  gu ide  rods  or  a
:  s l i p p i n g  b i t .

Fair ly  Easy/ lnexpensive
(Brush set ,  $15)

Moderately frickyl
l nexpens ive  ($12-$20)
Fai l ing to at tach the ground
wire,  or  p inching the wires
under  the  hous ing ,  can  make
the tool  potent ia l ly  deadly to
the user.  Take i t  to the repair
shop i f  you doubt your
electr ical  abi l i t ies.

Somewhat Tricky (depending
on the  mode l ) /  Modera te ly
Inexpens ive  ($30 w i th  laboD.

Di f f  icul t /  Moderately
Expensive (about $50 wi th
labor) .  Bear ing replacement
involves major  d isassembly.
(They are press-f i t  onto the
top and bottom of the shaft.)
This job should be lef t  to a
repair  shop.

: Average brush life varies from
, 50 to 

' l 
00 hours. Even if you

: use your router regula rly, you
: won't need to check the
,  brushes more than once a
: year; pros may do a check
; every 6 months.

:
:
Marks of a good tool are brush
caps for easy brush access.
However, some routers require
removing the housing to do
this. In this case, take the tool to
a repair shop.

:  Choose routers wi th rubber
:  cords-they maintain their
,  f lex ib i l i ty  longer than plast ic .
: To avoid stressing the
i  sheathing,  wires,  or
,  connect ions.  coi l  cords
,  loosely,  especia l ly  where they
, attach to the motor. Never
,  yank a plug f rom the out let
:  or  leave a plug where you
,  could step on i t .

Switches are tested to survive
thousands of on-off cycles.
You can minimize any further
chance of problems by
blowing out  f ine dust  that
cah compromise the
electrical contacts.

Bearings wear out fast when
they are not under load.
Leaving the router on between
cuts can be a oroblem with
table-mounted routers. To
avoid leaving the tool running,
instal l  a foot pedal (see
Sources on page 28) to your

:ll'il'i'ff "',";:ff :Y,""+

Cord rep lacement .

Bear ing  rep lacement .
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One key to successful routing is
bits plus specialty bits designed

a well-rounded collection of bits-versatile workhorse
for your favorite projects.

Router Bit Selection Basics

With several
hundred choices,

finding a router
bit to fit your
needs can be

both challenging
and rewarding.

A router bit accomplishes an

incredible amount of work.

Spinning at 24,000 rpm, a

two-edged bit makes an

unbelievable 930 cuts per

second. No wonder it slices

through wood like a hot knife

through butter.

I t happens before you know it-bit by

I bit the collection builds. Fortunately
I with a router, the more bits you have,
the more iobs you can do with it.

Reading a router bit catalog can make
you feel a lot like the proverbial kid in a
candy store. With hundreds of styles
available, choosing the right one for size,
shape, or material can be overwhelming.
A basic understanding of router bits
may help you save some of your hard-
earned cash and and get maximum use
of each bit.

It starts with the design
Bits share certain design similarities.
Although there are a few made of solid
carbide, most have a continuous steel
body and shank made from one piece of
steel, and one or more cutting edges.
The cutters may be high-speed steel
(HSS) or brazed tungsten carbide tips.
Refer to the bit anatomy drawing on
opposite page to identify those parts you
may not be familiar with.

Today's bits are made on automatic
lathes and computer-driven, multi-axis

grinding machines. These machines do
a remarkable job, and enable the manu-
facturers to produce designs that were
not possible just a few years ago.

Shank size options
Routers can have either r/q" or /2" collets,
or both. A V+' collet only accepts bits
with Z+"-diameter shanks. A Vzu collet
will accept bits withVz"-diameter shanks
and with adapters, also will accept /r"
and 3/a" bits (not widely available). It's
nice to have one that accepts both shank
sizes, but many types of bits come in
both l+" and 72" shank sizes.

Although bits with %" shanks perform
well, some experienced and professional
woodworkers prefer Vzu shank bits
because they're bigger, stiffer, and stron-
ger, and better able to resist vibration,
flexing, and breaking.

Consider shank length, too. Gener-
ally, pick the bit with the shortest shank
that will do the job to minimize the
amount of bit exposed while you work.

Know your bit dimensions
Router bits have several critical dimen-
sions. Besides shank diameter and
length, you need to know the cutter
diameter, cutter height (or length), cut-
ter width, and overall bit length. On
some, the cutter angle, radius, or bear-
ing diameter also will be important.
Profiles of bits and illustrations showing
an exact image of the cut also help you
visualize what the final cut will look
like. Note the position of these dimen-
sions on the illustration.

3
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To pilot a bit or not
Unguided bits can be used for straight or
contour cuts anywhere on a board,
provided the router is guided by a
straightedge or template. Guided bits
have a pilot or bearing that controls the
router without a straightedge. They can
be used only along the edge of a board.

Most edge-cutting bits use ball bear-
ings, typically located at the end of the
shank on edge-forming bits, to ride
against the workpiece edge. To eliminate
edge burn, the bearings turn at your
feed rate on the outside, but spin at
router speed on the inside. You must put
enough pressure on the router to hold
the bearing against the workpiece. Oth-
erwise, it may spin along with the bit,
and burn the wood anyway.

Changing the bearing diameter will
alter the cutting width and profile of the
bit, which gives you several bits in one.
To change a bearing, you need to remove
the socket-head cap screw located on
the end of the shank. Loosening it
requires an Allen wrench.

Many woodworkers use changeable
bearings on rabbeting bits and slot cut-
ters to change the rabbet width or the slot
depth. Fitting a roundover bit with a
smaller bearing converts it into a beading
bit. The profiles of certain classical bits
can be altered in this way, too. (See page
40 for more information on how bearing
size varies a bit's cutting depth.)

On pattern-cutting bits, the bearing is
above the cutter. In use, the bearing fol-
lows the edge of the pattern or template
and the cutter duplicates the pattern
profile on the workpiece.

One alternative to piloted bits is a
template guide bushing. These bushings
look like hollow tubes that fit into the
center hole of most router sub-bases and
guide a router around a template or pat-
tern. In use, the bit extends through the
inside of the bushing and beyond
the bottom of the router base. When
routing, hold the guide bushing against
the pattern edge. The larger the diameter
of the bushing, the farther your bit will
cut from the pattern.

How to judge bit quality
Today, virtually all manufacturers use
tungsten carbide for their cutters. Car-
bide is an alloy of carbon and metal
powders fused together, and harder than
HSS. Carbide tips hold a cutting edge
anywhere from 15 to 25 times longer.
The extra hardness is particularly useful
if you're planning to work hardwoods or

woodmagazlne.com

This handheld router, equipped with a template
guide bushing and core-box bit, is ready to
tackle template routing. Allow for the thickness
of the template to set bit cutting depth.

any of the synthetic products like MDF
or solid-surface materials.

Not all bits are created equally-not
even carbide bits. While carbide might
be the all-around best, there will be dif-
ferences in carbide thickness, grades of
carbide used, and how the bit's body
supports the carbide. You can see some
of the things that make up quality, but
not all of them.

For example, you can spot a skinny
carbide tip that likely will disappear
after iust a couple of sharpenings. But
when it comes to the grade of carbide
used, you have no way of knowing what
the manufacturer us€d. Very hard car-
bide maintains a sharp edge longer. But
if it's too hard, the cutting edge may
chip or nick more easily.

Carbide tips get btazed to the bit body
during manufacturing. Tips should be
fully supported by the bit body to mini-
mize chances of the carbide breaking
away. See carbide-tip bits and bit body in
the drawing at right. The steel body
should be turned smooth and without
pits or cracks.

Check the edge grind of the carbide
tip under a good magnifying glass if you
have one-it should be glassy smooth. If
you see or can feel grinding marks, the
tips have not been finished properly and
the bit should be rejected.

Anti-kickback adds safety
Anti-kickback bits provide an extra mar-
gin of safety. The design of this bit limits
the depth of cut at each pass to about
Yra". Limiting the bite is especially bene-
ficial on large diameter bits that take
wide cuts because it lessens the risk of
the bit grabbing a workpiece or throw-

A bearing on this flush-trimming bit rides along
the pattern edge and cuts an identical edge on
the piece above it. This setup is an excellent way
to make finish-quality, duplicate workpieces
quickly and without any extra work.

Bits have key components and dimensions that
you can use to help identify them. Dimensions
reference overall length; shank diameter and
length; cutter length and width or diameter;
and, on some bits, the cutter's angle or radius
and bearing diameter.

TOP VIEW OF
STRAIGHT

ROUTER BIT

A radialgrind on the backside of the carbide
leaves more mass behind the cutting edge to
support the tip. lt also prevents shrinkage in bit
diameter when resharpening.
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TYPICAL ANTI -KICKBACK BIT

Chapter 2 | Router Bits I Choosing Bits

ing it. Their additional body mass also
helps dissipate heat quicker, and it some-
times seems to make them run smoother.
(See drawing at rtght.)

Shearlng blts cut smoother
Differences between straight and shear
flute cutters can be critical too. On a
straight flute bit, the entire cutting edge
contacts the work at the same time. By
contrast, on a spiral flute, only a small
portion of the cutting edge contacts the
work at any time. This shearing action
makes a smoother, finer cut finish with
less power. Although this feature appears
most evident on straight bits, you also
can find spiral shear flutes on other
high-quality bit profiles.

Spiral-cutting bits work fast and make
clean cuts because they move chips out
of the way quickly. Up-spiral bits work
great for cutting mortises or cavities
when the cut does not pass all the way
through the workpiece. Down spirals
work well when the bit cuts all the way
through the piece.

Bit tips affect performance too, espe-
cially when plunge cutting. Some tips
plunge easier and remove chips faster.
(See photos at right.)

When talking about router bit perfor-
mance, there's a tendency to consider
iust the bit. However, the bit is only part
of the total picture. The kind of material

This bit has a dust shield and a relief grind
under the bearing. With a relief grind, you can
switch to a smaller bearing and use this cutting
surface. Less expensive bits may not have any
relief grind.
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Anti-kickback bits have a body shape that's
designed to limit bite.

you are working, the depth and width of
the cut, the condition of the bit, and the
speed that you move the router along
the work (or feed the work past the bit)
also make considerable differences.

One of the worst things you can do to
a router bit is to try and cut too much in
one pass. Make ityour rule to do multiple
passes if you have to remove more than
a Ye" square of material. Force feeding
stresses the bit, makes it dull faster, and
almost always produces poor cuts.

Speed limits for bits
A 3/+"-diameter bit spinning at 22,OOO
rpm has a nice mundane tip speed of.49
mph. By comparison, the tip speed on a
2Vz"-diameter bit spinning at the same
rpm will hit 164 mph. For bits ranging
in size from r/+ to 3 or more inches in
diameter, safe speeds vary anywhere
from 10,000 rpm to 24,OOO rpm. (For a
given bit, check the packaging for the
manufacturers' recommended speed
limits.) Some suggest a 130 to 140 mph
tip speed for optimum performance and
operator safety. Although routers rely on
high speed for their performance, large
bits should turn at slower speeds to keep
the tip speed slow enough to cut safely
without burning the wood. For addi-
tional information on speed limits, see
the bit-speed chart on page 26. tl

Watch free router videos at:
wood m a g azi ne.com /rou te rti ps

Cutters extend beyond the shank at the end of
these three straight bits for more efficient and
cleaner plunge cuts.

On core-box bits, look for a cleanly ground
point on the bottom tip. Bits with steeper
angles plunge easier, leaving a cleaner cut.

Down-spiral
cutting edges

Spiral bits slice wood instead of chopping it. An
up-spiral bit in a table-mounted router helps
pull a workpiece down against the table.

Best-Ever Router Tips, Tricks, and flgs 2008



from the editors otW00ll'ragazine

Roll-Around Tool Base
Plan DP-00061 $6.95

Five Great Clamp
0rganizers

Plan DP-00230 $6.95

UniversalWall Cabinet
Plan DP-00140 $8.95

. - .  ' .  i

-c !sE#+

Basic Workbench and
6 Ways to Beef it Up
Plan DP-00456 57.95

Space-Saving
Work Center

Plan DP-00168 $6.95

0n-the-Mark
Mitersaw Station

Plan DP-00276 $4.95

Mobile Tool Cabinet
Plan DP-00260 $7.95

Expandable Mitersaw
Platform

Plan DP-00538a $3.95

Super-Flexible
Shop Storage

Plan DP-00280 $5.95

Mobile Sawing &
Routing Center

Plan DP-00271 $8.95

Full-Service Workbench
Plan, Part 1, DP-00058 $8.95

*&i;FfsErx{tl

Mobile Mitersaw Genter
Plan DP-00098 $7.95

Full-Service Workbench
Lift-Up Router & Tool Table

Plan, Paft 2, DP-00059 $8.95

Fl_._ %__.tr€,,.

[___ ' i

Lumber Storage Rack
Plan DP-00135 $7.95

Cyclone Dust Collector
Plan DP-00068 $10.95

Download any of these woodworking plans for the prices listed, or have them mailed directly to you tor an additional $3 per plan
(S+H). For downloading the plan yourself 0r t0 view a larger image, go to woodmagazine.COm/planS
For paper plans shipped to you, call toll lree l -888-636-tf478. Please have your credit card avaitabte.

BERTJAOS
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box joints, r/2"-wide fingers look good
in 3/+" stock.

What about the length? A 1" cutter
lets you cut as deep as you're likely to
ever need, yet still retracts deep enough
into your router base to make shallow
dadoes. Longer bits may or may not,
depending on the router.

rA" flush-trim with 1" cutting length
Solid-wood banding on a plywood
shelf stiffens the shelf and hides its
ugly edges. Cut the banding oversize,
install i t, and then trim it
with a flush-trim bit to make the
joint nearly invisible. Use the same
bit and procedure to trim plastic
laminate flush after it has been
installed. We use a flush-trim bit
nearly as often for copying hard-to-
duplicate pieces, such as zero-clear-
ance tablesaw inserts.

45" chamfer
Simple chamfering (cutting a bevel
on the edge of a workpiece) makes
a good edge treatment for classic .,
furniture styles, such as Shaker
and Arts & Crafts. Setup is
less finicky than with a
round-over bit, and the
bearing always guides the
bit or workpiece. You can
make virtually any size chamfer
with one bit-from just breaking
an edge to beveling the entire
length of a workpiece for a dead-
on miter ioint-by changing
the cutting depth.

Rabbeting bit with bearing set
Use this bit wherever you need a rabbet
along the edge of a workpiece, such as
the art-and-glass area of a picture frame,
or the inset back of a bookcase. A rabbet-
ing bit also can create the tongue of a
tongue-and-groove f oint.

Rabbeting bit sets come
with a number of various-size
guide bearings for cutting

' ! l
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You can buy a bajil l ion-bit set,
but chances are these six
work-horse cutters will do 90
percent of your routing work.

I n the WOODa magazine shop, we

I have nearly a hundred different
I router bits to choose from on a daily
basis. But in reality, only a handful of
them see regular use. Call these bits the
"standards," the router bits no wood-
worker should be without. Regardless
of your skil l  level, these are the six bits
we suggest you buy first, and then add
others as your skil ls and budget allow.

Yes, some cuts (such as keyholes) or
edge treatments (such as an ogee) would
be difficult to do without specialized
bits. Buy those when you have a specific
need for them.

Incidentally, if your router accepts
72"-shank bits, buy them from the get-
go. They qost only a little more than
their 7+" cousins, and are less prone to
deflection under heavy use.

The Top Six bits
r/s" round-over
Hands down, we use this
bearing-guided bit the most,

the bit removes so little material that it
hardly strains. In fact, our ye" round-
over bit has found a permanent home in
a trim router, which accepts orrly rTnrt-

shank bits.

%" round-over
Versatility makes this bit a star per-
former. It cuts a bullnose (in two passes)
in 3/1"-thick stock, and works
well for shaping trim
moldings, which are nor-
mally r/2" thick. Properly
set up in a router table,
a r/+" ro'und-over bit can
make Vz" dowels in any
species, or bead the edge
of a tabletop. We like to
machine 1/+u round-overs
on the handholds of shop-
bui l t  i igs and f ixtures,
making them more com-
fortable to grip.

Vz" straight wlth
l" cutting length
Use this bit in a handheld
router for cutting dadoes and
slots, or with an offset out-
feed fence on your router
table to edge-joint boards.
We prefer the 12" diameter
because we frequently cut
dadoes for hardwood ply-
wood when building cases,
and two overlapping passes
with a 1/2" bit will form a
dado that fits 3/+" plywood-
actuallY 23/tz" thick-better
than a 3/+" bit. If you rout

different widths of rabbets. I
These bearings wil l f i t on l,

*lil

primarily for breaking the ?
sharp edges of solid-wood ' other bearing-guided bits

to expand their versatil-
ity, too. For example,

Ll-:li'il11:,T.; qa
over bit makes it
beading bit.

workpieces. The slight round-
over softens the edges more
uniforrnly than knocking them
down with sandpaper.

Here's a case where a /1" shank
is perfectly acceptable because

3 6
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Other bits you'll want
Look at almost any furniture piece and
you'll find examples of decorative treat-
ments you can reproduce with your own
router. Demand created by the popular-
ity of portable routers has resulted in a
broad variety of bits being made avail-
able. The bits on pages 38-39 represent
some of the basic styles that woodwork-
ers find useful.

Edge-forming bits cut decorative
profiles along the edge of a workpiece or
cut one or both parts of an interlocking
joint. Most have a pilot bearing on the
end of the shank to ride along the edge
of the workpiece to control cut width.

Field or surface-cutting bits have
side and bottom cutting edges so they
can cut into the surface of the workpiece
and then be moved horizontally. They
don't have a guide bearing, so you'll need
a guide-straightedge, edge guide, or
template guide bushing-to keep the
router moving straight or accurate. Cuts
may be decorative or functional.

Specialty bits perform unique rout-
ing tasks, either decorative or functional.
The multi-profile bit, for example, com-
bines an assortment of profiles in one
stack. By changing its height in relation
to the workpiece, /ou can cut an almost
endless number of different profiles
with it. A lock-miter bit, on the other
hand, cuts a specific miter profile that's
ideal for joining workpieces.

If you plan to work with plywood, you
need to know about plywood bits. Ply-
wood often is manufactured undersized,
or thinner than nominal size. Putr/2" ply-
wood into a 1/2" dado and you'll get a poor
fit. To help, some router bit manufacturers
make undersized bits (7/zz" , 23/3ztt , Ll ltzt', and
rS/sz") for routing the thinner plywood.

Maximize your bit options
With your first router you won't need
specific bits right off, but you probably
will want to buy at least a few of these
frequently used specialty bits for starters
(sizes refer to the diamater of the bit's
bite): r/4", 3/8", and r/2" straight bits; 1/+",
3/s", and r/2" tound-overs; 3/ta", S/to" and
L/2" covei 7a" radius ands/zz" radius roman
ogee; 1/+" and 3/e" beading; and a3/a" tab-
beting bit with bearings.

When you're ready to expand the list,
add several spiral bits, a 74"-7/zu dovetail
bit, a 7/E" tound-nose bit, a 72" mortising
bit, and a 9O"-7/+" V-grooving bit. With

woodmagazine.com

this collection you will be able to make
a wide variety of routing cuts.

Many companies offer sets of bits at
substantial savings compared to what
you'd pay if buying them individually.
However, mentally subtract the bits you
aren't likely to use, and then calculate
the costs of those remaining to deter-
mine if the set remains a good buy.

Prices range from $60 to $160 on the
six bits individually. The smaller sets cost
about the same or more, but you get the
bonus of the extra bits that you may or
may not use. Figure the cost per bit of the
bonus bits before making your decision.
Remember, though, that you'll need to
add the cost of the 7e" and 1/+" round-
overs to fill out the set. f

sources
Grizzly
800-523-4777
grizzly.com

Infinity
877-872-2487
infinitytools.com

MLCS/Katana
800-533-9298
mlcswoodworking.com

Porter-Cable
888-B4B-5175
deltaportercable.com

Woodline
800-472-6950
www.woodline.com

Router bit
Amana Tool Co.
800-445-0077
amanatool.com

Bosch PowerTools
8772672499
boschtools.com

CMTTools
888-268-2487
cmtusa.com

Eagle America
800-872-2511
eagleamerica.com

Freud
800-472-7307
freudtools.com
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FLESH OUT YOUR SET
Got more money to spend? Here are the next 10 router bits we advise buying:

Slot-cutter set

E'*'""
W

3/e" roundnose
(also cal led a
core box bit)

round-over

F-t
I '- - - -

I I I I

I  I  E  lRai l -and-s t i le
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I I E i l
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Drawer-roc- 
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EDGING ROUTER BITS

FLUTING
Uses: Round or square column accents.
Classical molding. Combines with matching
bull-nose, ful l-radius to make selt-al igning
joints for canoes, hot tubs, and planters.
Sizes: Cuttinq radius 1/e-3/'ra".

BEADING
Uses: Decorative edges on drawer fronts,
cabinets, furniture, molding, and tr im.
Sizes: Cutting radius 1/a-3/q".

CHAMFER
Uses: Beveled edges on boards or
laminates. Staved box and bowl construction.
Sizes: Cutting length t/q-11/2"; Bevels range
from 7'to 45".

RABBETING
Uses: Cutting rabbets and lap joints. Change
bearing size to change width of rabbet.
Sizes: Cutting widlh 1/a-1/2".

EDGE.BEADING
Uses: Forming decorative beads on edges of
picture frames, moldings, and wainscoting.
Sizes: Bead diameler 1,/a-3/q".

CLASSICAL
Uses: Decorative edges on furniture,
shelving, and molding.
Sizes : Cutting widlh s/a-1/2" .

THUMBNAIL
Uses: Edge accent for tabletops, cabinet tops,
chair rai ls, and hand rai ls.
Sizes: Cutting width 7ro-1".

BULL.NOSE, HALF.RADIUS
Uses: Curved profiles for stair
treads, shelving, and windowsills.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 3/a-1 1/z' .

BULL.NOSE, FULL.RADIUS
Uses: Half-round profiles for
stair treads, shelving, f inger grips,
and windowsills. Making dowels.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 3/'ra-1 1/2" .

FLUSH.TRIM
Uses: Straighten and clean
up edges of stock, flush-trim
laminates, template cutting
from bottom-mounted templates,
and edge joint ing.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 1/+-3/q'.

FLUSH LAMINATE.TRIM
Uses: Produce flush, square, and clean
corners on plastic laminates, edge
banding, and veneers.
Sizes: Cutting length 1/q-3/a".

BEVEL LAMINATE.TRIM
Uses: Bevel edges on laminates, edge
bandings, and veneers. Bevel angle
normally 7' .
Sizes: Cutting length t/a".
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I

FIELD ROUTER BITS

STRAIGHT
Uses: Rabbeting, mortises, inlays,
dadoes, box joints, spline joints.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 1Aa-13/+" .

V.GROOVE
Uses: Lettering, veining, sign
making, chamfering, decorative
accents.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 1/a-13/+"

BOWL.AND.TRAY
Uses: Forming trays and
shallow bowls.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 7Aa-1 1/a" .

ROUND.NOSE/CORE.BOX
Uses: Flut ing, veining, sign
making, drawer-f ront finger pulls,
decorative accents.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 1/a-21/q' .

OGEE.PLUNGE
Uses: Decorative grooves, and
edge molding with a straightedge
or router table.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 3/e-1 1/a" .

COVE.AND.BEAD PLUNGE
Uses: Decorative grooves, edge
cutting with a straightedge or
router table.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 1/23/q".

DOVETAIL
Uses: Decorative joints for drawers and boxes, sliding-drawer guides,
sliding-dovetail joints for shelves, and chamfering.
Sizes: Cutting diameter 1/q-11/a" . Cutter angles 7o-18o.

SPECIALTY ROUTER BITS

RAISED.PANEL OGEE
Uses: Cutting raised-panel profiles
on cabinet- and passage-door panels.
Use in a router table only. Requires
special inserts in table to accept larger
diameters.
Sizes: Cutting width 13/6-11/2".

VERTICAL RAISED.PANEL
Uses: Cutting raised-panel
profiles on cabinet- and passage-door
panels. Use in a router table with fence.
Can be used without table inserts.
Sizes: Cutting width: 1 -1 s/s".

TONGUE.AND-GROOVE ASSEMBLY
Uses: Cutting tongue-and-groove joints for wall paneling,
flooring, and paneldoors. Making stub mortise-and-tenon
joints. Vary bearing size to adjust depth of tongue.
Sizes: Most cut t/+" tongues and 7e"-deep grooves.

ARCHITECTURAL.
MOLDING
Uses: Create
wainscoting, chair rails, crown,
and other architectural moldings.
Dozens of profiles to choose
from. Use with router table only.
Sizes: Cutting height 7/e-2".

MULTI.FORM
Uses: Cuts several dozen different shapes using parts of
the profiles or multiple passes. Use with router table only.
Sizes: Cutting height 1-17/a'.

SLOT CUTTER
Uses: Biscuit joinery, slots,
lap joints, tongue and groove,
and T-molding.
Sizes: Cutting height 1/'ra-1/q".
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Chapter 2I Router Bits I Must-Haves

Round-Over Bits
Perhaps no profile bit sees more woodshop action

than the round-over bit. Here are some basics on

getting the most from this routing workhorse.

Round edges have benefits
Rounded edges give a proiect a softer,
smoother look. The greater the radius of
the round-over, the more pronounced
this effect becomes.

Also, rounding an edge makes it more
durable because it won't show dents,
splinter, or lose its finish as easily as a
sharp corner. Like a knife that loses its
sharp edge, a rounded corner is more
"friendly" to people or obiects that come
in contact with it.

Match bits to the projects
Woodworking plans often specify that
you round over an edge to a specific
radius, say Yz". Or, a plan may ask that
you round over the edge with a certain
bit, again say a /2" model. In either case,
you need a bit that leaves an edge in the
shape of a quarter-round with a Yz" ra-
dius (see Drawing 1).

Manufacturers classify round-over
bits according to the radiqs they cut. So,
a 7a" round-over bit cuts a 7e" radius, and
so forth. To determine the radius of a
round-over bit, measure either of the
dimensions shown in Drawing 2.

Set up a round-over bit
After mounting a round-over bit in a
router, adiust the bit up or down so the
bottom of the concave cutting edge
aligns flush with the router base or the
surface of the router table. Use a flat
block of wood, as shown in Drawing 3,
to check your adjustment.

Before cutting your workpiece, test
the cut on scrap stock. If the bit extends
too far, it will cut a slight ridge into the

workpiece surface, called a fillet. If the
bit does not extend far enough, it will
cut an incomplete radius.

How to add a fillet
By extending the bit slightly, you can
cut a round-over with a fillet like the
one shown in Drawing 4. Use a rule to set
the fillet depth (Drawing 5).
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Round-over bits cut beads
By changing to a smaller pilot bearing,
you can make a round-over bit cut a
beaded edge like the one in Drawing 6.
To change bearings, simply loosen the
setscrew atop the bearing with a hex
wrench, as shown in Drawing 7. A few
bearings cost a lot less than dedicated
beading bits!

Bit-buying pointers
You can buy round-over bits with radii
ranging from Yre" to lVt".lntheWOODa
magazine shop we make the greatest
use of round-over bits with these radii:
Vrc" (for "breaking" edges that need
to look crisp and sharp, but feel smooth
to the touch), YB", 14", 3/t", and Yz'. We
recommend that you purchase round-
over bits withyz" shanks if the bit has a
3/E" ot larger radius. i

Written by BIll Krler with Chuck Hedlund
I l lustrations: Brian f ensen
Photograph : f ohn Hetherlngton
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I f lith a rabbeting bit like this
llff one, you can make rabbet
f f ioints, cut rabbets for holding

panels of wood or glass in doors and
other frames, or inset back panels on
furniture and cabinet carcases. Unlike
the rabbets that you cut with a tablesaw
or iointer, a rabbeting bit will follow
curved edges, such as an arch-topped
door. And, with a rabbeting bit you can
cut along the inside edges of an already-
assembled frame.

A typical rabbeting bit comes with
either a ll+"-diameter cutter artd a lz"
bearing for cutting a 3h'l-deep rabbet, or
a LTa"-diameter cutter and3/a" bearing for
cutting Vz"-deep rabbets. With either bit,
you can greatly expand its versatility by
purchasing a matching set of high-speed
bearings like the ones shown below.

These bearing sets vary slightly by
brand, but most consist of bearings in
these outside diameters i Yz", s7t''', 3/4", 7/s",
IVe", and 17s". Most of these sets mate
with a l3/s" rcbbeting bit with a 3/s" bear-
ing. With a set, you can cut rabbets in
lztt, Tt6", 37r", 5/L6", /nt', Vsu depths. (The
smallest bearing gives the deepest cut;
the largest bearing can turn a rabbetting
bit into a flush-trimmming bit.) (See
photo at right). To cut rabbets at depths
between these, remove the bearing com-

RABBET DEPTH REFERENCE CHART
Sample of cutting depths made by combining a 17a'-diameter rabbeting bit with
d ifferent-size bearings.

Rabbeti ng-Bit
Beari ng Sets
Turn one bit into a multi-purpose tool.

pletely and use the bit with a router table
and fence.

You also can flush-trim veneers and
plastic laminates, although the large-
diameter bit and bearing will not allow
you to trim tightly into inside corners.

To change bearings, loosen a screw
atop the bit with a hexhead wrench
(comes with the set). Place the bearing
right side up when reassembling the bit.

You can purchase bearing sets for rab-
beting bits with V+" or 72" shanks. We
prefer bits with the sturdier t/2" shanks
when cutting 1/2"-deep rabbets. |F

Outfitted with the largest bearing (17e'), you
can flush-trim workpieces less than 7z'thick
using a template. You also can flush-trim
veneers and plastic laminates (except for
tight inside corners).



Chapter 2 | Router Bits I Specialty Bits

Dovetail Bits
For centuries, the hand-cut dovetail joint has stood as a testament to the quality of the case,

box, or drawer that possessed it. These days, thanks to routers and dovetail bits, even a

beginning woodworker can incorporate this joint to enhance the simplest projects.

ovetail bits come in an array of
cutting angles-usually 7-14"-
and lengths (see photo, right), on

both Vz" artd 7a" shanks. Generally speak-
ing, the greater the cutting angle, the
stronger the ioint. But beware: The acute
angles on the tails make them more
fragile as the cutting angle increases,
and they can break more easily along
the grain.

Because of its opposing-wedge action,
a properly fitted dovetail ioint mechani-
cally self-tightens. This means you can
use it to eliminate fasteners, such as
screws or nails. The result is a ioint just
as strong as one that's nailed or screwed,
but you should still glue the ioint.

How to tell pins from tails
You'll see the three basic parts of every
dovetail ioint in the drawing at right.
The pin is the part that fits into the
socket, which is formed by two fails. Pins
and tails are often confused, but there's
an easy way to remember which is
which. If you look at the face of the
workpiece at the ioint and see birdtail-
shaped protrusions, those are tails; if
you see rectangles, those are pins.

The tails bear the brunt of the joint's
stress, so when planning your project,
point the tails in the direction of the
stress. For example, opening and closing
a drawer creates front-to-rear stress on
the drawer. Therefore, point the tails
front and rear, which means cutting the
sockets in the drawer sides.

In the WOODa magazine shop we like
to cut the sockets first, about 7rz" deeper

42

than the thickness of the pins, using a
dovetail bit in our router table. Then,
using a straight bit, we form the pins,
leaving them just a hair wider than the
sockets. This lets us gradually remove
more stock from the pins until we get a
good fit. Once the ioint is complete, we
sand the tails flush with the pins.

Making well-fitting dovetail ioints in
boxes or drawers requires a high degree
of precision. That's why you'll find a
covey of commercial iigs on the market
today, each designed to simplify cutting
the pins and sockets with bearing- or
bushing-guided bits. Less-expensive jigs
make only half-blind ioints, where the
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dovetails are visible only from one side
of the joint. With pricier models, you
can cut through-dovetails, where both
sides show (see the Common Corner loints
drawing,left).

Beyond jigs: Let it slide
Even without the use of expensive jigs,
you can use dovetail bits to make other
strong and attractive ioints. For example,
use a long dovetail slot (socket) inside a
bookcase or entertainment center, then
machine a long tail on each end of a
shelf, as shown below left. The resulting
joint, besides adding beauty to the case,
also keeps the case sides from bowing.
And, if you don't glue the shelf in place,
you can remove or replace it.

Or, use a sliding dovetail ioint instead
of a stub tenon for making rail and stile
panels, as shown below left. You'll still
want to glue the ioint, but again, /ou
won't need clamps for this assembly.
Just be sure your panels are in place prior
to gluing the frame.

One tip for cutting sliding dovetails:
The tapered sides of the dovetail slot
tend to trap chips in the slot as you cut.
So precut the slot with your tablesaw, or
a router and a straight bit, as shown
below, to remove as much material as
you can before routing the dovetail. If
pre-cutting proves impractical, proceed
slowly with the dovetail bit, backing it
completely out of the cut frequently to
clear chips and debris from the slot.

A couple more key uses
As you can see from the drawing below,
dovetail keys add decoration and func-
tion to any number of ioints. The key is
an hourglass-shaped piece of stock,
often made from a contrasting species,
that creates a mechanical ioint between
two flat surfaces.

Before cutting the key sockets, mill a
long key blank using the same dovetail
bit. Then, set up the socket cuts in scrap
to ensure a good fit. Slice individual keys
from the blank (about Vtz" longer than
the socket), assemble the joint, tap the
keys into place, and then sand them
flush with the workpiece. |l

Written by Dave Campbell with Chuck Hedlund
Drawings: Brlan fensen
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Keyhole Bit
Certain wall  hangings, l ike qui l t  racks, plaques,

and display shelves, look and function better

when f lush-mounted to a wall .  To accomplish

that, try this wireless hanging technique. With

the r ight bit ,  a plunge router, and our simple-

to-use template, you'll master keyhole slots

in minutes.

I f it's made of wood, and you want to

I wall-mount it, call on a keyhole bit.
I Unlike sawtooth hangers or the old
wire-over-nail method, keyhole slots
capture the head of a screw driven
partway into the wall, so you can
firmly affix a picture frame, plaque,
clock, or bracketed shelf without
fear of it falling. And, without eye-
lets or hangers to get in the way,
your workpiece hugs the wall.

A typical keyhole bit has a maior
diameter (the size of the screw-
entry hole) of 3/e", and a minor
diameter (the width of the visible
slot) of 3/rc". For thick stock requiring
larger screws, some manufacturers
also sell a r/2" maior-diameter bit
that leaves a1/+" visible slot.

As you plunge the bit into your work-
piece, it first creates the screw-entry
hole. Moving the router with the bit
lowered plows an inverted T-shaped slot
to capture the screw head.

Up and down? Side to side?
Depending upon the type of wall-
hanging you're working with, you can
cut keyhole slots vertically (with the
screw-entry hole at the bottom) or
horizontally. Usually a horizontal slot
works best for small, flat items that
require only one screw for hanging.
That allows you to slide the item side
to side until it balances and hangs

straight. Cut the slot near the top of
the workpiece and r/z-I" on both sides
of the center line.

Our simple router template helps you make long keyhole slots, such
as the slot shown dbove, or short slots, as shown below.

Small weight-bearing pieces, such as
the shelf shown below, benefit from a
short, vertical slot. Make certain your
slot is perfectly centered, though, or the
piece may not hang level.

For larger and heavier workpieces, use
two or more slots. A picture frame hung
from the center of its top rail tends to
sag under its own weight, but a vertical
keyhole slot in each stile of the frame
places the burden on these vertical

SMALL SHELF
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frame members. In order for the frame
to hang straight, both keyhole slots must
end the same distance from the top of
the frame, and the screws in the wall
must be both level and the exact same
distance apart as the frame's slots.

For long wall hangings, such as a
bracketed shelf, where you want to make
sure your mounting screws bite into a
wall stud, w€ recommend a pair (or
more) of long horizontal slots. Find the
mounting location, drive the screws into
the wall, then mark the screw locations
on the back of the workpiece. Roughly
center a long keyhole slot at each screw
location, with all slots pointing in the
same direction. With 8"-long slots, you
can shift the workpiece up to 4" in either
direction until it looks right.

Keep it straight, keep it even
If a horizontal keyhole slot runs down-
hill, or if a pair of vertical slots don't
start and stop on the level, your work-
piece will be out of kilter. We came up
with a simple template, shown on the
previous Page, to avoid this problem.

Our template requires a s/Bu guide
bushing (Porter-Cable part no. 42O46),
but you can use a different size. Just
adiust the slot width accordingly. If your
bushing protrudes more than /n" beyond
the router's base, you'll have to file or
grind it down to length.

To make the template, first lay out the
start and end points (the slot-index
marks) of your slots on the hardboard
with long, bold lines.. You'll use these
index marks for alignment purposes
later. With a 96" Forstner bit loaded in
your drill press, and a fence set 2" from
the center of the chuck, bore a hole cen-
tered on each of your layout lines. Don't
move the fence when you're done.

Now remove the waste between the
holes. For the short slot, drill a series of
overlapping holes with the Forstner bit,
then file the edges of the slot smooth;
for the long slot, use a 7e" straight bit in
our router table.

Finally, chuck a Yt" bilt in your drill
press, then bore and clean out the dust-
relief slots. To use the template, follow
the photos and instructions at right. tl

Written by Dave Campbellwith Chuck Hedlund
lllustrations: Tlm Cahlll; Lorna fohnson

Watch free router
videos at:
woodmagazine.com/
routertips

I Mark the slot
Locate the keyhole slot by drawing a
long centerline on your workpiece.
Measure and mark the bottom end of
the keyhole slot, as shown, with a short
perpendicular l ine.

3 Rout the slot
With the guide bushing at the bottom of
the slot (as the workpiece will hang) and
the router on, plunge the bit into the
workpiece. Guide it to the other end,
backing out frequently to clear dust.

2 lndex the template
Align the short line with the slot-index
marks on the template, and center the
long line in the dust-relief slots. Clamp
the template to the workpiece, and set
your plunge router's depth stop so the
bit will leave a1/e-3Aa"-thick shoulder
above the keyhole slot.

4 Remove the template
After finishing the cut, turn the router off
and back it completely-out of the cut. lf
you're going to hang the piece from two
fasteners, mark the oth€r slot and repeat
the process.
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Drawer-Lock Bit
This one-bit  solut ion offers

t ime- and labor-saving tool
a number of advantages,
for cutt ing corner joints.

making i t  a  valuable

fhe unique geornetry of a drawer-

I lock bit  creates a strong rnechani-
I  cal bond between perpendicular

pieces. And the joint is not only func-
t ional and easi ly tai lored to dif ferent
drawer styles, but attract ive as well .

Unl ike stub tenons rnade on a table-
saw, the wedge-shaped tenons created
by a drawer-lock bit  self-al ign both
workpieces for a perfect ly rnating joint.

Furthermore, once you've set the bit  to
the correct height for routing the drawer
front, you need only adjust your router-
table fence to rnake the rnating cuts.

One safety note before we get into
using this bit :  A drawer-lock bit  should

always be used in a table-rnounted
router, never in a handheld router.

Set your router-table fence
to mill the fronts
1 tf your router table doesn't have a
I split fence, you'l l need to build out

the fence almost the full diameter of the
bit. That's because rnost of the bit rnust
be captured inside the fence when tnil l-
ing drawer or box sides.

Close up the opening around the bit
by making an auxil iary face for your
router table fence. For our 2"-diameter
bit, we cut a s/sx2V+" dado in a scrap of Yz"
rnediurn-density fiberboard (MDF).

Drawer front\

Drawer side

Then we clamped it to the router table
fence with the dado centered over the
bit, as shown at left.

ltvlount the drawer-lock bit in your
Stable-rnounted router, and set the
top of the cutter so that it's |s/zz" above
the tabletop.

! Catculate the fence position by add-
Jing your drawer front's intendedThickness of drawer

side, plus width of
drawer-front overlao

Top of cutter
ls1Vtz" above
the table.

Drawer front,
face up

Lock miter joints offer

s imi lar  advantages

Lock-miters offer similar strength from
their interlocking parts, but create a
mitered corner that shows no end grain.
See poge 48 f or how to make this joint.
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overlap (if any) and the thickness of
your drawer side. Position the router
table fence that distance back from the
upper cutting edge of the bit. For exam-
ple, if your drawer front will overlap the
sides by 3/a", and the sides are 72"-thick,
put the fence 7/a" back from the lower
part of the bit. For flush-mount drawers,
or drawers to which you'll add a false
front, place the fence only the thickness
of the drawer side from the bit's lower
cutting edge.

(You also could use this dimension for
milling the drawer backs. But here in
the WOOD@ magazine shop, we like to
cut the backs with the same overlap as
the fronts, and then trim them to size.
This ensures that the inside dimensions
of the drawer remain constant.)

Ato prevent tearout while milling the
'Tfronts, attach a backer board to your
miter gauge so that the backer board just
touches the auxiliary fence face, as
shown on the previotrs page, bottom left.
(Witfr your drawer front already cut
J to finished size, place it faceup on
the router table. Keep one end of the
drawer front against the router table
fence and mill the workpiece using the
miter gauge as a guide. Turn the work-
piece around, keeping it face-up, and
mill the other end. If you're making
more than one drawer, machine all of
the drawer fronts (and backs, if you like)
using this setup.

Now, rout the sides
! Witfrout changing the bit height,
I move the fence so that it's flush with

the lower cutting surface of the drawer-
lock bit. We like to rotate the bit so the
cutting edge is forward, then lay a
straightedge against it for reference, as
shown top left.

2fo prevent tear-out, make a push-
3block from scrap and an extra piece
of drawer-side stock (or scrap of the same
thickness), as shown middle left. Make
certain the two pieces form a 90o angle,
and the screws are high enough to clear
the bit's cutting path.

I Cut the drawer sides to size. Stand
rJthe drawer side on end, placing
the inside face against the fence. Use the
pushblock, as illustrated at left, to guide
the drawer side through the bit. lF

Written by Dave Campbell with Chuck Hedlund
lllustrations: Brian f enren
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When to use this bit
By mitering the corners of boxes and
columns, you can minimize the appear-
ance of a ioint line and eliminate the
sight of end or edge grain altogether.
However, without some form of rein-
forcement, such as biscuits or a spline,
typical mitered joints have only fair
strength, and can prove hard to align
during gluing and clamping. The lock-

miter bit overcomes these problems by
nearly doubling the gluing surface of
the ioint, and by cutting interlocking
"fingers" that self-align the ioint. (See
the photo at left of a column with con-
trasting woods.)

You also can use a lock-miter bit to
make strong, self-aligning edge ioints,
or to "lengthen" a board by end-ioining
two workpieces as shown bottom left.
This procedure differs iust slightly from
the mitering technique discussed next,
and we cover it in more detail on page
49. (See'Join edges and ends.")

Size bits to stock
We've found lock miter bits available in
two basic sizes: %"-shank, 2"-diameter
version, and lz" -shank, 23/e" -models. The
smaller bits work best with 7/to"-s/a"-thick

materials. They require a router of at
least L hp. The larger bits work well with
materials 5ts"-lYt6" thick. With these, use
a 2-3 hp, variable-speed router or router
speed control set at 10,000-12,000 rpm.
(Test various speeds to find out which
works best with the material.)

Set up a lock-miter bit
Even with the step-by-step procedures
outlined here, you'll still need to make
some trial-and-error test cuts to get top-
quality results. So, stock up on two
things: scrap of the exact thickness as
your workpieces, and patience.

! Machine all of your workpieces to
I uniform thickness. If you're work-

ing with sheetgoods, try to make your
parts from the same sheet or from sheets

Lock-Miter Bit
Having trouble keeping mitered joints aligned? Here's

an easy way to get around the problem: Cut your miters
with a lock-miter bit. lt creates a self-aligning' joint with

snug-fitting interlocking fi ngers.

r
I
I

Cut
work-
piece
to this
width.

I
I
I
L

produced in the same batch. Cut your
workpieces to the finished width mea-
sured from the outside of one mitered
corner to another as shown above.

fsecure the lock miter bit into the
&collet of vour table-mounted router.

J

(Do not use this bit in a handheld
router.) Raise or lower it so it centers on
the thickness of the workpiece. The
drawing below shows you the "center" of
the bit.

"Center" of bit located midway
between these points.
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2to double-check the height of the
J router bit, center vour router-table
fence directly above th! router bit. Turn
on the router and pass a piece of scrap
(outside face up) through the bit.
Note: Use a large piece of scrap (at least
72" long and several inches wide). Make
short test cuts into the scrap, then saw
6way the ctrt portion to preserve the large
piece for more test cuts.

Now, place a combination square as
shown above onto either face of the scrap
piece. Adjust its blade to reach the corner
in the cut produced by one of the two
"center" points on bit. Tighten the blade
and make a pencil mark about 1" long
on the edge of the stock. Now, place the
square on the other face of the scrap
piece and make another pencil mark
that extends toward the corner made by
the other "center" point of the cut. If the
second mark aligns with this corner you
can be sure the cut is centered.

Ato adjust the fence precisely, Iay
tlyour scrap onto the table again, with
its outside face up. Bring the fence for-
ward so that the bit will cut exactly to
the top outside corner of the workpiece
as shown below. Make as many test cuts
as necessary. The top corner of the work-

piece should be sharp and straight,
without any reduction in the width of
the outside face side.
(Wittr the bit and fence precisely
rJadjusted, place your workpiece out-
side face up onto the table, and cut one
edge. Cut the opposite edge of the work-
piece by positioning the workpiece
vertically against the fence, with its out-
side face toward you (see bottom left).
ZNo matter how precise you are, after
lfclamping the workpieces you may
find that one of the outside edges of the
miters may be off by just a hair. To solve
this, use a nailset to gently roll over the
overlapping edge as shown at right. Do
this after the clamps come ofl but before
the glue dries completely hard. Avoid
excessive glue squeeze-out, and sand
away any after it hardens.

foin edges and ends
To set up for cutting strong and self-
aligning edge and end joints, follow
Steps 2-4. To cut workpieces for an edge
joint, cut one edge with the workpiece
top face up on the table. Then, cut its
mating edge by placing another work-
piece on the table, this time with its top
face down. (We mark the top face with a
pencil or piece of masking tape to avoid
confusion.)

You follow the same procedure for
cutting ends, but here you'll need to
clamp the workpiece to a miter gauge. As
shown at bottom, attach a miter-gauge
extension to your miter gauge to support
the workpiece. This helps prevent tear-
out on the exit end of the cut. Slowly
feed the end through the router bit to
avoid a choppy cut or kickback. Q

Photographs : f  ohn Hetherington

l l lustrat ions: Kim Downing; Brian fensen

.1

Sources for lock-miter bits:
(MT

800-531 -5559

cmtuSa.com

Eagle America
800-872-2511
eagleamerica.com

Freud
800-334-4107
freudtools.com

Grizzly Industrial
800-523-4777
grizzly.com

MLCS
800-s33-9298
mlcswoodworking

Woodline USA
800-472-6950
woodline.com

Infinity Cutting Tools Porter-(able
877-872-2487 888-848-5175
infinitytools.com deltaportercable.com
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TLC for Router Bits

outer bits, even those tipped
with carbide, dull faster than
you might expect. It happens

quickly in solid wood, and even more
quickly when you work with plywood
and othcr resin-filled sheet goods.

When a dull bit needs regrinding,
it's time for a trip to a good sharpening
service, which can set you back $10.
Only a qualified professional has the
machinery and know-how that are
necessary to maintain the precise
geometry of a bit.

However, you can prolong the time
between regrindings by lightly honing
the bit's flat side with a file every so
often. Note that we said lightly, and
only on flat surfaces. Don't mess with
the bit's hook angles. Even the pros
don't do that.

All you need to hone high-speed
steel and carbide bits is a pair of dia-
mond honing files. We've found them
priced at $6 to $7 apiece in catalogs
and at woodworking supply stores.

Start with a fine (600-grit) file and
finish off with a super-fine (1,200-grit)
version. Work carefully and don't
overdo it. Follow the four-step process
at right to keep your router bits on the
cutting edge.

Tlme for the pros
You can hone a router bit five or six
times, but eventually it needs profes-
sional grinding. The following tests
will tell you if that time has come.
I Inspect the bit closely in good light.
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Let a pro do the resharpening/

but between trips keep them

tuned up with a few file strokes.

I If the bit has a pilot bearing, start by
I removing it. If the pilot is perma-

nently mounted, make sure you keep
the files away from it. A slight flat spot
will ruin a pilot.

fNext, remove pitch and resin, which
Scan build up fast if you frequently
rout softwoods. Apply lacquer thinner
or commercial bit cleaner and scrub the
bit with,an old toothbrush.

!l Begin honing iust the flat faces with
dthe fine file. Count the sharpening
strokes or alternate the cutting edges
every few strokes to ensure that they're
honed equally. It's better to do too little
honing than too much. You might be
surprised by how quickly a diamond file
cuts, even if you're sharpening carbide.

;l Einisfr sharpening with the super-
-Jf ine f i le.  Again,  apply an equal
number of strokes to each of the bit's flat
faces and use only moderate pressure on
each stroke. Lubricate the bearing with
light oil and replace it. Also wipe the bit
with oil to guard against rust that can
pit polished surfaces.
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Look for nicks or blunt spots on the cut-
ting edge.
I Hold a fingernail against the cutting
edge and gently rotate the bit. It should
shave the nail with little effort.
I Run the bit through softwood, watch

The universal tool grinder shown above is
equipped with a divider plate to ensure that
both sides of the bit get sharpened equally.

how it cuts, and check the smoothness
of the surface it leaves.
I Check the chips. If they look more like
sawdust than thin shavings, the bit
needs professional help.

We visited Acme Tools' sharpening
shop in Des Moines, Iowa, to see router
bits being sharpened on professional
equipment. Chad Hitsman, Acme's tool
sharpener, shown below, uses a Moon's
TGl universal tool grinder equipped
with a 400-600-grit diamond wheel to
get the kind of results you see in the
after photo at right.

Notice that Chad wears a dust mask
and safety glasses, as shown below. He
puts the bit in a chuck, left, turns a cou-
ple of cranks to line it up with the wheel,
then works it back and forth with a hand
wheel. A few minutes, and he's done.
Prices vary widely depending on locale.
Acme's charges are based on shank size
($6 to $8), or on the size of the pro-
file-up to $12 for raised-panel bits.

Straight bits can be sharpened many
times. Profile bits may need replacement
after about four sharpenings because
the profile changes each time. l}

Written by fim l{ufnagel with flm Pollock
| | lustrations: Brian f ensen

BEFORE AND AFTER CLEANING
AND SHARPENING

These bits from the WOOD0 magazine work-
shop showed a lot of wear. Chad used a wire
wheelto clean off allthe residue beforetaking
them over to the diamond-wheel sharpener.

woodmagazlne.com 5 1



More Ways to Increase

Here's how to get more mileage and better cut qual i ty from your router bits.

'1

Router Bit Life

I Clean bits of pitch and resin with
I lacquer thinner or a good bit cleaner.

Lubricate the bearing often.

f Xever overload or abuse a bit. If the
&|oU calls for cutting away more than
the equivalent of a 1/4" square area,
rerlove the extra waste by making mul-
tiple passes with l ight cuts.

I for lots of heavy-duty routing, use
J1/2"-shank bits if your router accepts
them. They're stronger, stiffer, less likely

i i
I
I

Ix

t

to deflect and cause
chatter, and easier
to regrind.
I Use bits with the, -

Tshortest cutt ing
edge and the largest
cutting diameter that
you have. When pos-
sible, select bits with
high shear angles, as
shown at riglrt, and
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large-enough gullets to allow fast chip
ejection-they will run cooler and stay
sharp longer.
(Use sharp bi ts.  I f  you're burning
dwood, applying more than the usual
feed force, or getting chattering while
cutting, suspect a dull bit.
tA router of 7r/z hp or more wil l cut
lfeasier and won't heat up the bit as
fast as a router with less power.

JWhen rnounting a bit, insert the
f shank into the collet and finger-
tighten the lock nut. Twist the bit several
turns to let it seat itself. Lock the bit with
80 percent of the shank captured in
the collet. Do not insert the shank all
the way to the bottom of the collet;
allow alAa" gap.
(lSet your router speed to the bit 's
lJoptimum rprn. Bits over 1" in diam-
eter should be slowed to cut satisfactori ly
and not overheat.

(fConsider a two-cutter system. Do

/ rnost of the rough cutt ing with one
bit,  then do the f inal cut with a new or
freshly ground bit  with low mileage.

1 O.':,* l.,; "#il: H'i' oTff :i'J
the bit. This defect could produce poorly
fitted joints. Sharpen or replace the
offending bit.
aa Clean and lightly oil bits after

I I

t  I use. Smooth the shanks with fine
emery cloth. Clean and check the collet
frequently for wear.

alL"bricate the ball bearings with
I -rl ight oil after each use.

1 2Store bits so cutting edges and
I Jbearings do not get damaged or

strike other bits, as shown sbove.

1 4H iii:,:i-.T::?ji #TJ,,J:: ilil
you'l l use regularly, such as straight bits
or round-overs. | l
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Watch Out for
Loose Bits
This article is based
Timely advice from
incidents like those
can help you work

t r \

-\ -  
i

on a reader's actual shop mishap.
woodworkers who've experienced
that might happen in your shop
more safely.

The lncident
I was using my table-mounted router to cut
mortises in cabinet face-frame stiles when
suddenly the 1/e"-diameter upcut spiral bit
began to chatter loudly. Without shutting
off the router, I lifted the stile off the table
and immediately felt something tick me on
the right cheek. I then shut off the router,
and rubbed my cheek to check for what I
thought was a splinter.

I didn't find anything but, through my
peripheral vision, I saw something sticking
out of my forehead between my nose and
right eyebrow. Assuming it was a piece of
wood, I grabbed it with my handkerchief
and pulled it out. I couldn't believe it was
the bit! I guess it had glanced off my cheek.

After covering the wound, I drove to a
hospital. Although the bit'had penetrated
5/8", an X-ray showed no sign of serious
injury, so the opening was sutured.

The next morning, I checked the router
and bit and found the nut tight on the collet
and no sign of damage on the bit shank. I
really don't know what caused the problem.
The 12-year-old router now resides in a
Iandfill, but I carry the bit with me every
day as a lucky tho'lr,oru 

Mittan. wordorf, Md.

The woodworker
With more than 40 years of experi-
ence, Clark is a professional woodworker
specializing in cabinetry and hous-
ing restoration work in the District of
Columbia and suburban Maryland.

The warning slgns
The chattering that Clark heard signaled
that something was loose in the router,
requiring immediate shutdown and
inspection. Rather than lifting the

woodmagazine.com

workpiece, Clark realizes in hindsight
that he should have held it in place to
safely contain the bit while turning off
the router. Also, he was not wearing
safety glasses, which might have
deflected the bit from his face and pre-
vented a more serious iniury if it had hit
his eye.

The lessons
A loose router bit can become a danger-
ous projectile, as Clark learned, and it
also can affect the accuracy of your cuts.
Although it's not clear what caused
Clark's bit to loosen, here are a number
of things you can do to prevent this kind
of problem.
I Use only sharp bits. Dull cutting edges
increase force and stress on the bit and
router collet, which can cause slippage.
I Before you install a bit, make sure the
shank and collet are free of sawdust.
grease, and other contaminants. Also,
check the collet and bit shank for rust
and damage, such as scoring, which can
create burrs that prevent sufficient collet
grip. If you see any corrosion or damage,
replace the collet and/or the bit.
I When installing a bit that has a radiused
transition area between the cutter and
shank, insert the shank into the collet

CLEARING A BIT-SHANK RADIUS

until it bottoms, then pull the bit out
enough to clear the radius by about Vre",
as shown below left.This ensures that the
collet clamps tightly around the shank.
I Using the router-supplied wrenches,
tighten the collet nut firmly. Never
tighten the nut without a bit inserted or
you may damage the collet.
I Never exceed the maximum speed
specified by the bit and router manufac-
turers. Use the chart below as a guide for
speed based on bit diameter.

MAXIMUM ROUTER SPEED
Bit diameter Max. speed (rpm)

Up to 1" Up to 24,000
1 to 1V+" 16,000 to 18,000
11/+ to 2Yc" 12,000 to 16,000
21/cIo 3Y2" 12,000

Note: Maximum speed of f ixed routers
is typically 24,000 rpm. When using
bits larger than 1" diameter, we
recommend using a variable-speed
router.

I When you need to remove a lot of
material, make multiple shallow passes
to minimize stress on the bit and collet.
I Listen to the router. If you hear it
straining, you're probably removing too
much material or feeding the workpiece
too fast.
I When routing multiple pieces, occa-
sionally shut off the router and measure
the cut depth or the bit height to ensure
it has not changed.
I Always wear eye protection and,
whenever possible, use a bit guard. I

lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna fohnson,
Melanie Powell. Studio in the Woods

Radius on bit  shank
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Usinq pointers in this chapter, you
raised panels, and decorative edge

router to work cutting dowels, slots,can put  your
treatm e nts.

7 Ways to Cet
Morsfrom Your
Router Table
Whether you go with a floor model or a
benchtop version, a router table
improves both control and safety when
cutting various kinds of parts.

We raised the guard for clari ty in this photo. Keep i t  just above the
workpiece when you're routing dowels, to ensure that your f ingers stay
c lear  o f  the sp inn ing b i t .

1. Want to Super-size Those Dowels?
ometimes you need hardwood or
big dowels that match the wood of
your project, and standard stock

doesn't fill the bill. Here's a router table
technique that we've used for projects,
such as quilt racks, and for handles on
tool caddies and utility carts.

You'll need a round-over bit with the
same radius as the dowel's radius. For
example, use a 7/z' round-over bit to
make a 1" dowel. Chuck the bit in the
router, and position the fence flush with
the pilot bearing. Put two pieces of
masking tape on the fence, one on either
side of the bit, and mark two points 3"
from the bit's center.

On the tablesaw, rip each dowel blank
to a square profi le equal in thickness
to the desired diameter of the dowel.
Make sure the blank is square is essen-

tial to achieve the four identical quar-
ter-round cuts you'll rout later. Crosscut
the blank 6" longer than the length of
the finished dowel.

Place your workpiece as shown in the
drawing at left. Align the left end with
the left-hand start point, where shown
in the photo above, hold the end firmly
against the fence, and begin routing any
edge. Ease the workpiece into the bit,
and move the blank across the bit until
the right end reaches the right-hand fin-
ish point. Repeat the procedure for the
three remaining edges. The flat surfaces
left at each end not only prevent the
blank from rotating, but also keep your
fingers at a safe distance from the bit.

Best-Ever Router Tips, Tricks, and figs 2008

Dowel-routing setup

Fence l 
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2. Sink Your Teeth into Some Biscuits
To cut biscuits on your router table, al l
you need is a slot-cutt ing bit  that
rnatches the standard biscuit  thickness
of s/zz" and a miter gauge with an auxil-
iary fence.

Every time you set up to make a joint,
center the cutter on the thickness of
your stock, and make a test cut to
double-check. To further reduce the r isk
of rnisal ignment, mark the face of each
component, then keep that side up.

Plunging a workpiece into a standard
slot-cutt ing bit  produces a slot that 's
shorter than a standard biscuit .  You can
lengthen the slot by rnoving the work-
piece and making addit ional cuts.
However, if you're going to make only a
few joints, i t 's quicker and easier to
shorten the biscuits. Here's how to cut
slots for a rai l-and-st i le frame.

Use a steel rule to al ign the face of
your router table fence with the front
of the bit 's pi lot bearing. Place a piece of
rnasking tape on the fence above the bit.
Then, use a square and a penci l  to mark
the center of the bit on the tape. Now,

tr
mark the center of a rai l .  Hold the length
of the rai l  against your miter gauge,
equipped with an auxi l iary fence that
nearly touches the router table fence, as
shown in Photo A. Al ign the two center
rnarks, and clamp a stopblock on the
router table fence so it rneets the back of
the miter-gauge fence. Using the miter-
gauge fence as a support, plunge the
workpiece squarely into the bit. Cut
unti l  i t  contacts the bearing.

Mark a biscuit  at both ends, rnaking i t
sl ightly less than the slot length. Sl ice
off the ends with a bandsaw. Test the f i t ,
as shown in Photo B, to make sure that at
least half  of the biscuit 's width sl ides
into the slot.

To cut a rnatching slot on a stile, leave
the miter gauge and stopblock in place.
Careful ly push the workpiece into the
cutter, as shown in Photo C.

You can cut a slot in the other end of
the st i le with the same setup, but you
have to flip the stock over, putting the
face side down. If the slots are perfectly
centered in the stock thickness, that wi l l
work fine. The alternative is to rrleasure
the distance from the center of the bit  to
the miter gauge, and then clamp a stop-
block at that same distance to the left  of
the bit. Remove the miter gauge and
right-hand stop, then cut a slot at the
opposite end of the st i le, st i l l  keeping
the face side up.

; ' i  i : , L \ "  r :  i

tr
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STEP A: Your miter gauge, backed by a
stopblock,  prov ides a so l id ,  square gu ide as
you push the end of  a  ra i l  in to  the sp inn ing
slot-cutt ing bit .

STEP B:  Tr im the b iscu i t  ends,  s l ip  i t  in to  the
slot, and test the f i t  before gluing. l f  a gap
shows, take just a bit  more material off  each
end of  the b iscu i t .

STEP C: \ 'our setup remains the same when
you cut a biscuit  slot for a st i le. This slot wi l l
match perfect ly the slot in the previously
mi l led ra i l ._1#
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Chapter 3 |  Tricks and Techniques I Table-Mounting Routing

3. A Template Means Never Having to Say "Oops"
Let's say you want to make four table
Iegs with matching curves. A table-
mounted router and template enable
you to produce as many identical legs as
you want.

Using Yqu hardboard or medium-
density fiberboard, make a template to
the shape you want. Use a bandsaw or
scrollsaw to cut close to the line on the
template, then sand to it. Attach the
template to your stock with cloth-
backed, double-faced tape, orienting the
grain for best effect. Bandsaw the work-
piece within r/e" of the template.

Turning to your router table, you have
two choices for router bits-a flush-trim
bit and a pattern-cutting bit. In some
situations, |ou might need both.

Aflttsh-trim bit has a ball-bearing pilot
mounted at the tip, as shown at right.To
use this type of bit, place your workpiece
on the table with the template on top.
Adjust the bit height so the pilot runs
along the template's edge.

On pattern-cutting bits, the pilot sits
between the shank and the cutter, as
shown in the drawings below. Your tem-
plate rests on the table.

Whichever bit you use, ease the work-
piece into the bit until it contacts the
pilot, then move the piece from right to
left. If you've left more than 7s" of excess
material in some spots, trim it to size with
a couple of shallow passes. Don't pause
too long in any spot, or you'll burn the
wood. Double-check the surfaces you've

iust routed before you remove the tem-
plate. Sometimes another pass will
smooth out a rough spot. Finally, slide a
putty knife blade between workpiece and
template, pop them apart, remove the
tape, and you're done.

)!A r'.fYI\

:*til i

: i .-

When making identical parts, i t 's easier to make the cuts faster and more accurate i f  you use a
hardboard or MDF template and a f lush-tr im bit  l ike the one shown here.

When you have a workpiece that's
thicker than the cutting length of your
bit, use a pattern-cutting bit and a flush-
trim bit in the sequence shown in Steps
1,2,and 3. Make one pass with the pat-
tern-cutting bit, template side down.

Remove the template, then make another
pass with the pilot bearing riding on the
surface you just machined. Finally, flip
the workpiece over and use the flush-
trim bit, with the pilot bearing riding on
the previously milled surface.

How to handle extra-thick stock

Pattern-cutting bit Pattern-cutting bit
Stock inverted
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4. Make Your Router Think lt's a Jointer
We added an edge-jointing function to
our router-table fence by simply clamp-
ing a piece of plastic laminate on the
left-hand, outfeed end of the fence. Use
sandpaper to ease the edge nearest the
router bit, so it won't catch your work-
piece as the board slides past. As seen at
right, we used a steel rule to align the
laminate with the cutting edge of a
straight bit mounted in the router.

Set the bit high enough to trim the
entire edge of the board in one pass.
Then, turn on the router, and move the
board across the table from right to left.
You'll remove l/re" with each pass, and
leave a perfectly straight, square edge.
Repeat the procedure with a second
board, and the two pieces can be glued
together without a gap anywhere.

Place your laminate piece at the left-hand edge of the bit-clearance notch in the router table
fence. The rigid router fence will keep the laminate from flexing.

5. Add Custom Plates to Your Table
Router-table work goes smoother and
more safely when the hole in your insert
plate is only slightly larger than the diam-
eter of the bit. You can buy a plate with
removable rings to fit different router-bit
diameters, which gets you close enough
in most situations-or you can make a
custom plate to match a bit exactly. Use
Baltic birch plyr,r'ood for the least expen-
sive plate, or choose polycarbonate for a
clear plastic plate. You can buy a 72x72"
piece of 3/e" polycarbonate for $20.50 from
Woodcraft. Call 800-225-1153 to order
part number I6L72.

Place the insert plate faceup on a flat
surface. Remove the subbase from your
router, and adhere it to the plate, face
up, with double-faced tape. Be sure it's
centered, and oriented so that your
router will be convenient to operate

once it's mounted under the table. Select
a drill bit the same size as the holes in
the subbase, and chuck it in your drill
press. Using the holes in the subbase as
guides, drill matching holes through
the insert plate. Remove the subbase,
and countersink all the holes.

NoW attach the insert plate to your
unplugged router and place it flat on
your workbench. Chuck aVs" drill bit in
the router, and lower it until the bit
touches the insert plate. Turn the collet
by hand to mark the centerpoint.

Remove the insert plate from the
router. Chuck a holesaw or adiustable
circle cutter in your drill press to cut a
center hole of the diameter needed, as
shown at left.

Clamp your insert-plate blank and a backer
board to your dri l l -press table, centered
under the bit  of your holesaw. Dri l l  slowly,
and you' l l  get a clean cut.
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Chapter 3 |  Tricks and Techniques I Table-Mounted Routing

6. Keep that Miter in Line with a Spline
To rout slots for hidden splines, use a
straight bit, two stopblocks, and a simple
support block. Set your 7s" straight bit to
project V+" above the router table. Clamp
an auxiliary fence to your router table
fence so your workpiece won't slide into
the bit-clearance notch. Set this fence the
same distance from the bit's center as the
thickness of your stock, or slightly farther.
In the drawing below, spline slots are cut
in 72"-thick pieces.

Miter-cut your box sides to length.
Take the two ends of the box, or the
front and the back, place them face-to-
face, align the edges, and join them with
cloth-backed, double-faced tape.

Bevel-rip a scrap piece at 45'to make a
support block. Hold the taped-together
assembly in the corner formed by the
router table and fence, and use it to place
the support board parallel to the fence.
Clamp both ends of the support board
to the router table.

Now, mark the ends of the planned
slot on the workpiece. Use those rnarks,
matched with the cutting edges of the
bit, to set stopblocks on the fence to
the left and right of the bit.

Turn on the router, hold the workpiece
firmly against the fence, and lower it
onto the spinning bit, as shown aI rigltt.
Keep the right side of the workpiece
against the right-hand stopblock. Care-
fully slide the workpiece across the table
to the left-hand stopblock, and raise it
straight up the fence.

After cutting the slots, cut matching
splines. Hardboard and plywood work
great for this, or you can cut splines

58

Cutt ing a spl ine slot is simple with this setup. Start at the r ight-hand stopblock, lower the
workpiece onto the support block, and sl ide i t  to the left  stopblock.

from the same wood used for the box. In run in the same direction as the sides, to
that case, the grain of the splines should avoid problems with wood movement.

Spl ine s lot  setup

Fasten sides together
using double-faced tape.

Spline slot
locations

pOline slot ffiffi- %" straight bit
location I | .' | | set 7a" above

I
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7. When Cutting Curves, Use a Freehand Cuard
Like a fence, a freehand guard helps you
safely feed workpieces into a router bit
and collects wood shavings as you rout.
But unlike a fence, a freehand guard,
like the one shown at right, helps you
rout workpieces with curved edges. This
type of guard works only with router
bits that have pilot bearings. Here are
two different ways to rout curved edges
with this invaluable helper.

For an edge that's gently curved,
clamp the freehand guard to your fence,
then adjust it forward and back to
accommodate your workpiece. To start a
cut, hold the workpiece against the
guard's starting point, and slowly pivot
the workpiece into the bit. When the
workpiece makes contact with the pilot
bearing, remove the hand pressure
against the starting point and rout the
entire edge.

For an edge with more exaggerated
curves, like that shown below, move the
guard back slightly and work directly off
the piloted bit.

Beyond its basic uses, a freehand guard
like this one, with an acrylic shield,
excels as an effective chip-collection
hood. More important, it lets you safely
see your work during the routing opera-
tion without worrying about particles
flying into your eyes. f

Side pieces on this bui ld-i t-yourself  freehand guide extend perpendicular to the fence to
help guide the curved edge of a workpiece past the router bit .  The clear-plast ic top aids in
col lect ing chips and wood shavings as you work.

t/q" clear acrylic

#8 x 3/+" F.H. wood screw-{

EXPLODED VIEW

Hole centered side-to-side
to fit vacuum hose

R=' l  te7u" 7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

@
3 / q X 2 1 / a x 1 4 3 / s "

BACK

7/a+" pilot hole t/2" deep

-#8 x  11/z '  F .H.
{ wood screw

{
s/e" dadoes

/e" dggp

I
21/a'

J
Sand ends to shape
leaving a s/0"-wide
flat area on ends.

@
3 / q x 2 1 / a x 6 "

s/a" rabbel
s/a" deep

Find dozens of FREE
simple project plans at

wood m a g azine.com /f ree pla n s
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3/a'
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Don't let a trim router's small package fool you: These one-handed wonders have emerged from
the shadows of their full-size cousins to earn their keeo in vour workshoo.

fr-irrl .${*u,i#'r:

ornetimes, David doesn't  have to
ki l l  Goliath; just pushing hirn aside
can be good enough. Meet David,

Four edging bits that are perfect for trim routers

the one-handed t r im router  (aka:  larn i -
nate tr irnrner). In the role of the giant,
the ful l-size router has been dorninating
fine profi le and f oinery work for decades.
But t imes, they are a-changing. Here are
sorle examples of tasks where a tr im
router can assist you in your shop by
saving t irne or money or doing jobs bet-
ter than a big router.

I Task-specific trim routers
At WOODa rnagazine, we frequently
work with four forrns of decorative edge-
routing, shown at riglrt Rourrd-ovcrs
and chamfers are the rnost con-rrron,
followed by coves and beads. 

-lo 
save

tirne changing and setting up these bits,
we like to keep a r/e" round-over bit ready
to use in one trirn router, and a 45"
charnfer bit in another. Many trirn rout-
ers sell for about $100, so you could buy
three trim routers for the same money it
takes to buy a 3-hp router.
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In lay  banding

2 Pertect flutes
Make quick work of routing flutes by
installing a round-nose or core-box bit
in your trim router. When you don't
have a detachable edge guide (standard
on some small routers, optional for oth-
ers), these routers' small bases allow you
to set a straightedge close to the cutting
area. Those with square subbases follow
that straightedge perfectly (above) to cut
the flutes with no worries.

.I No-tip hinge mortises
Using a trim router for routing shallow
hinge mortises proves a no-brainer. A
full-size router can tip or wobble when
you balance it on a workpiece edge (a
door, for example). But a trim router,
with its narrow base, light weight, and
low center of gravity, makes the job easy.
Use a template with a top-bearing dado
cleanout bit with a small cutterhead
(above). Square up the corners, if needed,
with a chisel.

woodmagazine.com
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4 No-russ inlay grooves
Decorative inlays (above) add craftsman-
like quality to projects. Using a trim
router helps you get into tighter, nar-
rower surfaces-such as aprons attached
to table legs. Follow a straightedge or
attach an edge guide to the router's base
to ensure dead-straight grooves. Use a
straight bit or downcut spiral bit.
F

) Butterfly patches
A butterfly (or similar decorative patch)
is one of our favofite patches for flaws
such as unsightly knots or splits. Use a
trim router to remove the material, and
to cut out the patch. A trimmer works
great following a template with a top-
bearing bit or guide bushing. When
freehand routing (right), the trim router,
using a straight bit or downcut spiral bit,
feels like an extension of your hand. Cut
out the butterfly first, trace its pattern
over the flaw, then cut away the recess
starting in the middle and gradually
routing toward the lines. Cut crisp inside
corners with a chisel.

It Oh, and one more thing...
Yes, trim routers still do an exceptional

iob of flush-trimming laminate, veneer
edge banding, and solid-wood edging
(right). Bearing-guided flush-trim bits
prove best for this task. Rout in a climb-
cutting fashion (for edging /+" thick or
less) to avoid grain tear-out. ll

Source
Dado cfeanout bit: #5382(1/2"large diam.7+" shank),
S20, MLCS, 800-533-9298 or mlcswoodworking.com

patch
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2 Ways To
Rout
Stopped
Cuts

Chapter 3 | Tricks and Techniques I Routing Stopped Cuts

With the help of a table-
mounted router, you can
quickly and precisely cut
parallel slots or rabbets into a
workpiece. And, with either
procedure shown here, you can
precisely stop those cuts
workpiece after workpiece.

Flrst, a few basics
Many different router-bit profiles work
well for making stopped cuts. Just a few
of them: V-groove bits for one or more
parallel veins, round-nose or "core-box"
bits for cutting flutes, and dovetail bits
for sliding-dovetail joints.

Most of the time, you'll use a straight or
spiral bit to make square-walled cuts with
flat bottoms. Depending on the applica-
tion, you might be cutting a groove,
rabbet, or mortise. For simplicity's sake,
we'llrefer to these cuts as "slots."

For both of the procedures described
here, start by doing two things. First,
adiust the height of the router-table bit
for the necessary cutting depth. (For
deep mortises you may need to set the
bit at a low height and make the cut in a
series of progessively deeper passes.)
Then, depending on where you want
the cut to fall on the width of the work-
piece, set the fence the necessary
distance from the bit.

A fast, Iow-tech procedure
for single workpieces
When you have iust a few workpieces to
machine, and the length and position of
your slots can varyby up to r/16" ot so, try

this quick-and-easy way to make your
stopped cuts.

I Mark the position of the cut on the
I'workpiece (above). Then, transfer

the location of the end marks of the cut
to the adioining surface of your work-
piece. Next, transfer the marks to the
surface opposite the surface to be cut.

fUse a square to mark the diameter of
3vour router bit onto the router-table
fence, as shown below. Rotate the router
bit so that when you butt the square up to
it, you mark the full cutting diameter.
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Qtut.t  on the router and place the
rf workpiece against the fence, with its
Ieft  end suspended and i ts r ight end rest-
ing on the router table, as shown below.
Now, slowly lower the workpiece com-
pletely onto the router bit ,  with the left
mark of the workpiece about 72" to the
left of the left  mark on the fence.

Get on-the-money results
with multiple pidces
For fast and extremely accurate results
with multiple workpieces, take a tew
minutes to position and clamp two stop-
blocks to the router-table fence. You can
make the stopblocks from scrapwood.
Just be sure to notch one corner of each
block. This provides a place for sawdust
to go so that your workpieces firmly
contact the stopblock.

1 O" a piece of scrap the same length
I as your workpiece, mark the position

of the slot. Now, measure from the left
end of the slot to the right end of the
scrap. Use this distance to locate a stop-
block on the fence, measuring to the
right from the left edge of the router bit.
For example, the left end of the mortise
shown below is 11sla" from the right end
of the scrap. So, we clamped the stop-

/ StiOe the workpiece to the r ight so
-fthe left rnark on the workpiece and
left mark on the fence al ign, as shown
below. This short,  so-cal led "cl imb cut"
goes opposite of typical feed direct ion,
so go slow for safety arul accuracy.

block 77s/au from the left edge of the
router bit.

?O" the same piece of scrap wood,
&measure from the right end of the
mortise to the left end of the scrap (2s/a"
in the example shown at rigltt). Use this
measurement to position and clamp the
left-side stopblock. As shown at riglrt, we
set the left-side stopblock exactly 2sra"
from the right edge of the router bit.

QStart the router and place the scrap
rJpiece against the right-side stop-
block, as shown below, and lower the
piece onto the bit. Slide the piece left to
the left-side block, then slide it back and
forth to ensure a complete cut. Lift it
straight up and measure the position of
the slot. Adjust the stopblocks as neces-
sary before cutting your workpieces.

Some workpieces may be too long to
rout using your current router-table

(Nort, slide the workpiece from right
rJto left  unti l  the r ight marks on the
workpiece and fence align, as shown
bclow. Then, slide the workpiece about
t/2" to the right and lift the workpiece
straight up, being careful to keep it in
f irm contact with the fence. On slots
more than 1" deep, switch off the router
before removing the workpiece.

fence. In that case, either make a longer
fence, or attach stopblocks to the work-
piece and cut the slots with a handheld
router outfitted with an edge guide. i

Written by Bill Krier with fan Svec
lllustrations: f im Stevenson
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Chapter 3 |  Tricks and Techniques I Cutt ing Flutes

Fancy Flutes, Simple Setup
Add impressive details to your finest work, using a router and these tips.

rfraditional detailing on cabinets
I and furniture often includes the
I classic look you can create with

parallel, round-bottomed grooves called
flutes. Because these grooves do not exit
at the ends of the workpiece, we call
them "stopped" flutes. As a design ele-
ment, they set your work apart from the
ordinary, yet they're easy to make.

Successful fluting starts with careful
planning and layout. For example, for
the 23/q"-wide stile shown here, we used
a r/q" core-box bit to make four flutes
approximately VE" wide and r/te" deep,
leaving Vt" of flat surface between flutes,
and a Vz" border along each edge. Pieces
of different dimensions might call for
more or fewer, wider or narrower flutes.
Whatever the plan, keep the flat inter-
vals equal to or less than the flute width.
Draw full-scale samples on paper to
arrive at a handsome design.

For best results with stopped flutes,
you'll need a plunge router so you can
smoothly lower and raise the bit at the
beginning and end of each flute. You'll
also need an adjustable edge guide. Keep
each set of stopped flutes aligned at the
ends with a startblock and a stopblock.

I First, set the depth of your cut. To do
I this, extend the blade of a combina-

tion square Vr6", and lock it in place.
With the router in its plunge mode, hold

'the blade end on the router base, and
adiust the bit to make contact with the
square's head, as shown below. Now, set
the router's depth stop.

-t

jf Mark the ends of your planned flutes
3on the workpiece. Place a rule on the
router base, and measure from the bit to
the edge of the base, as shown below. Mea-
suring to the leading edge tells you how
far to set your stopblock from the top
mark. Measuring to the trailing edge
determines the distance from the bottom
mark to your startblock. If your router
base is round, these measurements will be
equal. Place the workpiece at the edge of
your workbench, and clamp the blocks
and workpiece in place.

2O" a piece of scrap the same width
Jas your workpiece, lay out and mark

the locations of your flutes. Now, set
your router edge-guide fence to make
the first flute. The distance from the
fence to the bit center equals the dis-
tance from the scrap edge to the nearest
mark. Test the setting by routing into
the scrap piece, as shown below. When
it's centered on the mark, rout the first
flute. (lf your router base is round, and

block-to-flute distances are equal, flip
the workpiece around, and rout the flute
nearest the opposite edge.)

lCut a wood spacer to match the dis-
Ttance between marks on your scrap
template. Clamp the router to your
workbench. Loosen the edge-guide
fence, and slip the spacer between it and
the workbench, as shown below. Tighten
the fence, remove the spacer, unclamp
the router, and then double-check the
setting on your scrap. Rout the second
flute on your workpiece. Repeat this step
for each flute, using the same spacer. (If
your rputer has a round base, and you
cut tvdo flutes in Step 3, flip the work-
piece after cutting this third flute, and
rout the fourth one.)

(Wfren you rout a flute (see below),
Jbutt the router base against the
startblock, plunge to the preset depth,
and immediately move the router
forward. Rout until the base contacts
the stopblock, and immediately allow
the plunge mechanism to pop up.Quick
entry and exit prevents hard-to-remove
burn marks on the wood. f

I <StoPblock
I
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Chapter 3 | Tricks and Techniques I Cutting Templates

Fast, Accurate
Template Routi ng
From machining to bit selection, here's the quick
way to make identical parts.

hen you need several copies
of curved parts, such as the
corbels for a mission furniture

proiect, consider pattern routing. Using
a template and a router bit designed to
follow it, you'll speed through the
drudgery of making duplicate parts
without sacrificing quality. By keeping a
battery of templates, you also can save
time on projects you decide to build
more than once.

Start the iob on paper
The shape for your template can come
from amagazine pattern, a part from an
existing piece of furniture, or a design
you draw. If you start from scratch, work
out the curve or curves on paper using a
lead-core, flexible-curve ruler (available
through art supply or woodworking
stores); a French curve; an extra-long
profile gauge; a compass; or any object
that serves as a tracing model for the
shape you want to cut.

Of course, pattern-based templates
have their limits. A router bit can't
reproduce a sharp inside angle or inside
curve with a radius less than the radius
of the bit. Either avoid those details in
your design or plan to complete them
using other tools, such as a scrollsaw or
bandsaw, after you've routed the rest of
the shape.

Begin with a paper pattern. Cut out its
straight lines using a knife and straight-
edge. Use scissors to cut curves roughly
/2" outside of the marked curved lines.

66

Make the template
Tempered YE" hatdboard makes an eco-
nomical template, but we prefer lz" Baltic
birch plywood. Both materials are free
of voids-a vital feature for smooth
routing-but the extra thickness of the
Baltic birch plywood gives the router's
bearing ample surface to roll along.

Spray-adhere the paper pattern to
the rigid template material, matching
the straight edges wherever possible to
reduce the amount of cutting required.

Bandsaw the pattern curves, as shown
in Photo A. We used a Yz" bIade, cutting
%0" outside the cutline. Relv on a scroll-

saw if your design includes curves that
are too tight for a bandsaw blade.

If you don't have an oscillating spindle
sander, install a sanding drum with 80-
grit sandpaper on your drill press.
Double-check that you have a 9O' angle
between the drum and the drill press
table. Sand the curved template edges to
the paper pattern lines [Photo B].

Get ready to rout
Trace the shape of the finished template
onto your workpiece, aligning straight
edges wherever possible. Using a band-
sary rough-cut your workpiece to Yre-Ve"
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from the edge of its finished form to
reduce the amount of material your bit
will need to remove.

Using double-faced tape, adhere the
template to the workpiece and align
straight edges where possible. Whether
the pattern will go on the top or bottom
of the piece depends on whether you're
routing freehand or on a table, and on
your choice of bits.

As seen on the chart below, you have
several bit choices for pattern routing.
On flush-trim bits, the bearing mounts
to the end. On a pattern bit, it's between
the shank and the cutters. You'Il get the
highest quality sand-free edges with
spiral- or sheer-cutting bits.

Use your router table when working
with small or narrow parts. A flush-trim
or pattern bit will work here, but the
flush-trim's top-mounted bearing is
best because a pattern bit exposes the
spinning cutter above the workpiece.
For pieces too large or awkward for the
router table, use a handheld router.

Shape the parts
Adjust the height of the router bit so its
bearing rides on the center of the tem-
plate's edge with the bit's cutting edge
spanning the thickness of your work-
piece. Don't worry, the bit won't cut into
the template; its cutting diameter is
sized to match the bearing.

A starter pin placed as near as safely
possible to the bit [Photo C] will help
brace your workpiece as you feed it into
the bit. For small pieces, use pushblocks
to keep the template firmly against the
bearing while protecting your fingers, as
shown in the top photo on page 66.

Feed the workpiece in a steady, fluid
motion along the piloted bit. By cutting
the end grain sections first, you can
reduce the chance of tear-out on the
remaining edges of the workpiece.

After routing each part, peel the tem-
plate and double-faced tape away from
your workpiece. Remove any adhesive
using paint thinner. Sand any fine splin-
ters or machine marks if needed. $

Flush-trim and pattern bit sampler

Flush-tr im

I
Spira l  f lush-
tr im (upcut)

Spiral f lush-tr im
(downcut)

Downshear
f lush-tr im

"|l

Combination
upcut/downcut

Double bear ing
flush-tr im

i
A
.ID

ll
U

Pattern

3/e-7/E" dia.;
Yz-2" cutting
length

Va-1Ya" dia.;
3/s-2Vzu cutting
length

1/c-Y2" dia.;
3/a-2" cutting
length

Vz-3/e" dia.;
Vz-2" cutting
length

3A" dia.;
1Ta-1s/e'
cutt ing length

Vz-3/q" dia.;
1-1Y4^ cutt ing
length

sAa-2" dia.;
Tz-2" cutting
length

Table: top
Handheld:
bottom

Table: top
Handheld:
bottom

Table: top
Handheld:
bottom

Table: top
Handheld:
bottom

Table: top
Handheld:
bottom

Table: either
Handheld:
either

Table: bottom
Handheld:  top

Adequate for
most work. As
wi th  a l lcarb ide
bits, look for
micrograin
carbide.

Cutters sl ice
at an angle for
a smooth cut;
upcut bits work
best for table-
mounted
routers.

Steep spiral
makes smooth
slices, especially
in laminated
materials, such
as plywood;
downcut
versions work
best for
handheld
routing.*

Cutters sl ice at
an angle  for  a
smooth cut;
downshear is
best for
handheld work
while avai lable
upshear
versions are
best for table
work.

Sl ices through
thin veneers
of plywood with
less chipping on
both faces.f

One bit  works
on both
handheld and
table-mounted
routers for
either pattern
routing or
f lush-tr im work
such as
laminates.f

Top bearing lets
template be
attached atop a
workpiece for
handheld
routing.

Hard-to-find bits: *from MLCS (800-533-9298, mlcswoodworking.com); t from Woodhaven (800-344-6652 woodhaven.com); + from EagleAmerica (800-872-2511,
eagl€america.com)
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Chapter 3 | Tricks and Techniques I Cutting Dadoes

Rout Consistently
Spaced Dadoes
Put these basic techniques to work when
building furniture and cabinets.

any profects, such as bookcases
and display cases, require pre-
cisely spaced dadoes in their

sides for accepting shelves and dividers.
If you need help in this area, this section
provides a surefire way of routing dadoes
that align perfectly.

I ffre secret to dead-on dadoes lies in
I using a straightedge and a story

pole. We sized these for working with a
3/+x48x96" sheet of plywood, but you
can build yours smaller if you don't
typically handle full-sized sheet goods.
After making these fixtures, read on for
directions on how to use them to cut
your dadoes.

lVark the position of the dadoes on
Sthe face of the workpiece, along the
left edge as you stand at the bottom end
of the panel, as shown below. Measure
from the bottom of the panel, and dou-
ble-check your accuracy.

Q Using a straight router bit the same
rJwidth as the dado, adjust the bit for
the correct cutting depth (one-third the
thickness of your panel). NoW measure
the distance from the bit's cutting edge
to the edge of the router base, as shown
below. Your router bit may not be cen-
tered within the base, so measure to the
point on the base that will ride against
the straightedge in the coming steps.
Mark this point on the top side of the
base with a piece of masking tape.

fClamp your story pole along the
'Tmarked edge of the panel, as shown
at top rrght. Using the bit-to-edge-of-
router base measurement you made in
Step 3, position the straightedge this
distance from the layout line closest to
the panel bottom. Measure the distance
between the straightedge and the bot-
tom end of the panel along both sides of
the panel to make sure the straightedge
is parallel with the panel's bottom edge.
Clamp one end of the straightedge
securely to the panel, and the other end
to the story pole.

Edge of router
base that will
ride against
straightedge

(Vate the cut by moving the router
rffrom left to right while standing at
the bottom of the panel facing the
straightedge, as shown below. Moving
the router in this direction helps keep it
against the straightedge. The router will
tend to wander from the straightedge if
you move it from right to left.

Also, remember to keep the marked
spot of your router's base against the
straightedge. You might get inconsistent
results if vou don't follow this rule.
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1lfor subsequent cuts on this panel,
lfextend your layout lines onto the
story pole with a square, as shown below.
To position the straightedge, align the
cut in the head of the straightedge with
the extended marks on the story pole.
Before making the cut, remember to
adjust the straightedge so that it's paral-
lel with the bottom end of the panel.

I nfter cornpleting your first panel,
J the story pole provides a cutting
guide for all matching panels. You just
clamp the story pole to the left edge of
the panel and align the cut in the
straightedge head with the story pole
cut, as shown above. Adfust the straight-
edge parallel with the panel bottom as
described in Step 4 and clamp it.

When cutting dadoes in the middle of
wide panels you may find that you can-
not reach all the way across the panel.
At these times, turn the router off about
halfway through the cut, holding it
firmly against the straightedge as you
allow it to come to a stop. Walk around
to the opposite side of the panel, back
the router up, turn it on again, and com-
plete the cut.
(lWfren cutting narrow panels or
(Oboards, you .u.r ,urr. youiself some
time and effort by clamping them edge
to edge, as shown below. Before cutting
them, make sure the ends of the panels
are flush. l|

Written by Bill Krier with fim Boelling
ll lustrations: f im Stevenson
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!laised-panel doors are a hallmark

]f of quality cabinets and furniture,
I land they're not difficult to make.
If you have a variable-speed, 7r/z-hp or
bigger router and a router table, you
need only buy a set of three router bits
designed for the task.

The bits could cost well over $100.
Still, if you plan to make or remodel
several cabinets, or construct a special
piece of furniture featuring raised-panel

70
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doors, we think they're worth the invest-
ment. Although you could choose to cut
raised panels on the tablesaw instead,
we've found that router bits save lots of
time and add quality with their smooth
cutting and well-designed profiles.

We used ahorizontal panel-raising bit
that cuts with the workpiece lying flat
on the router table. You also can buy
vertical router bits, which cost less and
demand less power. However, they don't

allow you to raise a panel with a curved
edge, as the horizontal cutter does.

In this article, we'll guide you through
the process of making a door for a typi-
cal cabinet. The same techniques apply
to building a door or panel for a piece of
furniture, or traditional wall panels.
Along the way, we'll point out details
that have nothing to do with router bits,
but everything to do with getting the
most striking results.

Best-Ever Router Tips, Tricks, and figs 2008
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Two

tr
bits for the door

A set of panel-making router bits makes it easy to build professional-quality cabinet doors.
One bit cuts the coped shape at the ends of the rails; one cuts the sticking shape to match; and
one cuts a raised field on the panel.

Choose a cool proflle
We chose arail, stile, and panel set from
Freud (item #97-LOZ). You can order it
from toolcrib.amazon.com for $150, and
from other sources. This set contains a
coping bit to cut the ends of the rails, a
sticking bit to cut a matching profile
and panel-holding groove on the inside
edge of each rail and stile, and a 3Vz"-
diameter bit that "raises" the panel with

frame....

E

a gently sweeping cove. All three bits
. have }4" shanks, which we strongly rec-

ommend for this operation
Seb Photos A, B, and C for the shapes

made by our rail-and-stile cutters, and
how the results mate together..Photo D
shows one of the many panel-raising bit
profi-les available. Choose the one you
like best, or the one that matches the
style of your home's existing cabinetry.

... ilrd a thlrd for the panel

This large-diameter bit cuts the cove profile
that "raises" the panel.

Select the best stock
A great door depends on great lumber.
You want wood that shrinks and swells
as little as possible, and resists warping.
Rift-sawn or quartersawn lumber fills
the bill.

Go through the stack of boards atyour
lumber supplier, and look at the end
grain on each one. Select the ones with
grain lines running straight from face to
face, not from edge to edge or,in a semi-
circle. These prime boards also feature
straight face grain, which played an
important role in our door, as you'll see.
You might find quite a bit of variation in
one wide board [Photo E]. In that case,
elevate your work above the ordinaryby
selecting the straight grain lines for your
doors. The cathedral grain won't go to
waste; use it for less visible cabinet parts
or other proiects.

Once you've found a good board,
don't iust chop it into convenient
lengths. Take one more big step toward
master craftsmanship by cutting each
individual piece with the straightest
grain possible [Photq F].

Straight-grain rails and stiles seem to
flow naturally around a door. We rec-
ommend straight grain for the panels,
too. It lends a high-end, architectural-
quality look.

We used red oakforthis articlebecause
it's a popular cabinet choice and its
prominent grain lines emphasize the
difference in appearance between
straight grain and random "cathedral"
grain. Check out the two versions in
Photo G. When you look at oak cabinets
in a retail outlet, you see lots of figure,
especially in traditional-style cabinets,
and maybe you prefer it that way.

In a piece of cardboard, cut out a "window"
the same size as the part you need to make.
When you see the grain you want, outline it
with chalk.

Here you see rift grain and flat grain within one 18" board. Plan to use the rift grain for visible
parts and the flat grain elsewhere.

woodmagazlne.com

Two variations on red oaki The panel on the
left was made with well-matched.straight
grain; the one on the right offers a more :
common appearance.
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Chapter 3 | Tricks and Techniques I Raising Panels

Plan and cut carefully
We built an overlay door for a standard-
sized wall cabinet, a common situation.
We planed 414 stock to 3/+" for our rails
and stiles, and ripped them to 2Y+" in
width, a dimension that looks good,
feels solid, and allows enough room for
any style of hinge. You might choose a
width anywhere from lyzu to 2y2". Pick
stock that's perfectly flat for the rails
and stiles.

The door itself should fall between 9"
and 18" in width. If it's too narrow, the
panel will appear too skinny in propor-
tion to the rails and stiles. If you build it
wider than 18", you're more likely to
have trouble with twisting. The door
must be absolutely flat to look good
when it's closed.

An overlay door is typically used on
cabinets without face frames. Size each
door to nearly cover the cabinet box,
and plan for a Va" gap between each set
of adjoining doors.

The sample door in Drawing 1 will help
you keep track of the slots and coped rail

ends as you figure the dimensions of I fVelCAL DIMENSIONS
your door. Check your crosscutting
setup for accuracy before you cut the
pieces to length because the rails must
be perfectly square for good results. Pre-
vent chip-out with an auxiliary fence on
your miter gauge or a sacrificial piece of
straight stock on the back fence of your
crosscut sled. For faster, more accurate
routing, cut an extra rail and an extra
stile to use when setting bit heights.

To make the panel, choose boards
with compatible color and figure, and
plane them to a thickness of 72". When
fitted in place, the panel surface will sit
flush with the front of the frame.

Joint the edges of the boards, then
glue and clamp them together to make a
slightly oversize blank. After the glue
dries, cut the panel to allow for aVa" gap
all around as it sits in the grooves of the
rails and stiles. This gap accommodates
the spacers described in "No-rattle pan-
els," page 75. If you choose not to use
spacers, you still must leave the same
gap to allow for wood movement.

Align the pilot bearing and the fence before beginning to rout.
This step ensures a smooth cut with no dips.

Rout the rail ends
With your router mounted in a table,
install the coping bit. It's the bit with a
pilot bearing sandwiched between the
two cutters. Hold a straightedge against
the router table fence, and slide the fence
until the straightedge contacts the pilot
bearing [Photo H]. Make sure the fence
sits at a right angle to the miter gauge;
butt a piece of scrap against the fence at
one end, clamp it to your miter gauge,
then slide the miter gauge along the
fence. The scrap should maintain con-
tact all along the fence.

Use your test rail to set the height of
the bit [Photo l]. Place your test rail face
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For the rail-end cuts, set the height of the coping bit by eye.
Place the top of its slotting cutter just proud of the workpiece.

side down on the table, one edge
flat against the miter gauge auxil-
iary fence and one end touching
the router-table fence. Hold the
workpiece firmly against the aux-
iliary fence and down on the
table, and rout the profile.

Check the test cut for a smooth,
consistent shoulder about Yr6"
thick on the face side of the rail.
The rabbet on the opposite side
will be about Y+" deep. Run another
test, if necessary, and when you're
satisfied, make a set-up piece to
keep for future proiects. Now, rout
both ends of each rail [Photo J].

Keep the rail square to the router-table fence with
your miter gauge auxi l iary fence. The auxi l iary fence
also prevents chip-out.

Best-Ever Router Tips, Trlcks, and figs 2008
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Use the coped end of a rai l  to set up the st icking cuts. Match the
slott ing cutter to the tongue, and i f  the curved profi les don't  mate,
re-shim the bit  with a thin metalwasher.

\ i  E m

Again, l ine up the pi lot bearing of the st icking bit  and the router
table fence to ensure an accurate depth of cut.

Make the long-grain cuts on al l  four frame pieces. Your f ingers are close
to the bit ,  so be sure to keep your r ight hand at the outside corner as
you push.

receive the panel.
Using one of the
rails that you just
routed, determine
the height by match-
ing the slot-cutter
with the tongue on
the rail end [Photo
Kl. Align the fence
and bearing with a
straightedge [Photo L].

Place your extra
stile face-side down
against the router

Now, the inside edges
Remove the coping bit and install the
sticking bit (the one with the pilot bear-
ing on top) in your router. In one pass,
this bit makes the frame look better by
rounding over the edge next to the
panel, while also cutting theg{CIove to

"!ry.....

table fence, and make a test cut, as
shown in Photo M. Check its fit with the
already routed rail. Place both pieces flat
on your workbench or tablesaw top, face
sides up, and check the resulting joint
with your fingertips. You want a per-

-fectly 
smooth joint because anything

less means a lot of sanding after assem-
bly, possibly ruining the profile. So do as
many tests as it takes to get it right, and
then cut and label a set-up piece for
future reference. See the Shop Tip below
for another way to save your settings.

If you can't get a perfect fit with the
rails and stiles, you may have to adjust
the bits themselves with very thin,
washer-like, metal shims. Shims allow
you to fine-tune the height of the profile
cutters or the location of the tongue on
the rail-end bit. Our bits came pre-
shimmed from the factory, with extra
shims held under the nut at the end of
each bit. Write down each step if you do
any shimming, so you know the original
arrangement as well as each adjustment
that you make. When your test joints
are right, rout the inside edge of all four
frame pieces.

Make your bits self-aligning
Wouldn' t  i t  be nice to keep your rai l -and-
st i le prof i le cut ters permanent ly al igned
with one another,  avoiding al l  those test
cuts every t ime you use them? Our mas-
ter craf tsman, Chuck Hedlund, came up
with a way to do just that.

Slip a 
't/2" 

stop collar onto the shank of
each bit, and tighten it in place against the
cutter body, as shown at right. Install the
first bit into your router, and proceed to
find the right height. Unplug the router,
loosen the set screw on the collar, let it
slide down to the collet, and retighten the
set screw. Without changing the router
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height, do the same with the second cut-
ter. The next time you use the cutters, use
a saved set-up profile to set the router
height for the first cutter, and the second
cutter will match automatically.

Look for stop collars at your home
center or hardware store, or buy a seven-
piece set that includes oneVz" collar from
Woodcraft. Call 800-225-1153 to order
i tem number 142562 for $8.

For safety, Freud recommends that you
place at  least  80 percent of  a router bi t 's
shank inside the col let .  We achieved that
with collars that are S/ta" thick.

Stop collar
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Chapter 3 |  Tricks and Techniques I Raising Panels

Time to raise the panel
For the final step in the milling process,
we used a panel-raisingbit that measures
3Yzu in diameter. The large diameter
means that it cuts more wood per revo-
lution than the average bit, its outer edge
travels faster than most, and it demands
extra clearance in the table and fence.

For safety and efficiency, use a vari-
able-speed router with at least 11zz hp.
That's enough power to do the job, and
running it at a low speed is safer.

Even if you have a split fence that
opens wide enough to accommodate the
bit, it's safer to shape a smaller opening
in an auxiliary fence. A wide gap causes
problems if the workpiece slips into it.

To add an auxiliary wood fence, cut a
piece of straight wood to size, and mark
the shape of the bit on it. Cut the open-
ing on the bandsaw, and sand it smooth.
Attach the auxiliary fence to the exist-
ing fence, and check the bit clearance.

Align the bearing and fence, and make
a test cut [Photo N]. If the router bogs
down, adiust the fence so that the bit
cuts less than the full width of the pro-
file on the first pass. Then realign the
bearing and fence for a full-width cut.

Router table
auxiliary fence
with zero-
clearance
opening

Panel
(face side down)

Remember that the test pieces for this cut must be the same thickness as the panel. The
tongue should f i t  snugly ihto the rai l  and st i le grooves.

Shape the complete profile in another
pass, then test the fit of the panel tongue
in the groove of a rail or stile. It should
slide in easily. If you have to force it into
the groove, raise the bit. If it rattles in
the groove, lower the bit. When you find
just the right fit, rout the profile on the

panel. Rout both ends first, then do the
long sides; the long-grain cuts will shave
off any minor chip-out from the end-
gtain cuts. On each pass, press down on
the workpiece as you rout, making sure
that the shoulder around the panel field
is a consistent depth.

How to use spacers
Managing the depth of cut can be
accomplished in two ways. Changing
the height of the bit no more than 7s"
each pass takes extra time measuring
and readjusting the bit. A better way
relies on spacers to change the depth of
cut on each pass. When using this quick
and easy method, the bit needs to be set
only once. That fact alone eliminates
the possibility of error and is the method

we chose here. You can make spacers
from most any sheet material in the
shop. Hardboard, plywood, MDF, even
plastic laminate (for thin spacers) work
well. We made four spacers from Va" Bal-
tic birch plywood totaling 7/2" in height.
(Most panel-raising bits remove yzu-ys"

material to achieve the final profile.)
To size the spacers to your situation,

cut the pieces the same length as your
router table. Then measure the distance

from the front of the router table to the
middle of the opening in the router plate
and rip them to that measurement.

Next, cut out a half-circle relief area
for the raised-panel bit. To do this, mea-
sure the diameter of the bit and add Yz"
to allow for safe clearance around the
bit. Using a compass, draw the half-circle
centered on the inside edge of each
spacer. Bandsaw or scrollsaw out the half
circles. Sand the sawn edges smooth.

Stack the 7e"-thick spacers on the router table top and secure them
with double-faced tape.
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Remove a spacer after making each cut until you've removed all of
them for the f inal cut.
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Staln the panel
With the door parts milled, you're ready
to prepare for assembly. You allowed for
wood movement in the solid panel,
during the planning phase. Carry
through by installing spacers, as
described in "No-rattle panels," below,
and by staining the panel [Photo O], if
stain is part of your finishing plan. Stain
the back first, then place the panel on a
support while you stain the face.

By staining the panel before assembly,
you ensure that the stain completely
coats the tongue of the panel. If you
waited until after assembly, areas of the
tongue might remain unstained, and
could become visible when the panel
shrinks in dry weather. Don't stain the
rails and stiles iust yet, however. If stain
got onto the gluing surfaces, it could
prevent the glue from adhering properly.

After the stain on the panel dries,
insert the spacers, and apply yellow glue
to all of the surfaces that you milled on
the rail end. Use only a light coating
near the inside edge to keep squeeze-out
away from the panel; even a weak bond
there could cause problems.

Assemble the door, and place it on
two bar or pipe clamps, located to apply
pressure across the width of the door at
each end. Measure diagonally between
both pairs of opposing corners [Photo
P], to make sure the door is square. The
two measurements should be equal. If
not, loosen the clamps, angle them

lf you plan to stain your cabinet door, do the
panel before assembly. The clear topcoat can
wait until after assembly.

slightly to pull the frame into align-
ment, and retighten. Let the glue dry
before staining the.frame. lF

When you cut the rail ends square, and
.accurately match the coped and sticked
profiles, assembly becomes almost automatic.

Written by f lm Pollock with Chuck Hedlund
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; TIm Cahlll

No-rattle panels
Solid-wood panels must have room
to move, as they absorb moisture in
humid weather, and lose it in dry
times. But if you.sirnp-lyrleave 4 gap,
you wind up with a door that rattles
and sounds poorly made. You can
use various kinds of plastic foam to
fi l l  that gap, but we like "Space
Balls." These firm rubber spheres,
about 1/t" in diameter, do the job
quickly and neatly. Woodcraft sells a
package of 100 for $6; call 800-225-
1153 to order item number142284.
Use two Space Balls on each side and
each end of a small door, or three
per side on a bigger one. They'l l
compress when the panel expands,
and return to full size as it shrinks,
holding it t ightly in its grooves all
the while. ru

Push the Space Balls into the grooves as far as you can with your finger. The panet will seat
them during assembly.
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Chapter 3 | Tricks and Techniques I Climb Cutting

Climb Cut
to Minimize
Tear-Out

Sometimes, it makes sense to
go in the opposite direction of
prevailing wisdom. Such is the
case with climb cutting-
running a handheld router
clockwise around the edge of a
workpiece.

Smoother edges
As shown in the drawings opposite bot-
tom, when you feed a router in the
"typical" (counter-clockwise) direction,
the bit's cutting edges lift the grain of
the workpiece. But, in a climb cut, the
bit pulls the grain down as its cutting
edges enter the workpiece.

So, with a climb cut you don't get the
splintering that you often get with a bit
fed counter-clockwise. And, climb cut-
ting has a burnishing effect on the
wood, leaving an exceptionally smooth

routed surface. For those reasons, we
climb cut most of the time we rout an
edge with a handheld router.

How to make a cllmb cut
Climb cutting takes a little getting used
to, so practice this technique with small
router bits and scrap softwood. Remove
no more than /e" of stock per pass when
using small bits, and remove only about
Yte" of stock when using larger bits, such
asYz" cove bits. Use sharp bits, and never
climb cut with bits over 2" in diameter.
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Alote: When you climb cut, your router
will want to run away from you, so hold
on ftrmly with both hands. The workpiece
should be clamped down-not simply sit-
ting on a router mat.

Because a climb-cutting bit does not
tend to pull into the workpiece, you
don't have to lower your bit to increase
its cut for each successive pass. Simply
set the bit to its full cutting depth and
remove a little more stock with each cut-
ting pass. You'll be surprised at how
quickly you can rout edges with this
"freehand" technique, and how much
control you have over the process, pro-
vided you take light cuts.

Although you get little splintering
with a climb cut, it still makes sense to
follow the traditional wisdom of routing
the ends of a workpiece before you rout
the edges. If you see some "fuzzing" of
the grain $vhen you climb cut, you prob-
ably have a dull bit. (Some woods, such
as butternut and willow, wrll fuzz even
with sharp bits.)

When not to cllmb cut
Under' many circumstances, it still
makes sense to rout in a counterclock-
wise direction. That's because a bit fed
that way tends to "pull" into the work-
piece, template, or straightedge that you
guide it against. This tendency to "hug"

whatever you guide the router against
serves you well when it's essential that
the router not wander off course. For
example, when cutting a dado, or the
groove for holding a tambour door in
the example rigltt, the cut must follow its
guiding edge exactly.

And, remember to always
feed a workpiece in the
typical right-to-left direc-
tion when using a router
table. If you try to climb cut,
the bit will pull the workpiece
away from you, creating an
unsafe situation, not to mention
poor-quality cuts.

However, if you have the luxury of
owning a power feeder mounted to
your router table or shaper, climb cut-
ting produces silky-smooth moldings.
That's because the power feeder controls
the workpiece for a rock-steady cut, and
your hands never come close to the cut-
ting edges.

With synthetic materials, such as
Corian or medium-density fiberboard
(MDF), there's no advantage to climb
cutting. These materials have no natural
grain that might tear out. ll

Written by Bill Krierwith Chuck Hedlund
lllustrations: Kim Downing; Brian fensen

When cl imb-cutt ing with a handheld router, l imit yourself  to bits or cuts that remove only 7a"
of material or a sl ight prof i le, such as this round-over bit .  To remove more material than that,
make mult iple passes, deepening the cut on each pass.

TAMBOUR DOOR
ROUTING TEMPLATE:
AN EXAMPLE OF WHEN
NOT TO CLIMB CUT

HOW CLIMB CUTTING
GIVES SMOOTHER RESULTS

TYPICAL
CUTTING

(Lifts the
grain up)

CL IMB
CUTTING

(Pul ls  the
grain down)

,l:ft \
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Forming Perfect Slots
For arrow-straight slots with
crisp, clean ends and edges,
let your router table, a few
shop-made accessories, and
a l i t t le know-how help you
produce on-target results.

ffih ri l l ing end holes and sawing out
i l r u _

f f i  $ 
thc waste between them is one

ffiF wav to forrn a slot. But success
depends on your unwavering abi l i ty to
fol low the straight cutl ines connecting
the end holes with a scrol lsaw or j igsaw.

Here's a better method that el irninates
the r isk of wandering off course.

a ' ,
- E  i .

1

*\jq
i r

s
I-d

.g-

1 Lay out the slot
Draw s lo t  boundary  l ines on the par t ,
ex tend ing  t he  end  l i nes  t o  t he  edges .

- * * ' \
-q

2 Postion the fence
Chuck a s lot-s ize bi t  in the router.  Place
the fence to center the bi t  in the s lot .

Aux i l ia ry  A
ou ide  /- _____--/ 

i)

5 Add an auxiliary guide
Using the par t  w id th  to  gauge the
d i s tance ,  c l amp  an  aux i l i a r y  gu ide
para l le l  to  the fence so the par t  s l ides
eas i ly  between the qu ide and fence.

-'T

6--
' e

s

3 Set the right stop
Al ign  t he  s l o t  l e f t  end  l i ne  w i t h  t he  l e f t
edge of  the b i t .  Pos i t ion and secure the
r ight  s top.

6 Dril l out the waste
Using ab i tVa"  smal ler  than the s lo t
w id th ,  d r i l l  ove r l app ing  ho les  i ns i de  t he
layou t  l i nes .  D r i l l i ng  an  unde rs i zed  rough
s lo t  le ts  you rout  a  c lean f in ished-s ize s lo t
in  one easy pass.
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, t t t l

: i  h

rti

'df

.t

{ 
*r+{t#

* l {

t r  |  , .
f i

/

4 Set the left stop
Al i gn  t he  s l o t  r i gh t  end  l i ne  w i t h  t he
r ight  edge of  the b i t .  Pos i t ion and secure
the s too.

I

$

, Sp inn ing  b i t

7 Make a plunge cut
With the r ight  end of  the workpiece
touching the r ight  stop, lower i t  onto the
s p i n n i n g  b i t .

8 Rout the slot
Feed the par t  to  the le f t  unt i l  i t  h i ts
t he  s top .  i - he  aux i l i a r y  gu ide  keeps
the par t  in  l ine.  JF

::-
Et,.----...-.-
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fiom the editors of

Secret-Compartment Jewelry Box
Plan DP-00414 $+.SO

Tongue Drum
Plan DP-00519 $4.95

Heirloom Cradle with Storage'Box
Plan DP-00552 $9.95

W00trmasazine

*#
Gift-Pedect Wine Box
Plan DP-00529 $3.95

Splined OrnamentalBox
Plan DP-00161 $3.95

Plane-Fun Kid's Shelf
Plan DP-00559 $4.95

End-Grain Cutting Board
Plan DP-00521 $2.95

Download any 0f these woodworking plans for the prices
listed,0r have them mailed directly to you for an additional
$3 per plan (S+H). For downloading the plan yourself or to
view a larger image, g0 to woodmagazine.com/plans. For
paper plans shipped to you, call toll frcc l-g88-636-14?8.

Please have your credit card available.
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You' l l  get professional woodworking
results with ease. The Measure Master
makes i t  simple to work in, and convert
between, most common dimensional
formats - as well  as Areas and Volumes.
Includes bui l t- in Board-Feet solut ions.
Model 4020
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Our most complete calculator for the
advanced woodworker. l t  features more
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those found in the Measure Master Pro.
The perfect tool i f  your woodworking
passion includes projects such as
remodeling or adding a room. l t  even
provides Angles for compound miters.
Model 4065
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D o Jl -You rself P roiecl Colculqlor
Simpli fy your home improvement projects
with this easy-to-use calculator. Bui l t- in
function keys let you quickly and
accurately f ind material requirements
for paint, concrete, t i les, wallpaper
and carpet. Moder 8510
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Once you've mastered the basics, step up your routing
repertoire with these easy-to-build shop helpers. Each
one is shop-tested to help you make faster, cleaner cuts.
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s/+" groovg %" deep
(Cut to f i t  miter gauge)

Start at the top
I Cut both a piece of birch plywood
I for the panel (A) and a piece of plas-

tic laminate for the skin (B) an inch
larger in length and width than the sizes
listed in the Materials List.

!nottowing the directions on the can,
iapply contact adhesive to the back
of the laminate and face of the plywood.
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'/  -q t

#B x 11/q" F.H.

l \
\

Plastic knob
with t/q"

I threaded
/ insert

wood screw

T-track 22" long

#6x1 /2 "  F .H .
wood screw

1 2 ' b e v e l
Round knob

with #10-24 x aZ" stud

Flush-tr imming with your tablesaw
When apply ing plast ic laminate to a part  l ike the
router-table top's panel, start with oversize pieces of
plywood and laminate. Apply contact cement to the
laminate and the plywood. Posi t ion the laminate just
shy of one edge and end of the plywood, as shown
in the photo. Run these edges, free of overhanging
laminate,  against  your tablesaw fence f i rst  when
tr imming the top to i ts f in ished size.  Cutt ing both
plywood and laminate at  the same t ime avoids router
f lush  t r imming.

Bond the laminate to the plywood,
holding the laminate about r/e' back
from one edge and one end of the ply-
wood, as shown in the Shop Tip above.
Apply pressure with a rubber roller.

Qwittr the exposed end and edge of
.rthe plywood against your tablesaw
rip fence, trim about V+" off the panel's
opposite end and edge, cutting through

[tt--#B x 2,, F.H.
wood screw

7se" shank hole,
countersunk
(Dr i l led a t  12")

both the plywood and laminate. Now
with the iust-trimmed end and edge in
turn against the fence, cut the panel/
skin (A/B) to finished size.
i lCut the edge bands (C) and the end
Tbands (D) to width, but about 1"
longer than the lengths listed. Miter-cut
them to fit around the top, as shown on
Drawing 1. Glue and clamp them in

\ x ' /  

\

l@
Optionalsafety
power switch

SECTION DETAIL

Rabbet to fit
router plate.

#Bx2"  F.H. ' \ \ \ \ \  |  #8x 1"  pan-
wooo scre* \\\\\ \ head screw

Optional safety
power switch

12"  bevels

8 1



Chapter 4 | Tables, Jigs and Accessories I Bench-Top Router Table

place keeping their top edges flush with
the laminate surface, as shown in the
Shop Tip opposite bottom.
(Install a3/+" dado blade in your table-
Jsaw, and attach a tall (about 10")
auxiliary fence to the rip fence. Adjust
the blade and fence to cut the grooves in
the end bands (D) fot the T-track, where
shown on Drawing la. See the Source
(below) for information on ordering the
22" and 27yz' T-tracks. Test your setup
with scrap, and make adiustments. With
the laminate side of the top against the
fence, cut the T-track grooves in the end
bands (D). Backyour cuts with a follower
block to eliminate chipping as the blade
exits the workpiece.
ZWitn the same dado blade, cut a

n
lfgroove in a piece of scrap, and test

B* skin Vrc" 2012" 241/2" PL

C. edgebands 3/q" 19/rc" 26"

D. endbands 3/c" "leha" 22"

E' legs 3/4tr 11Y2' 20V2tr BP 2

F. leg cleats 3/c" 3" 20Tz' M

2" 16V2"

6u 26Ytz"

l' fence base 3/c" 3" 26Tzz" M

J vac port mounts 3/q" 2Vz" 3Ve"

K fence brackets

L guard base

M guard 1/c" 23/s" 5'

N' feather boards 3/t" 13/+" 8"

O jam blocks 3/c" 13/c" 3"

*Parts initially cut oversize.
Materlals key: BP-birch plywood, Pl-plastic lami-
nate, M-maple, A-acrylic.

Supplfes: #8x1%" flathead wood screws , #8x1Tz"
flathead wood screws, #8x2" flathead wood screws,
#8x1" panhead screws, #8xl" brassflathead wood
screws (2), y4' SAE flat washers, contact adhesive,
5 -minute epoxy, #1 0 -24 lockn uts (4), y4' h exhead
bolts 1ll2" long (8), #6xYz" F.H, wood screws.

Source
Hardware: Knobs with 

'7r" 
threaded inserts #60766 (8);

round knobs with #10-24xt" studs #60996 (4); 36" Ttrack
#1 0598 (1);24" Ttracks #1 0597 (2);2V2" vac port #46519
(1)3/ax11-7/a"x ll-7/a " acrylic insert plate #10541 (1).
Hartville Tool, 800-345 -2396, or hartvilletool.com.
Switch: Safety power switch n0.141 938, $39.99 plus
shipping, from Woodcraft. Call 800-225-1'153 to order.
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3/q" 20Y2" 24V2" BP

the fit of your miter-gauge bar. It should
slide freely with very little play. Make
any necessary adjustments. With the
laminated face down, cut the miter-
gauge groove in the top, where shown
on Drawing lb. Back up the cut with a
follower block to eliminate chipping.

Fit the insert plate
! fottow the steps in Drawing 2 to cre-
I ate the top insert-plate recess.

lWitfr the insert-plate recess formed,
Gdrill fro" counterbores /+" deep in

[! rnalrror

Cutting Diagram

each corner for #IO-24lock nuts, where
shown on Drawing lb. Make sure that,
when placed in the counterbores, the
lock nuts are flush with the surface of
the recess. Drill %0" holes through the
centers of the counterbores.

!R.f"tting to the sidebar "How to add
Jinsert-plate levelers to your table"
on page 85, epoxy lock nuts into the
counterbores. Finish-sand the bands (C,
D) to 220 grit. Ease the sharp laminate
edges of the miter-gauge slot and insert-
plate recess with a cabinet scraper.

22"

I
I
L

1 / q x 2 3 / q x 5 "

Acrylic
@

21t/z x 25t/2"
Plastic laminate

Note: To form the
insert-plate recess,
see Drawing 2.

z/ro" counterbore
1/4" deep with a s/0"
hole centered inside
(for a #10-24 lock nut)

Front edge \y' 31/q"

3/q x71/q x 96" Maple

3/q x 71/q x 96" Maple

e/q x 48 x 48" Birch plywood
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Build a sturdy base
I Cut the legs (E) and leg cleats (F) to
I length, but about 1" wider than

listed. Tilt your tablesaw blade 72o, and
bevel-rip the edges of the legs and leg
cleats, where shown on Drawing 1a. Cut
the cord cleat (G) to size.

fCtue and clamp the leg cleats (F) to
-the legs (E). Dril l  pilot and counter-
sunk shank holes through the leg cleats
into the legs. Drive in the screws, and
remove the clamps. Glue and clamp the
cord cleat to the leg cleat. Finish-sand
the leg assemblies to 220 grit.
Alote; When storing the router table, coil the
router and switch cords and stow them un-
der the table, wedging them between the leg
and the cord cleat.

QI'tace the top assembly upside down
Jon your bench. Glue and clamp the
leg assemblies to the top. Drill pilot and
countersunk shank holes through the
leg cleats into the top. Drive in the #Bx
17+" flathead screws.

Build an accurate fence
! Forming straight, square edges is
I essential for making a straight fence.

Start by cutting the fence (H) and the
fence base (l) f2" wider and 1" longer
than the sizes listed. Joint one edge of
each board. Next set the fence on your
tablesaw Lhz" over the finished width,
and rip the parts. Set your jointer depth
to 7/Ez" and joint the freshly cut edge.
Check the length of your tabletop and
add ltz" to the depth. Cut the fence and
fence base to this length. (The addedrAz"
allows the fence to slide easily.) Bandsaw
centered lYzxIVz" bit-clearance notches
in both parts. Glue and clamp the fence
and fence base together.

fCut two 3/+x43/+x7L/2" blanks for the
&fence brackets (K). Fasten the two
blanks together with double-faced tape.
Mark the diagonal cut and the location
of the r/+" hole on the top blank, where
shown on Drawing 3a. Bandsaw and
sand to the marked line, and drill the
hole. Separate the brackets.

I Ctue and clamp the fence brackets
.r(K) to the fence (Hll), making sure
the bracket edges are flush with the
fence face. Drill pilot and countersunk
shank holes through the brackets into
the fence, where shown, and drive in
the screws. With your dado blade
adjusted to the width of the T-track, cut
the dado in the fence (K/H/K), where
shown on Drawing 3. Finish-sand the
fence assembly to 22O grit.
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I ronnnrNc THE TNsERT-eLATE REcEss

Cente
r-side-tc

Step 1

red
-side --t

I

Slep 2

\ i,,./
\1

/ / \
1131q x  11s l+"
insert plate

47la',nl FRONT EDGE

STEP I Trim the insert plate to size,
and posit ion i t  47/a" from the tabletop
front edge and centered side-to-side.
STEP 2 Trace the outline of the plate
onto the tabletop.

STEP 5 Secure the insert plate inside
traced outline with double-faced tape.
STEP 6 Clamp the guide boards around
the plate, spacing each board away
from the plate with business-card shims.
STEP 7 Remove the insert plate and
shims. Chuck a straight bit  with a top-
mounted pilot bearing (pattern bit) into
a handheld router. With its base resting

Keep your banding f lush
and corners al igned

Make al ignment blocks by cut t ing
2x2" notches out of four 4x4" pieces
of 3/+" plywood. (The notches let you
see the mitered corners). Clamp them
to the top, as shown in the photo.
Use scrap blocks underneath the top
to space the clamps away from the
banding. Now, glue and clamp the
banding to the top, keeping i t  t ight
against  the al ignment blocks.

STEP 3 Lay out and mark the opening
cutl ines inside the traced outl ine.
STEP 4 Dri l l  a blade start hole, and use
your j igsaw to cut the opening.

on top of the guide boards, adjust the
router to cut 7a" into the tabletop.
STEP 8 Cuiding the bit  pi lot bearing
along the inside edges of the guide
board, begin routing the recess. Make
addit ional passes, lowering the bit  each
time unti l  you reach a depth of about
Yzz" greater than the thickness of the
insert plate.

al ignment
block
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cutlines 
steP,4 -- 2"

Traced
outl ine f 107+

103/c"

2"

1 lz'

FRONT EDGE

Step 6 Guide
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7a" hexhead bolt
1t/2" long

$ rerrrcE BRACKETs

3/q"

t/^"

t-

3h" groove 7e" deep
cut after assembly

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

lCut the vac port mounts (J) to the
'tsize and shape shown on Drawing
3b, opposite. Dry-position the mounts to
check their locations with your vac port.
Glue and clamp the vac port. Glue and
clamp the mounts in place. With the
glue dry, use the port to mark the mount-

Make our self-gauging
feather board
Here's a quick way to set your feather
board to apply the proper pressure.
Trim the first feather 7e" shorter than
the others, where shown on Drawing
4. When you use your feather board,
place this short  gauging feather on top
of your workpiece. Now, keeping the
other feathers parallel to the router-
table top,  t ighten the mount ing knob.

84

! rrrrrcE EXPLoDED vrEW

Mini-track
27t/2" long

S cunno

7se" shank hole, countersunk
3/a" ftom back edge

holes and set the vac port aside. See the
Source for ordering the port used here.

Now, get your guard up
! Cut the guard base (L) to size. Sand
I the r/z' radii on the top corners,

where shown on Drawing 3c. To form the
mounting slots, drill e/zz" holes where
shown, draw lines from hole to hole,
and scrollsaw along the lines. Finish-
sand the base to 22O grit.

I rrnrnER BoARDs & JAM BLocKs

2t/2" vac port

3/q" groova
3/8" deep
s/q" trom top edge

lCut 
r/+" acrylic to size for the guard

&(M). Disc-sand L/2" radil on the out-
side corners, as shown on Drawing 3.
Adhere the guard to the base with double-
faced tape, keeping the back edges flush.
Drill pilot and countersunk shank holes
through the guard (M) into the base (L).
Remove the guard, and set it aside.

Make the feather boards
I Select a straight-grained piece of 3/E"-

I thick maple, and cut a 3/qx2xl8"

blank for the feather boards. Using your
tablesaw and miter gauge, trim 30'
angles on both ends of the blank, where
shown on Drawing 4. Mark angled lines
across the width of the blank, Zs/s" from
each end, then mark the radius ends of
the feather boards.

llnstall a regular (7a" wide) blade in
3your tablesaw and raise it 2" high.
Set the rip fence L/rc" from the blade.
With the long edge of the blank against
the fence, cut in to the marked line, then
carefully pull the board straight back
from the blade. A padded jointer push-
block works well for this operation. Flip
the board end for end and repeat. Reset

Vq x 2s/q x 5" clear
acrylic mounted to
botiom of part @

V-1s/a"-q

1
3"
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VAC PORT DETAIL

2t/2" vac porl

%" pi lot hole

11/z x 1/2" notches

-1

Plastic knob with
t/q" lhreaded insert

t/a" hexhead bolt 
'l t/2" long

the fence at r/s" and repeat the cut on
each end. Repeat cutting the feathers at
%0" intervals up to l3/s". With the fence
set at 73/+",lowet the blade to 1", and cut
the blank to finished width.

Q nritt e/sz" hanging and slot-starting
rJholes in the feather boards (N),
where shown on Drawing 4. Mark and
scrollsaw the slots, and bandsaw the
rounded ends. Finish-sand the feather
boards to 22O grit.

llCut the iam blocks (O) to size and
Tdrill the centered e/tz" holes. Finish-
sand them to 22O grit.
Note: The jam blocks are positioned against
the long edge of the feather boards to prevent
them from pivoting when you're applying
pressure to the workpiece.

Apply finish, add hardware
! Touch up the finish sanding where
I needed. Apply two coats of a pene-

trating oil finish to all the wood parts,
including the miter-gauge slot and the
insert-plate recess, following the instruc-
tions on the can. (We used McCloskey
Tung Oil Finish. An oil finish is easier to
reapply after the finish is worn than
paint or varnish. It also seals the miter-
gauge slot and insert-plate recess without
building up and making too tight a fit.)

woodmagazine.com

How to add insert-plate levelers to your table
Adjusting your router-table insert plate perfectly f lush wfth the top is as easy as
instal l ing lock nuts in the corners of  the plate recess. Once you've dr i l led
counterbored holes to accept #10-24 nuts in all four corners, follow these four
simple steps to instal l  the levelers.

When the epoxy hardens, replace the 2"-long machine screw with a 1/2"-long
one. For no-tool adjustment, use a knob with a 1/2"-long threaded stud. See
Source for our knob source.

'*ro 
#8 x 1j/z 'F.H.
wood screw

*L

\,

te

/
/i

lHacksaw T-track to the lengths of
Sthe table ends and fence. You'll have
to drill and countersink new mounting
holes at the cut ends. Using the holes in
the mini-track as guides, drill pilot holes
into the table and fence, and screw the
track in place.

QVount the optional switch, where
rJshown on Drawings 1 and la. See the
Source for the source of the safety power
switch we used.

/ Screw the guard (M) to the guard
'Tbase (L) with #8x1" brass flathead
wood screws. Attach the assembled
guard, feather boards, and iam blocks to
the fence and the fence to the table with
hexhead bolts, washers, and knobs, as
slrown. See the Source (page 82) for infor-
mation on ordering the bolts and knobs.
Screw the vac port to the mounts.

(Screw the insert-plate leveling knobs
rf into the lock nuts. Sand the corners
of the insert plate to match those of the
insert recess. For instructions on mount-
ing your router on the insert plate, see
'Add Custom Plates to Your Table" on
page 57.4

Written by Raymond L. Wilberwith Chuck Hedlund

Project design: Chuck Hedlund

lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna fohnson
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Tilt-Top Router Table
An open-and-close shop tool designed for your convenience

ount the features of this fully loaded router table, and you'll quickly conclude
that you've got to have one. For starters, the table flips up for easy changing
of bits and checking bit height. It's topped by an accurate, easy-to-build fence.

A sealed compartment underneath, fitted with a vacuum port, takes care of sawdust.
Below that, you'll find a slide-out shelf for storing all kinds of bits and accessories.
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First, build the cabinet
! Cut the cabinet sides (A) and back
f (B) to the sizes l isted in the Materials

List from 3/+" medium-density fiberboard
(MDF). As noted on the Cutting Diagram
on page 92, }/DF measures 1" wider and
longer than regular 4x8' sheet goods.

lUsing Drawings 1 and la for refer-
-ence, mark the centerpoint, and cut
the vacuum hose hole in the left-hand
side panel (A) to fit your vacuum hose.
(We drilled a blade start hole, and cut
the hole to shape with a iigsaw.) To pre-
vent chipping, rout a 7e" charnfer along
the inside and outside edges of the hole.

Q Mark and cut a notch in the right-
Jhand side panel for the cord from
the router to exit the cabinet.

llFrom 7+" solid stock (we recommend
rtmaple, poplar, or birch), cut the
3/+x3/+" cleats (C-J) to the lengths listed in
the Materials List.

s/a x s/a" nolch

Router-cord
access notch

1/q 'F .H.

SCTCW

(Ne*t, mark the locations of the
rJ cleats on the inside face of each side
panel (A), as shown in Drawings I and
la. Then, dri l l  countersunk mounting
holes in the cleats, and screw them in
place, as shown in Photo A.

llCutthe bottom (K), dust-chute pieces
lt(L, M, N), and support (O) to size
from MDF. For a tight fit, miter-cut one
edge of part L and one end of each D.

lCtue and clamp the basic cabinet
a assembly (A, B, K, O) together in the
configuration shown in the exploded-
view illustration [Drawing 2] on the

followitrg page.Check for square. Then,
dri l l  the countersunk holes, and screw
the dust-chute pieces (L, M, N) in place.
(lWorking on the outside of the cabi-
lfnet, sand the ioints between the two
side panels (A) and back panel (B)
smooth. Then, rout a Vz' round-over
along the back corners of the cabinet,
starting 4r/a" from the bottom ends.

@ sror PANEL
(Left-hand panel shown)

t/2" round-over along back
corners of the cabinet,
starting 4t/s" from
bottom'end r

I II''r'il
l l

l.Y
l \ t

IT
l'":"
l_l

/'\
(
# B x 1
wooo

Mark the cleat locations, dri l l  the mounting
holes, and screw the cleats in place on the
cabinet sides.

Hole to fit your
vacuum hose

I'"/:u"---"/
I
f )
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Plastic laminate on top
and bottom surfaces

1/2" hole %0" deep with a
7s" hole |t/q" deep centered inside

1 1/2" -diam. hole, centered

1/q-20 x 11/z' F.H. machine screw -----\-
I

s/ro" hole, countersunk

3/e x 113/a x 113/q" phenolic router plate

Router

Four-arm knob

t/+" flal washer

Use 1/q" T-nut on bottom
side, epoxy in place.

1/2" rabbet s/e" deep

t/q-20 threaded insert

fl e xeloDED vrEW

I

3 / q x 3 x 2 7 3 / q "

Add the shelf, door,
and base trim
! Cut the router-bit shelf (P) and
I smatl-bit holder (Q) to size. Locat-

ing the holes to properly space your
particular bits, mark the centerpoints,
and then drill holes in the shelf for your
large-diameter bits. Now drill holes in
the bit holder (Q) for your small bits.
The small-bit holder works great for
straight bits, which would fall through
the holes in the shelf (P). Next, glue and
clamp the bit holder to the shelf.

lCut the base-trim support piece (R)
jto the size listed, and screw it to the
front of the cabinet.

I Cut the door (S) to the size shown in
J Drawing 2. Rout a 1/2" round-over
along the sides (not the top and bottom)
of the door.
lOrttt holes in the door for attaching

Tthe wire pull later.
(Attach the hinges where dimen-
rJsioned, and mount the door to the
cabinet. Add the magnetic catches and
strike plates to the door and cabinet.
/Cut the four base-trim pieces (T) to
lfsize plus 1" in length from solid
stock. Rout a lz" round-over along the

s/sz" hole,
countersunk

# 8 x 1 1 / z " F . H .
wood screw

Dado to fit miter gauge

" chamfers

1/q" hole t/2" deep

t/z" round-over

3/a x3/a" notch for
router cord 3" from
front edge1/q-20 x 11/2" bolt cut to 1tla" long

(Stops@with table in fu l l  upr ight  posi t ion.)

1t l" continuous hinge
19"  l ong

t/2" round-over'

.a
(

I
I

35"

Power switch

Magnetic catch

Router wrench

#8 x 1 1/q" F.H. wood screws

181/a'

3t/2" wte pull t/2" from
front edge, centered

Note: MDF is dense and requires 7oa" pilot holes
for #8 x 11/q" F.H. wood screws.

5/a" and g/ro" holes
s/q" deep tor
router bits

Plate for
magnetic

L
4 u

(

catch

3/z" wire pull
2" from side
edge of door

s/sz" hole,
countersunk

-ffi1',J;i"I
]

^l

v(
// lTe" g l ide' 

into edge

r/2" round-over -
.//

I
Mitered
corner

,9i9trllrg:/w(4" from top and
bottom edges) t

t/2" round-overs

@

a
1/2'

round-over

@ 
ooo oo ' ;o1 ' " "
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top outside edge of each trim piece.
Miter-cut the trim pieces to length.
Working from the inside of the cabinet,
dri l l  countersunk mounting holes, and
then glue and screw the trim pieces to
the bottom outside of the cabinet.

Iturn the cabinet upside down, and
J nail four glides in place.

Here's how to add
the tilt ing top
I Cut two piece s of t/nu MDF 29" square
I for the tabletop (U), shown in Draw-

ing 3, and detailed in Drawings 5 and 6.

)Ctue and clamp the two pieces
-together face-to-face. To achieve
uniform clamping pressure in the center
of the lamination, dri l l  several pilot
holes from what will become the under-
side of the tabletop, and then drive
several #8x7r/+" screws into the upper
lamination. Next, using clamps along
the edges, secure the two pieces tightly
together until the glue dries. Now
remove all the screws so you won't hit
them in the following steps.

Q Cut the laminated router top (U) to
Jfinished size (28" square), radiusing
the corners at 1".

1/lCut two pieces of plastic laminate to
"f30" square. Apply contact cement
to all mating surfaces, and adhere the
laminate to both surfaces of the tabletop
(U). Use a rubber roller to ensure a good
bond between the laminate and MDF.
(Using a flush-trimming bit, rout
rrthe edges of the laminate flush with
the edges of the tabletop [Photo B].
llCut or rout a dado in the top (U)
|flwhere dimensioned to form a slot
that fits your miter-gauge guide bar.

Cut the table insert
into the top
I\lote; We secured the router plate to the
tabletop with screws and T-nuts so that
the plate (with the router attached) can't
fall out when tipping the tabletop back. See
Sources on page 92 for the router plate
and hardware.

! fne router plate (see Sources) is listed
I as a l2"-square plate, but actually

measured a bit less. Using a tablesaw, cut
adjoining edges to square up the plate,
then trim It to 7I3/+" square.

lUse the seven steps, listed in Drawing
34, to form the router-plate recess in
the top (U).

Mark the centerpoints, and then
drill %0" holes in the corners of the

Using contact cement, adhere the two oversized pieces of plast ic laminate to the laminated
top. Then, rout the edges of the laminate f lush.

router plate, where dimensioned in
Drawing 7. Fit the router plate in the
recess, and use the holes as guides to
drill through the corners of the recess in
the top (U).

Afpoxy aY+" prongless T-nut into each
as/ra" hole on the underside side of the
router tabletop.

( Mark the centerpoint on the router
dplate. Now, bore a 71/2" hole (or one
slightly larger than the diameter of your
largest-diameter router bit) through the
center of the router plate.
/Countersink the Yre" holes in the
lJrouter plate for the 1/e-2OxIYz" flat-
head machine screws.
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E ronnn rHE RourER-PLATE REcEss

Step 2 Trace outline ol the
plat'e onto the top of O.

Step 3 Lay out and mark the opening
cutl ines inside the traced outl ine.

Step 6 Clamp the guide boards around the plate,
spacing each board away from the plate /sz" with
business-card shims.

Step 4 Drill a blade start
hole, and cut the opening.

Step 5 Secure router plate_
inside traced outl ine with

tu
o
[!

z
o
E
LL

IJJ
o
o
uJ
t-z
o
II
LL

double-faced ,tape.

Step 7 Remove the router plate and shims. Use a portable router and straight bit with
a top-mounted pilot bearing. With the router base resting on the surfaces of the guide boards,
adjust the cutting depth to rout 7e" deep into the tabletop. Then, guiding the bit's pilot bearing
along the inside edges of the guide boards, rout the recess. Make additional passes, lowering
the bit each time until you reach a depth equal to the thickness of the router plate.

l@
Centered
sideto-side

I' l l
t l

-LI
1 1 3 / q x 1 1 3 / q "

JRemove the baseplate from your
f router. Using the holes in your base-
plate as guides, mark and drill a set of
corresponding holes in the router plate.
Countersink or counterbore the holes,
as required for your router, then mount
your router to the router plate. Place the

router and plate in the recess, and secure
the plate with machine screws.

Adding a fence system
! Cut the fence (X), base (Y), and
I braces (Zl to the sizes l isted in the

Materials List and shown in Drawing 8.

Cut the mounting slots in the base (Y),
where shown.

afuy out and cut the l"-radius bit-
jclearance openings in the fence and
base. Now glue and screw these parts
together, and add the braces to form the
completed fence assembly.

Hinge location Location of part @ lnouruR TABLEToP
(Bottom view)

$ sueeoRT BLocK DETATL

v 
. Location of part @

Locations of parts @7
29"

90
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THREADED INSERT LOCATION DETAIL @ nourER TABLEToP
(Top view)

1 I q-20 threaded inserts

Dado to fit
miter gauge

Radius corners
to match
rabbeted recess.

s/ro" hole,
countersunk for a
1/q-2O x 11/z' F.H.
machine screw

fl nourER PLATE , "/1"
t t
t /-=-

31/q'

3/q"

l.-

-
FRONT OF TABLE

@ rer,rce

>13/4"-

,af
L,/ @ l',*'
"/il ll
I  l zu '4 ,

p ervor BLocK FULL-stzE eATTERN

Top view

Q trrtark the centerpoints for the four
rJholes for the threaded inserts on the
router top (U), where dimensioned in
Drawing 6a.
Anrin aVz" hole at each marked cen-

Tterpoint iust through the laminate
(%e" deep). (We used a Forstner bit to
make this recess.) Switch bits, and drill a
7e" hole 1%" deep centered in the Forst-
ner bit spur hole in each Vz" hole.
(Double-nut a bolt, and use it to drive
{ a threaded insert into each hole.

Now attach the
tabletop support
! from 3/+" map\e, drill the holes and
I cut the pivot block (V) to shape, as

dimensioned in Drawing 9.

fTransfer the support bar (W) pattern
3ftom Drawing 10 to Vtxl" aluminum
bar stock. Cut the piece to shape, and
drill a 7+" countersunk hole through one
end where marked.

Q oritt pilot holes, and glue and screw
rrthe pivot block (V) to the bottom of

L-3"J

Top view
R=1 "

I
3"

1 0 1

10Y2'

Tsz" shank holes,
countersunk on

Side view
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the router top, where shown on Drawing
5. Then, attach the support bar to the
pivot block.

Finishing and final assembly
I Remove the router plate and router
I from the router tabletop. Separate

the top from the base cabinet. Remove
the hardware, and sand the cabinet and
tabletop edges smooth. Fill any imper-
fections and finish-sand.

!lr ime the base cabinet. (We did this
3in several coats, using a sanding
block with 2Zo-grit sandpaper between
coats to smooth the primer.) Paint the

@ sueroRT BAR
FULL-SIZE PATTERN

base cabinet as desired. Apply a clear
finish to edges of the router tabletop.

Q Hinge the router top and door to
rJthe cabinet.  Reattach the catches
and pulls, then reattach the router with
attached plate to the router tabletop.
A Attach the fence system of your

Tchoice. Attach a power switch to the
cabinet, and plug the router cord into
the safety switch. Fit your vacuum hose
into the opening, and you're ready to
put the table through its paces. lF

Written by Marlen Kemmet
Project  design: f  im Downing
l l lustrat ions:  Roxanne LeMoine;  Lorna fohnson
Photographs: Hetherington Photography

Cutting Diagram

3/qu 19" 19" M F 1

sides 35"

B back 3/4u 201/2', 35"

C' cleats 3/qu 3/cu 57/eu

D' cleats 3/cu 3/cu 47/e'

E' cleats 3/c' 3/c' 26"

F' cleats 3/c' 3/+u 1313/.rd" M

G' cleats 3/q' 3/+' 71s/ta" M

H. cleats 3/qu 3/c' 191/cu M

l. cleats 3/q' 3/cu 171/2" M

J' cleats 3/qu 3/+u 19"

K bottom

, slopped dust- panel
3/+' 157/au 19"

bottom dustlvl panel
3/q" 73/'to" 19" MF 

' I

See more shop plans
and accessories at

woodmagazine.com /shoptools

N dust bin front 3h', 3" 1 9 "

O support 3/4' 71/su 19"

P shelf 3/4n 181/Bt 187/st MF 1

O bit holder 3/4' 11/2' 163/+" M

R support 3/+' 4' 201/2" MF 1

S door 3/cu 307/e' MF

T. basetrim 3/+'

11/z' 28' 28" LMF 1

V pivot block

support 1/+' 1 " 12u

3/+' 3" 273/+' M

Y base 3/cu 101/z' 24" M F 1

Z braces 3/+u 21/c' 21/+"

* Parts initially cut oversized. See the instructions.

Materials key: MF-medium-density fiberboard,
M-maple or birch, LMF-laminated medium-density
fiberboard, A-aluminum.

Suppf ies: 3/ex12x12" phenolic router plate, #8x1%" flat-
head wood screws, 172" continuous hinge 19" long with
mou nti n g scr ews, 4-1/t-20x1 12" f lathead mach i ne screws,
4-1/c" prongless T-nuts, one pair of cabinet hinges (we
used Amerock #BP-5988-M2 6), 4-11/a' g I ides, 2-372" wi re
pulls, pair of magnetic catches and strike plates, plastic
laminate, contact ceme nt, 4-3/ta-24x1" panhead machine
screws with mati n g 4-3/ ta-24 thr ea d ed i n se rts, 1 /q-20x11 / z"
bolttrimmed to 17a" long, %x1" aluminum barstockfor
support bar (part W), primer, paint, and clearfinish.

Sources
Tilt-top router-table kit: The kit contains every-
thing noted in the Supplies listing above except the plas-
tic laminate, power switch, contact cement, primer, paint,
and finish. Kit no. TTRI, 55a.95 ppd. Schlabaugh and Sons
Woodworkin g, 7 20 14th Street, Ka lona, lA ; 800-346-9663.
Switch: Safety power switch #141938, S40, Woodcraft,
800-225-1 153 or woodcraft.com.

22"4'

top

21/+'

Materials List

1/q" hole,
countersunk
this side

@
SUPPORT

BAR
FULL-SIZE

HALF
PATTERN

1 / q x 1 x 1 2 "
a luminum

Join pattern here.

Join pattern here.

@
SUPPORT

BAR
FULL-SIZE

HALF
PATTERN

(MDF measures 49 x 97")

3/q x 49 x 97" Medium-density

3/+ x 31/z x 48" Maple
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* l
Flush-
Tri mming
r
FCNCC
Build this simple router-table
setup to put a f inished edge
on plywood panels.

hile building the carcase for a
cabinet, WOODot magazine
master craftsman Chuck

Hedlund had to do a lot of f lush tr im-
ming on the sol id-wood edging that he
added to dress up the plywood panels.
He needed a foolproof way to get the job
done. A handheld router with a f lush-
tr im bit  works, but i t 's easy to t ip the
router accidentally and gouge the edg-
ing and plywood. Chuck solved the
problem with the router-table-mounted
fence, shown sbove rigltt.

Made of 3/s" plywood, the fence sits
perpendicular to the table, as shown in
the Side Section View at rigltt. The lower
edge of the fence is mounted 1" above
the router-table surface, so it accommo-
dates edging up to 7+" thick.

To build the project, cut its identically
sized fence and base to 773/+" wide. Mea-
sure your router table to deterrnine the
length. Then cut matching notches in
the base and fence, posit ioned to al ign
with the bit hole in your table. TWo tri-
angular braces hold the base and fence
together. The cleats at each end help
position the assembly on your table.

Chuck also added a support panel to
the braces that st i f fens the entire assem-
bly. A hole cut into the support accepts a
shop-vacuum hose to col lect chips.

To use the fence, instal l  a f lush-tr im
bit in your table-mounted router. Align
the fence face f lush with the bit  pi lot

woodmagazine.com

J

bearing, and clamp the fence down.
Hold the edged plywood firmly against
the fence as you make each pass, and the
edging will come out perfectly flush
every time. CF

Written by David Stone

Pro jec t  des ign :  Chuck  Hed lund

l l lus t ra t ions :  Roxanne LeMoine ;  Lorna  fohnson

. All stock 7a" plywood

Width of router
table + 3"I

1 13/q"

I
#B x  11 /z '  F .H .
WOOO SCTEWS

x 1 " notches,
centered

Inside width
matches long

leg of
tr iangular

brace

Back face of fence
sits f lush with front

edge of base

SIDE SECTION VIEW

s / a x 1 1 / z  x  1 6 "  c l e a t

9 3



Dust collection port helps
keep your shop clean and

you breathing easy.

Extensions
put the
fence-

adjustment
knobs at

your fingertips.
Aluminum T-track
makes attaching

accessories a snap.
ir l '
l ;

l r .
I

)',
t
il::

The 2"-high lower port ion of the fence opens to
house the majori ty of your bits.

Easy-to-build bit guard
and other accessories,

see pages 98-1 00.

'...

Stopblock locks
in place for

precision cuts,
see page 99.

Segmented fence face accommodates all bit sizes.

To accommodate tal l  bi ts, such as this crown molding cutter,
open the 1"-tal l  center port ion.

@\7 
,_-----

'/t't--/'
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I s an ordinary fence limiting the per-
! formance of your table-mounted
I router? Now you can move your
routing into the big leagues with this
feature-packed upgrade. To add flexibil-
ity, the fence is designed to attach to a
router table in iust about every imagin-
able way. Use threaded inserts, T-track,
or simply clamp the ends to your router
table. If the fence is for a router table
built into your tablesaw extension, an
optional cleat enables you to clamp it to
the tablesaw rip fence.

A jointer face quickly straightens edges or
removes saw marks for edge-gluing.

ll rrruce BoDypARrs

Start with the fence body
I from lz" plywood (we used Baltic
I birch), cut the upright (A) and base

(B) to the sizes listed on the Materials
List. Adiust a dado blade to the thickness
of your Tz" plywood, and cut |e"-deep
dadoes across the widths of the parts,
where shown on Drawing l.
Note: If your router table already has
threaded inserts or T-track for mounting
and securing a fence, make sure the location
of the braces does not interfere with it.

Because these dadoes house the braces
(C) [see page 961, they must align per-
fectly. Position the tablesaw rip fence as
a stop 4" from the blade and, using the
miter gauge to steady the parts, cut all
four of the outside dadoes. Reposition
the fence 11" from the blade and cut the
four inside dadoes. Cut the r/2" rabbet
along the upright's bottom edge.
Note: For the uprrght to be square to the
base after assembly, the dadoes and rabbet
must be uniform in depth. Make two passes
over the blade to ensure the bottoms of your
cuts are completely cleaned out.

2tuy out the centers of the %e" holes
3that form the ends of the slots in the
upright (A), where shown on Drawing 1.
For the movable face parts F and G to
work properly, the slots must be perfectly
aligned, so use your drill press and its
fence to align the bit and drill the holes.
If you plan to secure the fence to your
router table with threaded inserts, drill
slot-end holes in the base (B), where

l- 4't 5/gz" shank holes, countersunk

12'.

t/z" rabbel
/e" deep on
back face

s/se" shank
holes,

countersunk
on bottom

face

6"

l_

FENCE UPRIGHT
(Front face shown)

4t'---1

l_.r,,,.
FENCE BASE

(Top face shown)

F'',]
1---1 

?',
I

l--4"__.-l
_ * 1 7 t  _Fence-mounting options include threaded inserts,

T-track, and clamps. For a saw-table-mounted
router, clamp it to the rip fence.

woodmagazine.com

Note: *lf your router table already has threaded
inserts or T-track, space the slots or
holes to match. See the instructions.

f ointer,

-'"r1

Mounting options for all
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#6 x t/2" P.H. screw

Dust port
I exnloDED vrEW

3/+" groove
70" deep, cut after
laminate is attached

OptionalT-slot nut
for table-mounted

T-track#8  x  1 "  F .H .
wood screw

1,,l.l 3"
\F

2"

]-

s / r  €^
1/a-20 F.H. bolts 2" long,,l----€

Aluminum T-track
28" long

Plastic laminate

Chapter 4 [ Tables, Jigs, and Accessories I Router-Table Fence

4-arm knob

/a" SAE wasner_$

t/q-2Q threaded rod -/----E
7" long 

,__l I
s/q"-diam.5tl+" long I I

plastic knob extension U

#6  x  1 "  F .H .
wood screw

I

trimmed to 17a" and
epoxied in place

shown. To locate base slots for a router-
table top that already has threaded
inserts, measure the center-to-center
distance and center this dimension on
the base. Now form the slots [Photo A].
To machine perfect slots with a table-
mounted router, see page 78.

If you plan to install T-track in your
router-table top, drill only the slot-end
holes closest to the front edge of the base
(B). To locate base holes for a router-table
top that already has T-track, measure
the center-to-center distance and center
this dimension on the base. If you plan
to clamp the fence to your router table,
no slots or holes are needed in the base.

With the slot-end holes drilled, draw
tangent lines connecting each pair of holes,
and scrollsaw or jigsaw the slots.

96

s/ro" hole,
countersunk

2 Uy out the bit clearance cutouts in
rJthe upright (A) and base (B), where
shown on Drawing 1, and scrollsaw or

iigsaw them to shape. Then sartd lz"-
radii on the rear corners of the base.

llVsingyour drill press, drill counter-
Tsunk holes in the upright (A) and
base (B) centered on the dadoes and rab-
bet, as shown on Drawing 1. Finish-sand
the parts. Then glue and clamp the
upright and base together, keeping
the ends flush. Using the holes in the
upright as guides, drill pilot holes into
the base, and drive the screws.
(Cut the braces (C) to size, and then
Jcut them to the shape shown

[Drawing 2]. Finish-sand the braces. Now
clamp them in the upright (A) and base
(B) dadoes, making sure the braces fully
seat in each part. Using the holes in the
upright and base as guides, drill pilot
holes into the base, and drive the screws.
l\lote; For the uprtght to be square to the
base, the front edge of eachbrace mustbe
square to its bottom edge.
2 Check the distance between the
lfcenter braces (C), and cut the dust
port panel (D) to size. Then cut 45'bev-
els on the ends, where shown on Drawing
2a. Center and draw a 3"-diameter circle
on the panel with a compass, drill a
blade start hole inside the circle, and
saw out the hole. Finish-sand the panel.
Now apply glue to the bevels and clamp

%" SAE washer

@ousrPoRrPANELffil
+s"oeves$'N'ill11x 

i'
3" hore, centeredffi$=l

the panel in place between the braces,
with its top edge flush with the top edge
of the upright (A).

7lt you will be clamping the fence to
I your tablesaw rip fence for use with
an extension-table-mounted router
[Photo B], measure the height of the rip
fence, cut the optional fence cleat (E) to
size, and finish-sand it. Clamp the cleat
to the braces (C), where shown on
Drawing 3. Drill countersunk holes
through the cleat and into the braces,
and drive the screws.

For a tablesaw-extension mounted router,
adding the optional cleat (E) allows you to
clamp the fence to the tablesaw rip fence.

Best-Ever Router Tlps, Tricks, and flgs 2008
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Make the segmented face
I for the fence faces (F, G, H), cut two
I pieces of plastic laminate and a piece

of 3/t' medium-density fiberboard
(MDF) to 7 x29". (We used Formica brand
laminate in no. 464 Graystone color.)
Adhere the laminate to both sides of the
MDF with contact adhesive. True one
edge and one end of the laminated blank
on your tablesaw. Then cut the lower
face (F), center face (G), and upper face
(H) to size. Using a 15"-bevel laminate
trimming router bit, bevel the ends and
edges of the parts.

lCut Vz" chamfers on the inside ends
jof the lower face (F) and center face
(G), where shown on Drawing 2. Then
drill s/re" holes in the parts. Countersink
the holes so the head of aL/q" flathead bolt
is slightly below the laminate surface.
Note: The holes are oversize to allow room
for epoxy when permanently mounting the
bolts in the faces (F, G).

Q Inttutl a3/+" dado blade in your table-
J saw and cut a 7a"-deep groove for the
aluminum T-track in the upper face (H).
Fit the track in the groove, ends flush
with the upper face ends. Using the pre-
drilled holes in the track as guides, drill
shank holes through the upper face.

Add finish and assemble
I Cover the plastic laminate surfaces
I with masking tape. Then apply a

clear finish to all the parts. (To ade-
quately seal the MDF edges of the fence
faces, we brushed on four coats of satin
polyurethane, sanding with Z}O-grit
sandpaper between coats. We finished
the fence body with two coats of aerosol
satin polyurethane, sanding between
coats.) Remove the masking tape.

lCut Z"-long flathead bolts to 17e", as
&indicated on Drawing 2. To protect
the plastic laminate from excess epoxy,
cover the holes in the faces (R G) with
plastic packing tape. Cut around the
countersinks with a utility knife. Epoxy
the bolts in the holes [PhotoC]. When the
epoxy cures, remove the tape. Use a chisel
to pare any excess epoxy that protrudes
beyond the plastic laminate surface.

I Ctamp the fence body to a flat sur-
J face. Insert the lower face (F) and
center face (G) bolts in the slots in the
upright (A). Insert business or playing
cards between them as spacers, [Photo D],
and secure the faces with washers and
adiustable clamping handles. (See lower
right portion of Drawing 2). Now posi-
tion the upper face (H) on the center

woodmagazine.com

!oeroNAL TABLEsAW FENcE cLEAT

7/a+" pilol hole s/a" deep

7se" shank hole. countersunk

face, and insert card spacers between
them. Make sure the ends of the upper
face and upright are flush, and clamp
the face to the upright. Fasten the upper
to the upright, [Photo D].

llPosition the dust port over the hole
'Tin the dust port panel (D). Using the
holes in the port as guides, drill pilot
holes into the panel, and screw the dust
port in place.

rJthreaded inserts in your router table
top, where shown on Drawing 4.
(t" clamp the fence to a router table
tlfequipped with T-track or threaded
inserts, first cut two pieces of Vq-20
threaded rod 7" long. For T-track, thread
the rods into the rdised-collar side of
the T-slot nuts so Yra" protrudes from the
bottom of the nut. Slide the nuts into
the tracks and drop the fence down over
the rods. Slip the plastic knob extensions
onto the rod and add washers and four-
arm knobs. (See upper right portion of
Drawing 2.) Tighten the knobs enough

Apply epoxy to the bolt shanks, and insert
them into the holes. Snug the bolts in place
with washers and nuts, making sure they are
perpendicular to the surface. When the epoxy
cures, remove the nuts and washers.

Height of your
tablesaw
rip-fence

#8 x 11A' F.H. wood screw

to secure the fence. Now fill the knob
recesses with epoxy, fixing the threaded
rods in place. For threaded inserts,
thread the rods 7e" into the inserts. As
with the T-track, add the fence, knob
extensions, washers, and knobs. Tighten
the knobs and add epoxy. i

@ rrusrnlltNG T-TRAcK oR
THREADED INSERTS

3/q" groove
Te" deep for
aluminum T.track

7/'ra" hole t/2" deep tol
t/q-20 threaded insert

epoxied in place

With card spacers between the fence faces
(F, G, H), install the T-track in the upper face (H).
Using the holes in the track and face as guides,
drill pilot holes into the upright (A), and drive
the screws.

'/2

__t
3"

3'
I

5 u
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4 Handy Accessories
for Your New Fence

t/2" chamfe(

Jointer insert
helps you
straighten edges

Make the infeed face
From 7+" MDF, cut the infeed face (l) to
size. (ln use, the infeed face replaces the
right-hand lower face.) Cut a 2lzx141/2"
piece of plastic laminate and adhere it to
one side of the MDF with contact adhe-
sive. Using a 15'-bevel laminate trimming

bit, trim the excess laminate. Cut a Vz"
chamfer on one end of the infeed face,
where shown on the drawing above.

As you did when making the lower
faces, drrll s/ta" countersunk holes in the
infeed face. Mask the laminate and apply
polyurethane. Trim two 2"-long flathead
bolts to 17e" and epoxy them in place.

fointing with your fence
To joint an edge on your router table,
remove the right-hand lower fence face
(F) and replace it with the infeed face (l).

7',:

14"

Then chuck a straight router bit in the
router and align the left-hand lower
fence face (F) with the bit, as shown
below /eff. Now slide the infeed face (I) to
within r/a" of the bit and secure it with
washers and adjustable clamping han-
dles. Make test cuts and fine-tune the
fence position by loosening one end and
lightly tapping it forward or backward
with a mallet to precisely align the bit
with the outfeed face. Toint vour stock,
as shown below.

f--

Infeed r"." e

i1 . t ' , -Rot i - t -e ib i t r -qmoves- ' : '  
- : '  . '

-'iniltcrial6Ciiil 'f0., -* - :-'
, ...- y*on:e.thicknessof - ;::

the-ilaitictarriinite 
- 

1.-:: -

Bit and outfeed face
a l i gned

Position the left-hand (outfeed) lower fence face (F) 7s" from the
cutt ing edge of the bit .  Using a straightedge and moving the fence,
al ign the fence face with the bit .  Then clamp the fence in place.

98

Slide your stock along the infeed face and into the bit .  Because the
jointer has plast ic laminate on only one side, the bit  removes stock
equal to the thickness of the laminate.
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From r/+" clear acrylic cut a
7r/2x41/2" piece for the han-
dle, and a 2r/zx4r/2" for the
shield. Make a pattern for
the shield and adhere i t  to
the shield blank with spray
adhesive. Bandsaw and sand
the curve. Dri l l  countersunk
holes in the handle and
shield, where shown. (The

holes are oversize to prevent
cracking the acryl ic.) Sand
the edges of the handle and
shield smooth.

Centering the handle on
the body, and al igning the
straight edge of the shield
flush with the back face of
the body, use the holes as
guides and dri l l  pi lot holes.
Remove the masking sheet
from the acrylic, and screw
the parts to the body.

t%0"  shank  ho le ,
countersunk and centered

---:a
1 "

BIT GUARD

1/q-20 F.H. bol t  17a" lono

#B x 17a" brass F.H. wood screw

\  Handle
! t \
i r t

L _ 4 1
1 / q X 1 1 / 2 X 4 1 / 2 "

clear acrylic-P

I
I

l
&

:,' P:
T-slot nuts/ro" slots

(
o

Adjustable bit guard
protects fingers and
deflects chips

Cut and assemble the parts
Cut the guard body (J) to size. As you
did when slotting the fence upright (A),
drill %0" holes, as shown at riglrt. Then
connect the holes with tangent l ines
and saw out the slots. Finish-sand the
body and apply a clear finish.

Keeping your fingers safe
To use the bit guard, slide the T-slot nuts
into the T-track, and center the shield
over the bit. Grasp the guard by the Y+"
acrylic handle, adjust its height to clear
the stock you will be routing, and
t ighten the knobs.

T

Locking stopblocks
enable precise
stopped cuts

Make the bodies and cleats
Cut two stop bodies (K) to size. Then cut
a 5/16" dado Tq" deep in the back of each
one, where shown on the drawing. Drill
a %0" hole centered in the dadoes and on

woodmagazine.com

STOPBLOCK
(2 needed)

12" SAE washer

4-armknob--. )

)b6
{$ooosVP"{

1/q-20 F.H. bol t  1s l+" long

the width of the bodies. Now cut 7+"
sawdust-relief chamfers on the bottom
corners. Finish-sand the bodies.

Resaw and plane a s/roxr/2x70" blank for
the cleats (L), checking its fit in the stop
body dadoes. Cut the cleats to length,and
glue and clamp them in the dadoes with
the ends flush with the edges of the stop
body. Apply a clear finish.

Epoxy 7r/+' flathead bolts into two
4-arm knobs. Install a knob and washer

s/ro" dado t/q" deep
1s/e" trom top edge

s/0" hole

t/q" chamler

in each of the stopblocks and secure
them with T-slot nuts.

Making stopped cuts
To use the stopblocks, slide the cleats (L)
and T-slot nuts into the T-track. Using a
ruler, position the stopblocks the
required distance from the bit, and
tighten the knobs. For a good example
of these stopblocks in action, see the
article on page 78.

99

%" SAE washer I
4-arm knob t I

\ r n \  I

.@Wo 4T
ry*l

/ -

1/4 x 21/4 x 41/z" clear acrylic I n- 
/-L

#B x 1t la" brass F.H. wood screw/

Thread two 13/+"-long flathead bolts
into two 4-arm knobs, leaving the bolt
heads protruding Yr" from the top of
each knob. Then apply epoxy under the
bolt heads and drive them in all the way.
With the epoxy cured, slip washers on
the bolts, insert them in the slots, and
thread on T-slot nuts with the raised col-
lars toward the knob.
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Feather board
holds pieces for
consistent cuts

Machine the MDF blank
Cut a piece of 3/+" medium-density fiber-
board to the size listed. Then mark the
centerlines of the three holes and draw
a curve for the bottom similar to the
one shown at top right.Install a blade in
your bandsaw that cuts a %0" kerf. (We
used a 1/zu resawing blade.) Cut the
feathers, as shown below.

.  : :'  t s ; . - .
q9

- 9 i

l /rc"-kerl blade

5/ro" slot

15Aa

FEATHER BOARD

1/q-20 F.H. bolt 2" long

Chuck a S/rd" bit in your drill press and
drill the pivot hole and the holes at the
ends of the curved slot. Then scrollsaw
the slot and bandsaw the curved edge of
the feather board. Apply a clear finish.

Epoxy 2u flathead bolts into two
4-arm knobs, as directed in the instruc-
tions for the bit guard on page 99. Install
the knobs and add T-slot nuts, where
shown above.

Applying the pressure
Mount the feather board on the fence
by sliding the T-slot nuts into the T-
track, positioning the pivot hole on the
right-hand (infeed) side of the bit and
the curved slot on the left-hand (out-
feed) side. Center the feather board over
the bit and snug the knobs. Slide a piece
of the stock to be routed under the
feather board, and press the feather
board down on the stock so the feathers
flex but the stock moves easily. Tighten
the knobs. Hold the stock against the
fence, and feed it past the bit. +

Written by f an Svec with Chuck ]ledlund
Project design: f eff Mertz
l l lustrat ions:  Roxanne LeMoine;  Lorna fohnson

T-slot nut

s/ro" pivot hole

upright 1/2" 6" 29"

B base 1/2" 6" 29"

C braces 1/2" ss/stt 6" B P 4

D dust port panel 1/2" 5" 73/+" BP

g qptionalfence j/2,, 
t 20,, B P l

3/qx3/q x 10" Maple
*Plane or resaw to the thickness
listed in the Materials List.

F. lowerfaces 3/+" 2" 14" MDF 2

G- centerfaces 3/cu 1 " 14" MDF z

H. upperface

infeed face

3/+u

3/c"

3 t '

2 "

28" MDF 1

14,, MDF 1

guard body 1/2,, 41/2,, 43/q,, Bp l

stop bodies 1/2,, 3" 51sAa"

fHeight ofyour tablesaw rip fence. See the instructions.

*Parts initially cut oversize, 5ee the instructions,

Materials key: BP-Bahic birch plywood,
MDF-medium-density fiberboard, M-maple.
Supplies: Contact cement, epoxy, spray adhesive.
Blade and bit: Stackdado set, 15" bevel laminate-
trimming router bit.

Sources
Hardware kit : 24x30" plastic la mi nate, 7q" clear
acrylic, 1/c-20fow-arm knobs (8), 7+" SAE flat washers (16),

7+-20 flathead bolts 2" long (12), %-20 flathead bolts 17+"
long (4), T-slot nuts (B), #6x72" panhead screws (4), #6xl "
flathead wood screws (5), #8x1" flathead wood screws
(26),#8x11/+" brass f|athead wood screws (4),3/+" T-track
28" long (1),32"-diameter 5%"-long plastic knob exten-
sions (2), %-20 threaded rod 7" long (2), dust port (1). Kit
no. RFT, SlZq9S ppd. Schlabaugh and Sons,720 14th St.,
Kalona, lA52247.Call800-346-9663 or go to schsons.com.

Wood kit. Allthe 72" Baltic birch plywood,34"
medium-density fiberboard, and maple needed to build
the routertablefence and accessories. Kit no. LP{1 519.95
ppd. Schlabaugh and Sons, see above.
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3/cu1/2"5/to"

"v:::#:iy'I
Sandpaper on the miter gauge extension
prevents slipping. Adjust the miter gauge to
45o, and saw evenly spaced feathers.

53/q'

M feather board 3/4tt 53/4t' 
'14" MDF 1

1 0 0

1/2x24 x 30" Baltic birch plywood 3/a x 24 x 48" Medium-densitv fiberboard



At-the-Ready
Router Rest
This simple support offers you
convenience and time savings.

I f fasting valuable time waiting

Itlt for your router bit to stop
f f spinning before you set the

router down? Would you like your router
wrenches and bits near the project you're
working on for a speedy change? Solve
both concerns with this handy plywood
router caddy. Place your powered-down
router into the U-shaped opening in the
shelf support to shelter the still-turning
bit safely away from both your worktop
and your hands.

To build this simple project, cut the
pieces to the sizes noted bn the drawing.
Then, cut or rout a 3/e" dado /a" deep in
the side pieces where shown. Drill the
router-bit shank holes, and cut the kerfs
in the base to customize it to organize
your bits and wrenches. Drill counter-
sunk mounting holes, and assemble
the pieces. A 2"-long section of dowel in
the base works nicely to hold an extra
collet. Add a clear finish, if desired. il

Project design: Chuch Hedlund
lllustration : Roxanne LeMolne

Find dozens of FREE
simple project plans at

wood magazine.com/f reepla ns

EXPLODED VIEW

Note: All stock o/+"

(
21/z'

V
7/a+" pilot hole s/+" deep

7ee" shank hole. countersunk
on bottom face

7a" dadoes tA" deep 1,/2" from top edge

SHELF
SUPPORT

R=15/a" F-3',

7Y2'

t/z" hole 7e" deep

20 'bevel

1Yz '

1 0 1

tZ" holes

4Y4'

Kerfs cut to fit tools

woodmagazine.com

#8 x 1 1/2" F.H. wood screw
13/+'



Must-Have Jigs
From 2 Router

, i
I

We asked a couple of seasoned router experts to "'r'

shage shop-made jigs they have found super-handy

over the years. We'll provide construction details for

each, and show how the jigs are used. Add to that

a healthy dose of expert wisdom along the way.

i l

Experts

i *

nr:$ff

102

k';',=,
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Pat Warner's Two-Part Dado Jig
EXACT-WIDTH
DADO JIG

I n addition to writing four router

I books, Pat Warner has designed spe-
I cialty router bits and developed a
collection of inexpensive, disposable,
single-flute mortising bits.

Why you need this iig
"Accuracy in routing requires attention
to detail-and not much sophistica-
tion," Pat notes. This Californian's
simple jig helps match dado width to
shelf thickness. Using Pat's iig, we set up
a dado cut in less time than it takes to
equip a tablesaw with a dado set.

7ge" shank hole, countersunk

7/aq" pilot hole tZ" deep

How to build Pat's jig
You'll need to assemble two of the iigs,
shown above. (We cut two pairs of
iigs, one from 7a"-thick plywood and
another using medium-density fiber-
board (MDF). If you plan to make dadoes
10" or longer, build additional pairs with
the top pieces at least 12" long or more.

Put the two-part jig to use
Before you begin cutting dadoes, you'll
need a sample of the stock that the dado
will ultimately hold in your proiect.
Here's one key to a snug dado: Go

A

through each sanding step you plan to
follow until your sample piece reaches
its finished thickness.

For this example, we're cutting a dado
in the side of a cabinet for a shelf. Posi-
tion the two-part iig where you plan to
cut the dado; then snug the sanded shelf
scrap between the parts, as shown in the
photo below /eff. Next, clamp both parts
firmly in place at the edges away from
the gap to keep the clamps from inter-
fering with the router.

After removing the sample (save this
piece for future reference), set your

clamp
here -.
* l

"' ' 'rlii*

After locating the dado position, place a piece of finish-sanded scrap
between the jig's two sliding parts. Then clamp the parts to the
workpiece.

woodmagazine.com

lf the dado is too snug (sometimes caused by a pattern-cutting bit
that's smaller than the bearing), shim out the shelf scrap with a sheet
or two of paper, adjust the jig parts, and rout again.
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router cutting depth equal to the thick-
ness of the jig parts plus the depth of cut
you want. Now rout a dado using a
pattern-cutting bit (also sold as a shank-
bearing guided trimmer). The bearing
of this bit rides along the edge of the jig
parts and produces a crisp, square dado,
as shown in the drawing below.

"Be sure the cutter isn't larger than
the bearing," Pat cautions, "or else you'll
tear up the edges of your jig parts."

DADO JIG SIDE VIEW

Keys to avoiding tear-ont
To avoid tearing out the edge of your workpiece as you finish your cut, as
shown below, clamp a sacrif icial piece of scrapwood to the edge of your work.
Here are other tactics Pat recommends to reduce tear-out:
I Good material. Routing straight-grained, properly seasoned hardwood

reduces tear-out. Interesting grain patterns, including bird's-eye and quilted
maple, have visual appeal, but create more routing challenges.

f Well-prepared stock. Wherever possible, eliminate cups and bows in your
stock before you get to the routing steps.

l Sharpen cutters. Well-honed bits
produce less tear-out.

f Light cuts. lf you cut deeper than
7s" with one pass, you're apt to
introduce tear-out to your project.
7e" is ideal.

I Feed rate. You'll worsen tear-out
with a fast feed rate.

f Climb-cutting. You can reduce
tear-out with a climb cut (cutting
with the rotation of the bit instead
of against it). Light cuts and added
safety procedures are a must. See
the instructions on poge 76.

I Cut end grain first. Because end
grain is more apt to tear out, rout it
f irst. Then rout edge grain and
clean up any tear-out.

re

Patrick Spielman's Multi-Hole Doweling Jig
Why you need this jig
In addition to positioning dowels for
most doweling joints (we found the iig
especially useful for face-frame joinery),
this is a great jig for aligning shelf-
support pins.

Dowels provide extra mechanical
strength when joining end to edge grain,
but they're quicker to make than hand-
cut dovetails.

The dowel joint is pretty much fool-
poof, and with this jig, you can take the

ioint further and have the dowels come
through the other side.

Two-piece guide bushings easi ly attach to
your router base.

The 2u counterbored slots in the
7e"-thick plastic jig make Patrick's jig
versatile. The adiustable, removable stop
will help you precisely position face
stock.

How to build Patrick's jig
Follow the drawing, opposite top, to build
the iig. Lay out and drill the 7a" holes as
accurately as possible in the plastic. (We
used a drill press for this step.)

Put the jig to use
With a guide bushing in your
router, dowel holes always line
up regardless of how accu-
rately you spaced the 7e" holes
for your jig. For this type of
plunge routing, use upcut spi-
ral bits (shown at left).

To position the jig and router
to make identically spaced
dowel holes in the face frame
stiles and rails, see the two
illustratio ns opposite. Q

Upcut spiral router bit

atrick Spielman of Fish Creek,
Wisconsin, authored more than
75 woodworking books. His origi-

nal Router Handbook sold more than a
million copies. Before Patrick passed
away in 2O04, he shared with us his
multi-hole doweling iig.
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SLOT DETAIL

DOWELING JIG

s/e" counterbored slot
Tre" deep with a

/a" slot centered inside

Ve" acrylic

l+" T-nul

1" counterbore Vc" deep with a
/ Vq" hole centered inside

Patrick Spielman's doweling jig makes quick
work of doweling tasks, including the face
frame joinery (end to edge grain) above. The
70" guide-bushing hole is compatible with
1/q",ShC', or3/a" dowel pins. The positioning
block ensures quick, accurate alignment of
the stock. lf lustrations, below right, show
routing dowel-pin holes in the railand stile.

Originally designed for doweling, this jig also
helps you make evenly spaced holes for shelf
pins. To avoid goofs, tape over holes you
won't use. (Spacing of 11/12" between holes
works well in most applications.)

\e
/c-2Ox3" F.H.

7+" counterbore
t/e" deep with a
lt" hole
centered inside

t/+" slot
1"  long

CUTTING HOLES ON RAIL ENDS

Pick the best plastic for iigs
Drawing'on more than 35 years experience working with
routers, Patrick designed several jigs incorporating plastic
parts. We built Patrick's jig from 3/e" polycarbonate because
it's commonly available at hardware stores and home
centers. However, he used Vz" polycarbonate, a thickness
that's tougher to find.

ff you can find 1/2" plastiq /ou have fewer problems with
guide bushings being too long for the router bits. plus,

thicker plastic makes it easier to rout adjustable slots. Avoid
acrylic plastic because it's brittle. You'll have fewer problems
with polycarbonate plastic cragking or breaking around a
hole or near the edge. :

We found a local polycarbonate supplier under "plastics"
in the phong directory. The local price was about $2.90 per
square foot for 7a"-thick polycarbonate cut to oider.

7a" counterbored slot
%0" deep with a
t/q" slot centered inside

CUTTING HOLES ON STILE EDGES

Acrylic
top

)
_L

t--rr
Jig -
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Mortising lig
Cutting mortises that match perfectly is easier

than you think. With this adjustable i ig, you can

get professional, consistent results every time.

r,/a" wing nut

t /zx1x 6/a" p lywood

1 u

/+" carriage bolt
1t/z" long

1/2x61/q x l l "  p lywood

g

rFhe trick to cutting mortises in

I table legs is to precisely position
I the mortise on each leg and to

make each mortise exactly the same
length. Build the mortising jig as shown
at right, and you'll be able to cut identi-
calVz"-wide mortises time after time.

To set up a cut, mark the length and
centerline of the mortise on your work-
piece. Clamp the workpiece to the base
of the jig so the mortise is centered in
the slot on the sliding top plate. Lock
the plate into place with the wing nuts.
The threaded rod acts as a stop, and
allows you to adjust the length of the

'mortise from Vz" to 2V+". Once you've
locked in these settings, you can quickly
transfer the jig from one workpiece to
the next.

Now, fit your router with a 7a" guide
bushing and a lz" stratght or spiral-flute
bit. (For the cleanest cuts, use an up-cut
spiral for solid wood; a down-cut spiral
with plywood and veneers.) Insert the
guide bushing at one end of the iig slot,
turn on the power, plunge, lock, and
guide the router to the other end. Deep
mortises will require two or more
passes-no sweat, thanks to your plunge
router turret stops. Just take time
between passes to clear chips from the
previous pass. ?

1 0 6

Y

Y- -#8  x  1 i /q 'F .H .
v wood screw

21/+u '

/<--
21/q

t/2" plywood

sAz" shank hole,
countersunk

-.--2t4

1/z x 93/a x 9" plywood

1 /2x33 /c  x  11"  p l ywood
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2 Ways to
Cut Circles
Use the jig to make compact discs. Use
the trammel to cut large circles and arcs.

Bushing and Bit
Combinations

ere are two ways to help your
plunge router get around. With
the disc-routing iig, shown below

right, you can combine different bits and
bushings to cut any diameter disc from
Zlsto 6" in7/e" increments.

Make the template as shown, using a
fly-cutter in your drill press. Because the
size of the template holes must be exact,
test each cut in scrap first. To avoid chip-
out in the finished cuts, cut the holes to
about half of their depth, then flip over
the template, place the center bit in its
hole, and complete the cut.

For routing larger circles and arcs,
build and outfit your router with the
circle-cutting trammel, shown below

Ieft. This jig cuts circles up to about 72"
in diameter. Its two steel rods slide into
the router's subbase, as shown above.

Set the radius of your arc or circle by
measuring from the cutting edge of the
bit to the center pin on the jig, and lock
in the radius using the threaded knobs.
Insert the pin into a predrilled hole at
the center of the workpiece, and use the
trammel like a giant compass. With
thicker or harder stock, you may need to
make progressively deeper cuts.

Leery about drilling a center hole that
might mar the finished side of your proj-
ect? Drill and cut' frorn the back or
underside of the workpiece. r|l

t/a" lod 13/4" long,
ground to a point

CIRCLE.CUTTING
TRAMMEL

t/2" plywood or MDF

2YB' 3/qu Y4u
2Y4' YEU 1/c'
2t/s' YE' 3/a'
2Y2' 5/s' Y2u

4YB' 3/qu
4Y4' YB'
43/e' 5/au
4Y2' S/eu

2Ys' 3/q' Y4u
23/cu 5/e' Y4u
27/E' Ys' 3/s'

3u 5/a' 1/z'

3/q' Y4u
5/au Y4'
Y8u 3/au
5/eu Y2u

3Ys' 3/qu Y4u
3Y4. YE' Y4u
33/su 5/s' 3/s'
31/z' S/au 1/z'

s\s. t/tu Y4u
5Y4' S/eu Y4u
53/a' 5/a' 3/au

5Y2' YEU 1/zu

\
t/a" plastic knob

'.,"."bilg

/a" steel rod
36" long

/---/\(( ( \ /'-7..\
\ \  S % " h o l e J  (  /  \\/\y

woodmagazine.com
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Router-Bit
Storage
Organizing and storing router

bits and accessories is as easy

as 1-2-3.

ost router-bit storage systems
force you to guess how many
bits you'll add to your arsenal

in the coming years. Dave Campbell,
WOODo magazine's Deputy Editor,
neatly sidestepped that dilemma by
designing this modular storage system
that fits in any drawer and grows to meet
your expanding bit collection. A l-2-3
progression of block sizes maximizes the
number of possible arrangements. Dave
set aside one large square, and drilled it
to hold rotary-tool bits.

To build your modular storage, rip 3/t"

MDF (medium-density fiberboard) into
lV+u-, 2Yz'-, and 33/E"-wide strips, then
crosscut them into squares. Drill cen-
tered, slightly oversized holes for easy
bit removvl; lzlrntr and 13mm holes for
Y+"- and /2"-shank router blts: and 7/e+"

\-

and e/a+" holes fot 3Az"- and |a"-shank
high-speed rotary tool bits.
Note: Finding a 33/6t" bit to drtil oversized
holes for the th" shanks is unlikely. Com-
monly used to install metric hardware, a
1 3mm bit is a widely- available substitute.

Slightly countersirik the hole edges.
Chamfer the block top edges on your
table-mounted router. Hold the parts

=_{:l

:  : . -
't$

To add versatility to this system, simply bore
holes into the module(s) of your choice and
glue in craft magnets. They hold small steel
parts just great. Thanks to Jeff Hilton of
Mission Viejo, California, for this tip.

with a padded jointer pushblock to keep
your fingers safely away from the bit.

Pour Danish oil into a small container
and dip the blocks. After wiping off the
excess oil with a rag, dry the blocks on a
window screen propped on sawhorses.

With the finish dry, arrange the blocks
in your drawer. Fill in the extra space in
the drawer with snug-fitting pieces of l+"
hardboard. You can use these tray-like
spaces for storing accessories. I

Written by Robert f. Settlch
Project Design: Dave Campbell
lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna fohnson
Photographs: Douglas E. Smlth

lil>
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Router-Bit Holder and Profile Display
The best edge treatment is but a glance away.

ee instantly what profile
each of your router bits
creates by building this

handy bit display with match- i
ing profiles. You can set the
bit support on your work-
bench or build the optional
wall mount and secure it to a
vertical surface. The bit sup-
port shown at right measures
8" long, but can be length-
ened to hold more bits and
profiles. Add llz' for each
additional bit you wish to dis-
play. For large-diameter bits, such as
a panel raiser, you'll need to lengthen it
even more. For smaller-diameter bits, an
extra inch per bit should suffice. We
built our wall mount extra long for add-
ing more bit supports in the future.

To form the angled bit support, start
with a piece of Il/zx2Ytx8" stock. Using a
pushstick for safety, bevel-rip it at 18',
and use cloth-backed, double-faced tape
to stick the two pieces together in the
configuration shown in the photo at

Stick the waste stock to the bit support, and
dri l l the 72" holes.

woodmagazine.com

7ee" shank hole, countersunk on back side

.-.A--#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

#8x2" F.H. wood screw
centered over stud'..1 is \ €a

ffi vo,, not" %' hardboard
't 1/qu deep, l.\ f-
q,;;: '70::""" 

\u,
I  \ ) ' "
\ /*j{t
i 1 " #8 xs/q" F.H.

wood screws b3/q"

1 1/2'
v sAa x sAe"

rabbet

BIT
SUPPORT

left.Then drilllz" holes Yz" deep into the
support, and separate the support from
the scrap.

To create a profile for each bit you'll
house in the bit support, cut blanks 8"
long, and drill aVq" hole centered side to
side and Yz" ftom one end. Now rout
each 8"-long blank with a different bit.
Crosscut a l"-long section from each

blank, and glue in a piece of Y+" dowelVz"
long in the previously drilled hole. The
profiles can be removed from the base
so you can hold them up to an edge
needing routing. It also gives you the
flexibility to replace bits and move them
as future needs dictate. I

Project deslgn: Kevin Boyle

OPTIONAL
WALL MOUNT
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Holding molding
A long time ago, I bought a2VE" molding
bit for my router, but I never had much
luck using it on my router table. The bit
made irregular cuts in the wood and I

iust didn't feel safe using it.
Several months ago I decided to build

a playhouse. All the doors and windows
needed to be trimmed out, and since I
didn't want to spend a lot of money on
precut moldings, I decided there had to

1 1 0

be a better, safer, and more stable way to
run this bit.

My solution was to rip boards to the
width that I need, then clamp each one
to the front edge of a iig clamped to my
workbench, as shown above and at rtght.
Then, I rout the boards in several passes.
This gives me beautiful finished mold-
ings, and I was able to sand them before
unclamping them from the jig.

-Patricia Kaufman, Lewiston, Idaho

Best-Ever Router Tlps, Trlcks, and flgs 2008



Get hqle layout right
by makingtopies-
The tough part of attaching shop-made
jigs and fixtures to a router is dri l l ing
the mounting holes to match up with
the holes in the router base. I found an
easy way to make a pattern of the router-
base hole layout: Copy the router base
on a photocopy machine.

After making the copy, check it against
the tool base to make sure it's exactly
the same size. (Some copiers are off by a
few percent, so you may need to adjust
the copier enlargement or reduction

factor.) Once I have the pattern, I tape it
or trace it onto my iig and drill the holes
in the right places the first t ime. I some-
times need to reverse the pattern or
make a mirror-image copy, depending
on the way I plan to use the pattern.

I also make patterns using my com-
puter's scanner. After scanning the base
plate, I can fl ip the pattern with my
drawing software if I need to. I can use
the same software to mark exact centers
in the holes. I stored the pattern file so I
can print one out whenever I need it.

-Matt Besser, Urbarfisle, Iowa

No router-table miter slot?
Try an auxiliary tabletop
Sometimes you need to rout across the
end of a narrow workpiece. If you have a
miter slot in your router table, you'd
simply use a miter gauge. But what if you
don't have a slot? You could index off
the router table itself.

Build an auxiliary tabletop to straddle
the router table and attach a fence to it
as shown below. To rout across the end of
a piece of stock, slide the table to the
right, put the stock against the fence,
and slide both the auxil iary top and the
stock across the router bit.

-Chttck Hedlund, WOODo magazine
mctster craftsman

-6 .ze(D

Auxiliary tabletop

Simple router bit storage
anybne can tackle 

I

I use a plastic fishing tackle box to hold
my router bits, with one bit in each com-
partment to protect the cutters. Actually
it's more of a "routing center" because it
holds pretty much everything I need for
several routers: bearings, Allen wrenches,
and screws for mounting subbases.

Larger tackle boxes have a big open
area beneath the compartmentalized
trays. That's perfect for storing wrenches,
template guides, and oversize bits that
won't fit into the compartments. Some
boxes even have enough room below to
stow a trim router. My advice: Buy a big
box and fill 'er up!

-Waytte Van Couglttett,
New Milford, Cotut.

woodmagazine.com 1 1 ' , I
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Table-rout long parts
"Grown down"
When molding long workpieces on a
router table, the workpiece must be held
flat against the table and fence for the
router bit to cut a consistent, smooth
profile. Even with the help of feather
boards, bowed workpieces can cause fits
because theywon't lie flat. Narrow stock,
which nearly always has some bow in it,
is the worst.

To cut consistent profiles on bowed
stock, examine these workpieces and
place them with the bow down for best
results. This takes the spring out of the
board that occurs with the crown of
the bow up. You'll still want to use
feather boards, but holding the work-
piece firmly against the tabletop and
fence at the router bit will require
much less pressure with the crown fac-
ing down.

-From theWOODa magazine shop

Feather board
clamoed to fence

Crown down is the correct way to rout warped stock.

Router table

RIGHT

Routing with the crown up wil l  cause uneven profi les.

Mo_u-sg pad protects
carbide- cutters
Carbide is a hard, long-lasting material,
but it's also brittle. The carbide tips on a
router bit or saw blade can be damaged
easily if not carefully handled. To protect
them, I keep an old compuler mouse pad
upside down on my bench. The spongy
surface keeps the cutting surfaces safe
and retards rollaway router bits.

-Chttck Hedlund, WOOD magazine
rnaster craftsmsn

Double-axle is one of his
best safety moves
I have a pair of rubber-bottomed push-
blocks to safely move stock across my
tablesaw, router table, or jointer, but
even they slip occasionally. To prevent
this, I drilled two holes through each
pushblock, as shown below, and dropped
a wooden toy axle in each hole.

The axles hook the end of the work-
piece to provide better purchase than
the rubber alone. Yet, when I place the
pushblock flat in the middle of a work-
piece, the slightly larger holes allow the
axles to rise without falling out. If I should
accidentally nick or cut an axle, they cost
only about 5 cents apiece to replace.

-George Yochem, De Kalb, IIl.

z/ro" wood axle
tZ" longer than
thickness of pushblock
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Rout parallel slots
to peifection
I volunteered to make a tally board for
my bridge club, and my plan to use slid-
ing dovetails for each player's name
block seemed so simple. To lessen the
strain on my router and prevent the
dovetail slot from packing with dust, I
decided to precut the slots with a straight
bit, then rerout them with a dovetail bit.
But how could I ensure dead-on repeat-
able spacing for 20 slots?

To solve the dilemma, I fashioned a
subbase for my router from 1/2" birch
plywood, with a 3/sxS/ta" hardwood guide
dadoed in place on the bottom, as shown
in the drawing below. The distance

between the guide and a %0" straight bit
mounted in the router equals the
intended spacing between the slots.

I routed the first slot with a %0" straight
bit in my table-mounted router, then
used the same bit in my handheld router,
with the subbase guide in the first slot,
to rout the second slot. The second slot
guided the router for the third slot, and
so on, until I had cut all the slots that
would be needed.

Next, I switched to my dovetail bit,
and set the cutting depth so as to not
widen the original s/te" slot. I used the
second slot to dovetail the first slot, then
rerouted the remaining slots into dove-
tails, using the adiacent slot as a guide.

The iig worked like
a champ, saved me a
lot of time over alter-
native methods, and
the results were flaw-
less. Before you try
this, you'll need to
make some test cuts
to figure the precise
relationship between
cutting depth, dove-
tail-bit angle, and
straight-bit diameter
to make sure the slots
will work for your
project.

-Charles Hoffman,
Ellicott City, Md.

How to safely rout
along a narr6w edge
Here's a simple way to support your
router when machining the edge of a
part in an assembly. Clamp a IYz"-wide
scrap (a 2x2 works great) of the needed
length to the part, flush with the edge,
as shown. The scrap provides additional
support for the router base to ride on,
allowing you to keep the router stable
and make a straight cut.

-From theWOODa magazine shop

fig makes it safe
to rout small pieces
My table-mounted router seemed ideal
for shaping %" stock into knobs for a box
I was building, but the small blanks-
only 7Vz" square-would make the job
hazardous to my hands. So I buitt the
jig, shown at right, to secure the blanks.

I cut scraps of Baltic birch plywood to
the dimensions shown for the jig's base
and sliding L-shape guide. To make the
jig adjustable, I cut two slots in the guide
and attached it to the base with knobs
screwed into threaded inserts in the base.
A toggle clamp holds the workpiece firmly
against the base and the guide. I routed
the front edge of the base, as shown, to
clear the bit; I then set up the appropriate
bit and a zero-clearance fence on the
router table to machine the knobs.

-Bob Lasley, Broken Arrow, OkIa.

woodmagazine.com
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Soda bottle dust shield
My router didn't come with a dust shield
around the base, so every handheld
routing operation created a blizzard of
chips on my clothes. When I sat down
with a soft drink to ponder a solution, I
suddenly found it right before my eyes.

I sliced a Z"-wide strip of clear plastic
from near the bottom of the 2-liter soda
bottle, cut it to cover the opening in my
router, and secured it to the machine with
a stout rubber band, as shown. (It helps if
you make first make a paper pattern,
especially when fitting the new "window"
around handles or other obstructions.)

-Russell Dieter, Omer, Mich.

Plastic 2-liter bottle

_ - -  \ \
- ----- 1 I

/ 1
!  i l

Router holder keeps you safe
while the blt slows-down
Call me impatient, but I don't likewaiting
for my router to come to a stop after I turn
off the power. Just laying it on its side dur-
ing the wind-down doesn't seem very
safe-the spinning bit could catch part of
a proiect or clothing, or me! With this in

mind, I built the simple router-holding

fig shown below. I glued together two
pieces of 7+"-thick stock, then drilled a
center hole through both pieces to give
the bit plenty of room to spin. I added
dowels to keep the router from wander-
ing off the holder.

-lohn Bachman, Crossville, Tenn.

Raised-p?nel cleanup
cuts made easy
When routing raised panels using a
large-diameter bit, you'll cut safer and
cleaner if you remove the bulk of the
waste in one roughing pass, then make a
dead-on cleanup cut. Typically, you do
this by moving the fence back or raising
the bit between cuts, but here's a simpler
way that even works with curved or
arch-topped panels.

Using a starting pin in your router
table and the bearing that comes with
your raised-panel bit, perfect the cutting
depth in scrapwood. Now, without
changing anything else, replace the
bearing with a slightly larger bearing
and make the roughing cut on your
workpiece. Reinstall the original bearing
and make your final cleanup cut.

-Warren lohnson, Matthews, N.C.
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Tenons, anyone?
Recently, I had to put round tenons on
the ends of several square chair stretch-
ers. To complicate the operation, the
stretchers had to fit into legs that splayed
10'. Here's the solution I came up with.

Build the iig, rrght, out of Vz" plywood,
making sure the sides are perpendicular
with each other and the top. Don't bore
the template hole yet. Attach a clamping
block with a carriage bolt and wing nut
to the jig where shown. (For angled ten-
ons, I also affixed a wedge that matches
the splay angle of the chair leg, as shown
in the inset drawing.)

On the first stretcher, lay out the
tenon, then clamp it into the jig, trans-
ferring the tenon centerlines to the
bottom of the jig. Remove the stretcher
and bore a small hole through the iig
top at that center mark.

To calculate the diameter of the tem-
plate hole, add the diameters of the
tenon, your router guide-bushing, and
your router bit. Cut the hole in the top
of the fig, clamp a stretcher into the jig
with the clamping block, then rout the
tenon to length, making progressively
deeper cuts.

-Tom DelVecchio, lamestown, N.C.

t/2" plywood

Attach clamping
block to jig with

For angled tenons,
attach a wedge to
I's;iii'io;dr'":'\ lllllll //l \ stretcher
faced tape. \+lllll/ I \i /

Slidinq tabletop
eases dado routing
Routing dadoes-grooves across the
grain-can be challenging, especially
on narrow stock. Securing the work-

piece, spacing the dadoes, and guiding
the router straight oVer the stock become
even tougher on small workpieces.

A sliding top for your router table
makes dado-routing a walk in the park.

To build a sliding tabletop, start with a
piece of /e"-thick tempered hardboard as
wide as the front-to-back dimension of
your router table and about 4" longer
than the end-to-end distance. Attach a
1x2 guide bar across each end on the
underside, locating them so the hard-
board slides freely from front to back on
the table without excessive side play.
Chuck the straight bit for dadoing into
the router, and push the hardboard slid-
ing tabletop into it, cutting a slot about
halfway across the hardboard. Notch a
1x2 fence to clear the bit, and then
mount it at the back of the sliding top,
perpendicular to the slot. NoW to rout
dadoes easily and accurately, clamp the
stopblock firmly against the fence and
slide the tabletop across the bit. Add
indexing blocks made of scrap wood to
the fence for repeat cuts.

-C. E. Rannefeld, Decatur, AIa.
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Try this tip to safely :
ro-ut narrriw moldifigs :
Routing narrow moldings can be a
tricky, and sometimes dangerous, under-
taking. we've found a safer way to cut
moldings that's quick and simple. Start-
ing with a wide board, we rout the
desired profile along one edge. Then we
rip the molding piece to width on the
tablesaw. We rout and rip subsequent
pieces from the same board until it
becomes too narrow to handle safely.

-From theWOODa magazine shop

STEP 1
Start with a wide board and rout
profi le along edge.

STEP 3
Repeat steps 1 and 2 as required.

trL
1 1 6

3/qx3 x 12" hardwood

%" plywood
clamping pad

SPINDLE
CARRIAGE
CROSS
SECTION

Solved: square peq
in a rounA holb 

-

While building an Arts and Crafts-style
bed recently, I didn't exactly relish the
thought of chiseling the 54 round spin-
dle holes into square mortises. Yet the
rails were too wide to fit into my bench-
top mortiser. So, I made the router-table
jig, shown above, to cut round tenons on
the square spindles.

The heart of the jig is the spindle car-
riage, which I made by first cutting a
right-angled V-groove in a I4r/2"-long
piece of 7/s" hardwood. After crosscutting
the grooved piece into two 7" lengths, I
glued them together and beveled the
edges as shown in the Spindle Carriage
Cross Section drawing. Finally, I went to
the lathe, turned each end of the car-
riage to 7r/2" in diameter, and mounted
the carriage into the bearing assembly.

To use the jig, I attach a zero-clearance
auxiliary fence to my router-table fence,
and set a straight bit to cut the length
and diameter of the tenon. Next, I posi-
tion the fig in my router-table miter slot
so that the spindle carriage is centered
on the router bit, and clamp it to the
tabletop. Then, I fire up my router, insert
a scrap of spindle stock into the carriage,
and gently plunge it into the spinning
bit until the stock touches the auxiliary
fence. One complete clockwise rotation
of the carriage rounds off the spindle.

Finally, I test-fit the round tenon in a
rail hole, and adjust the bit height, if
necessary, to fine-tune the fit. Once sat-
isfied, I switch to the actual spindles and
start cranking out round tenons.

-Tom Freyer, Phoenix

Spindle carr iage
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Roll-and-tuck router- pad
storage solution
To keep my router pad at the ready when
I need it (and out of the way when I
don't), I built the simple system shown
at riglrt. A 1" dowel attached to the loose
end provides just enough weight to keep
the pad taut as it hangs over the front of
the bench. When I'm done, I simply roll
the router pad around the dowel and
hang it on the wall brackets.

-lim Teixeira, Edgartown, Mass.

They hold ponytails
or power cords
I like to keep my portable power tools
out of their cases and on a shelf, where
they're readily accessible. But I don't like
dealing with all of those tangled power
cords. I found a simple solution at the

department store: elastic hair ties, the
kind that girls use to hold ponytails in
place. They're inexpensive, they work
great, and the bright colors make them
easy to spot on a cluttered benchtop.

-Sonny Rains, Csrbondale, Colo.

t/+" collet-adapter sleeve
t/+" masking tape

/2" collet on
table-mounted router

@

Collar on collet adapter
stops the drops
It used to drive us nuts every time we
used the /+" sleeve adapter in the table-
mounted router. Invariably, the darned
thing would drop too low into the /2"
router collet, and we ended up upending
the router or removing the 72" collet to
fish out the adapter.

To save our sanity, we fashioned a nar-
row coilar out of masking tape, as shown
in the drawing above.lt only takes a few
wraps of tape to keep the adapter from
slipping through.

-From ffte WOODa magazine shop

1 1 7

Elastic hair
tie for

ponytails
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A clearly superior
subbasd foi routers
My shop-made router table has one big
advantage over other tables-I don't
have to remove the subbase when chang-
ing between freehand work and table
work. That's because the 1/q" clear acrylic
subbase I made for handheld use also
sits securely in a 3/a" rabbet r/+" deep in
the router table opening.

Make the base plate 1" larger in diam-
eter than the router base and add a tab at
least r/2" wider on all sides than the side
handles, as shown in the drawing below.
(This tab makes it possible to insert the
router from above and keeps the router
itself from spinning.)

When mounting the base plate, be
sure to align the tab directly underneath
one of the handles. To install the router
in the table, drop the uncovered handle
through the handle opening, and then
spin the router 180" to align the base
plate. Secure the router in place with
short lengths of rubber hose jammed
between the handles and the underside
of the table.

-Robert Marthr, Picttu'e Butte, Alta.

TOP VIEW

=- -------

' \1_
*t/+" acrylic

s/e" rabbet
1 th" deep

Rotate insert into place.

Microadiust your fence
with a turnb-uckle
Making superfine adjustments to my
router table fence was hit-or-miss until I
came up with my own microadjustment
system, shown below. With this system, I
simply clamp one end of the fence and
make fine adjustments to the other end,
fore or aft, with the turnbuckle.

To add a turnbuckle to your fence, use
the hardware shown to add a pivot bolt
to both the fence and the starting block.
Use a turnbuckle with eyes large enough
to fit snugly over the bolts. If the eyes
are too large, fill them with epoxy, let it

cure, and then drill out the epoxy to fit
the bolts. Use a washer on each side of the
eye, and tighten the assembly together.

The turnbuckle works best on the
"push" stroke, so always make final
adjustments by driving the fence away
from the starting block to take out any
slack in the threads. To ensure that the
fence doesn't move once you've got it
perfect, clamp the turnbuckle end of the
fence down. When not in use, you can
leave the pivot bolt and eyes in place
and remove the turnbuckle. Then store
the fence and the starting block.

-Wayne Donovan, Kansas City

Template and washer
team up and draw a blank
When cutting blanks for template rout-
ing, I like to cut them about 7s" larger all
the way around, then trim them to exact
size with a pattern bit. Instead of tracing
directly around the template and trying
to cut outside the line, I "enlarge" the
template slightly while I trace it, as
shown at right. Then, after bandsawing
all the rough pieces, I stack them and
stick them together with cloth-backed
double-faced tape, tape the template on
top, and rout them all to finished size.

-Chtrck Hedhnfi, WOODo magazine
ntaster crsftsmatt
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Routinq accurate
dadoes-for plywood
If you've ever cut a 3/+" dado for 3/+" hard-
wood plywood, you've ended up with a
sloppy foint because the plywood is
actually thinner than that. We get much
better results using a spacer like the one
shown below.

First, we clamp a straightedge to a
scrap piece of plywood and rout a dado
with a 72" straight bit. Next, we measure
the actual thickness of the wood going
into the dado, and subtractr/2". We plane
or r ip a str ip of  wood to th is th ickness to
rnake the spacer.

Laying the spacer next to the straight-
edge, we make another pass with the
router and test-fit the joint. This should
give you a perfect fit.

To rout the dado in the actual work-
piece, we mark the critical edge of the
dado (the edge that must measure
exactly) on my workpiece. Then, we
clamp the straightedge to the workpiece
so that the first pass routs the critical
edge. Finally, we lay the spacer in place
and make the second pass.

-From f/le WOODa magazine slrcp

No-brainer setups
for feather boaids
Feather boards add both safety and con-
sistency to many cuts on the router table
and tablesaw. But there's a fine line
between too much and too little pres-
sure, and finding that line used to drive
me half nuts. That was before I made a
few feather-board setup sticks from
scraps of hardwoodl

After perfecting the feather-board
tension for a3/+"-thick workpiece, I made
a setup stick by planing down a scrap of
stock a little at a time until it iust slid

easily under that feather board. Then, I
labeled the stick so I'd know which
thickness of material it works for.

Now, when I need to set the feather
board, I simply slide the appropriate
setup stick against the fence, stand the
feather board on top of it, as shown
above, and clamp the feather board to
the fence. The setup stick also ensures
that the feather board stays parallel to
the table top, applying uniform pressure
along its length.

-lohtt Ducey, Lawrence, Kan.

Do-it-yourself  crown
moldifig: rip, rout, 6r bevel
I like to make my own moldings using a
full-profile molding bit. For crown
molding, I first rip my blank Y+" wider
than the final width, then rout the pro-
file on my router table with the bit
raised 7a" above the tabletop, as shown
at rigltt. The square corners (and a pair
of feather boards) keep the stock snug
against the fence and tabletop through
the cut. Finally, it's back to the tablesaw,
where I bevel-cut the waste away.

-Dick Rose, Portland, Mcrine

1 1 9

Straightedge

%" straight bit

STEP 1
Cul't/2" dado.

Spacer ripped
with tablesawr

t/z" straight bit

Cut the dado to same

Molding cutter

Trim on
tablesaw

after routing.

\
Router tabletop
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T-nuts and wheel offer
precise router elevation
Trying to raise or lower a router in a
router table usually requires three hands.
It's hard to hold all the pieces together as
you set the height accurately. Gain that
third hand by putting your table-
mounted router on the adjustment
device shown above, which allows you
to dial in your elevation changes with
incredible precision. Start with a piece
of 3/+" stock and cut out the round pad
that the router rests on. Use a Forstner
bit to bore a 3/+"-diameter hole r/2" deep in
the center. Then, drill a %" hole clear
through the center.

Insert the threaded rod into the hole
in the pad and secure it as shown with a
pair of washers and nuts. Make the

threaded rod long enough to raise and
lower your router about 2" when it's sit-
ting in the table. Next, secure the
wooden adjustment wheel just above
the middle of the rod using a nut,
washer, and T-nut as shown. Glue the
f-nut to the threaded rod with epoxy.

Finally, install a plywood base about
3" up from the bottom of your table legs,
insert a T-nut in the base, and screw
the bottom of the threaded insert into
the T-nut. NoW when you turn the
wheel, the whole assembly rides up or
down in the T-nut in the plywood base.
By using a threaded rod with 16 threads
per inch, you move the router LAe" for
every full turn of the wheel, r/sz" fot a
half turn, and so on.

-Duane Abels, Vattcouver, Wash.

Bent nail protects your
router gri ide busl i ing
Template guide bushings for your router
can jam tight after just a l itt le use. If you
can't unscrew yours with your fingers,
and you don't want to rough up the edge
of the bushing with a pair of pliers, try
this simple technique using a bent nail.

Drill a 7s" hole on the edge of the
bushing close enough to the center to
clear the threads underneath. Then, the
next time your bushing sticks, simply
insert a bent f inishing nail in the 7a"
hole, and push the other end of the nail
counterclockwise against the center
shaft on the bushing. The leverage from
the nail will loosen the bushing easily.

-Henry Borger, Brooksville, FIa.

plywood
bottom to
router table.

-Y4 rOUnO OaO-

7a" nuts and
flat washers

7e" threaded rod

Use a bent nai l  as a lever
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Dril l bits provide
perfect m-easurements
When setting the distance from a router
bit to the fence on your router table,
a drill bit can often provide you with a
more accurate guage than any ruler in
your shop. For example, if you need a 7a"
space, hold the shank of a r/+" twist-type
drill bit against the router bit, as shown
below, and move the fence in until the
dril l  bit f i ts snug against both surfaces.

Don't, however, push the fence in so
tight that you can't remove the drill bit.
Rather, adjust the fence until the drill
bit drags lightly on both the router bit
and the fence when you withdraw it
(much like you would use a spark-plug
feeler gauge).

You also can use this technique for
setting the height of a router bit. Place a
straightedge across the top of the bit, as
shown at bottom, and adfust the height
of the router bit until the drill bit fits
snugly between the router base or table-
top and the straightedge.

-Ed lohn, South Siottx City, Neb.

Router table width 
\

/ - * l



Adjust bit height until Sample z/e"
sample f i ts into bit .  door st i le

Cut perfect circles
witli a router trammel
When you need to cut a big arc or wheel
out of a sheet of plywood, a hand-held
iigsaw will leave a less-than-perfect cir-
cle. With a trammel jig, you can whip
out perfect circles or rings anytime.
Make your own iig by adapting the
design shown below to fit your router.

Using plywood for the trammel, cut
out one end to match the shape of your
router base. For length, Construct the iig
so the beam measures about 12" longer
than the radius of the largest circle you
wish to cut. Make the narrow part of the
beam 4" wide, and cut a 7a" slot through
it as shown in the drawing. On the bot-
tom surface of the beam, use your router
to cut a 1"-wide groove 7e" deep for the
head of the bolt to slide in. Next, cut the
pivot base from the 3/+" plywood and

drill a 7a" hole for the carriage bolt 1"
from the front edge.

Drive a screw through the base into
the center of the circle to be cut and
adjust the base until your router is cor-
rectly positioned. Tighten the wing nut
on the carriage bolt, and rout your circle
with a straight bit. If you're cutting a
ring, cut the outside diameter first.

-Wilton Elwick, Texarkana, Texas

%" plywood beam

Replace plastic

Speedy router-bit setup
Setting up router bit sets to cut cabinet
rails and stiles or glue joints requires
making cuts that are exact opposites in
order for the surfaces of the boards to be
flush. I found that getting perfectly
mated ioints was easy once I created
guage blocks.

To do this, I adjusted the bits to make
flush cuts on a particular thickness of
stock, then cut an extra piece, labeled it
as shown at left, and saved it as a tem-
plate. Anytime I need to make that cut, I
just slide the guage block next to the bit
and move the router up or down in the
table until the bit profile matches the
guage block.

-Patrick Grashorn, Gilcrest, CoIo.

Hanginq brackets with
inviilblE means of support
Wooden display shelves look great, espe-
cially on wood-paneled walls. But how
do you anchor them to the walls with-
out a lot of metal hardware showing?
Rout a stopped groove centered in the
back of your shelf brackets, and use that
space to make a hidden cleat. Rout the
groove where shown in the drawing
below. Now, cut a cleat that fits snugly
into the groove and flush with the back
edge of the bracket.

To complete the cleat, cut it in half at
a 45" angle; screw the bottom, part "B",
to the wall; and glue the top, part "A", to
the bracket shown. Slip the bracket over
the wall-mounted section of the cleat
and you have a strong and completely
invisible support.

-loseph W. Mott, Binghampton, N.y.

Part B mounted
to wall

Stopped
groove

router base with trammelj ig using
the same screws countersunk.

121

Sample e/+"
glue joint #1

Sample z/e"
door rail

CROSS.SECTION OF TRAMMEL

Tighten wing nut at
desired radius.. F.H. wood screw

as trammel point

Carriage
bolt

\ " r  \ t l I
I \E

This piece attaches to router. tr
[: .

Part A glued to bracket
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V-qrooves keep
sq[eeze-out ii check
When I glue trim molding in Place, I
don't want any glue squeeze-out because
it's impossible to clean it out of molding
crevices. To stop glue squeeze-out, I use
a V-groove bit in my table-mounted
router to cut shallow grooves in the back
side of the molding, as shown below.
Then, I apply a thin bead of glue between
the grooves. When I install the molding,
any excess glue collects harmlessly in
the grooves.

-Chuck Hedlund, WOODo magazine

Rout raised panels
with a straigiht bit
For a low-cost way to make raised panels,
try using a straight bit and an elevation
rail on your router table. Use a bit with a
bottom-cleaning profile like you find on
hinge-mortising bits. These will leave
you with less sanding to do than with a
regular straight bit.

Start by positioning the fence and
elevation rail so that your panel tilts at a
15o angle, as shown in the bottom draw-
ing. Secure a 3/+" straight bit into your

router, and adjust the height to make
the cut as shown in STEP 1. Make this cut
on all four sides of the panel.

NoW remove the elevation rail, move
the fence in, and make the flat cut
shown in STEP 2, again on all four sides.
Move the fence back, and lower the bit
to clean up the shoulders with the cut
shown in STEP 3. NoW you've got a
raised-panel profile that measures
almost Wz" wide.

-Richard Colman, Sr., Boscawen, N.H.

STEP 3

1/a" I

IL

To see a new shop tip daily, visit
woodmagazi ne.com/tips

master craftsman

%0"-deep V-grooves

Elevation rai l  1%" high
positioned to angle

panel 15o from
horizontal

Secure the
elevation rail

to the router table
with double-faced

tape or screws.
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With this i is, matched
keyhole skiti are a lock
Aligning two keyhole slots on a mirror
frame or shelf used to frustrate me. If the
holes weren't the same distance from
the top of the frame, I found myself off-
setting the wall hangers to compensate
for the crooked keyholes.

To make the cuts consistent, I fash-
ioned the router jig shown below from
%" stock. The movable stop allows me to
bore slots as far as 8" from the top of the

frame. Once the stop is set, I simply
center the jig on one of the vertical frame
pieces and clamp it in place. Using my
plunge router (with keyhole bit) in the
near end of the jig, I plunge, slide my
router along the jig until it contacts the
far end, then back out of the cut. I then
clamp the jig to the other vertical frame
piece without moving the stop, and repeat
the process.

- Don Thomas, Deflance, Ohio

Enlarge a hole of almost
any sh-ape accurately
Have you ever cut a hole in a workpiece
only to find it needed to be iust a little
bit bigger? Here's a way to resize that
opening while still keeping its shape.

Let's say you need to enlarge a hole
diameter by Yz".Install a rabbeting bit in
your router using the bearing for a Yn"
rabbet (Y+" on both sides of the hole
yields a total enlargement of /2"). Rout a
rabbet around the hole as deep as you
can while still keeping the router bit's
bearing in contact with the edge of the
hole. Finally, flip the workpiece over and
finish the cut using a flush-trim bit,
with the bearing riding on the rabbet
you cut first.

My rabbeting bit limits me to 7/2" rab-
bets maximum, so I can enlarge almost
any hole by 1". If I need more, I simply
repeat the rout-flip-rout-again process
until the hole is sized the way I want it.

-David Kantor, East Meadows. N.y.

Width of
router base + 7e"

Width of
router base

3/+ x'11/2" frame

Tse" holes
spaced t/z" aparl

#Bx2 t / 2 "  F .H .
wood screws

7o+" pilot hole
t/z" deep

s/a x 1r/2" slop

*2
nn .zt ./

STEP 1
Make first pass with
a rabbeting bit.
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Auxiliary top boosts router
table ca-pacity
My benchtop router table works iust fine
for most of my proiects. But I occasion-
ally need a larger work surface to help
support large workpieces. To meet those
needs and still work in my small shop, I
built a laminate-covered auxiliary top
that adds 12" of width and 24" of depth
to my existing router table.

I turned the metal benchtoP unit
upside down on the larger top to mark
the table's location. Using a ligsaw, I cut
out the hole for the router table. Right-
angle brackets, bolted to the router table,
support the auxiliary top and keep it
flush with the regular tabletop. TWo
screws at opposite corners hold the top
in place. When I don't need the larger
top, it slips off and stores where it will be
out of the way.

-Ann Clausen, Racine, Wis.

Sticky router situation
When you're swapping between fixed
and plunge bases on a multi-base router
kit, fine sawdust (especially from MDF)
packed in the motor's spiral grooves
may make it difficult to remove the
motor from the plunge base. Start by
trying to remove as much dust as possi-
ble using compressed air. An aerosol
penetrating oil or WD-40 also may
loosen up the iam, although you'll later
have to remove all lubricant from the
motor housing and base to avoid attract-
ing more contaminants.

Another possible cause for this type of
jam: Transferring the motor between
bases may have accidentally nicked the
motor housing, raising a burr that keeps
the housing from turning inside the
base. If you spot a small nick or raised
sliver of metal, carefully remove it with
a fine mill file or a piece of sandpaper.

While you're at it, check for other pos-
sible contaminants that may cause the
housing to stick in its base. These include
errant dabs of glue on the motor hous-
ing or wood chips in the grooves.

-from theWOODa magazine shoP

)

Cut out same size
as router table

32" Plywood

Metal benchtop
router table

Steelangle brackets
mounted 7+" below top
of router table
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Make mirror-imaqe
slots in a iltfy 

r

If you've ever tried cutting slots that
mirror one another (for example, the
tambour-door tracks on a rolltop desk),
you know it can be tricky to get them
right. Here's how to make perfectly mat-
ing mirror-image slots.

Make a template for the slots using 7+"
medium-density fiberboard (MDF),
leaving enough extra material on two
edges to register the template, as shown
in the drawing below. With the template
in position on your workpiece, trace the
reference edges of the workpiece onto
the bottom of the template.

Now flip the template over and drill
holes right along the edge of the outline
you just drew. The holes-two along
each reference edge-should fit l1/+'
Iengths of dowel snug enough that they
don't just fall out, but loose enough to
be tapped through with a hammer. Mark
one side of your template "A" and the
other side "B."

To use the jig, install a pattern bit in
your handheld router and set the cut-
ting depth. (Don't forget to add the
thickness of the template.) Tap the dow-
els so that they're flush with the "A" side
of the template, clamp the template to :
the workpiece ("A" side up) so that the i
dowels register against the workpiece, ;
and rout the groove. Now, flip the tem- i
plate to the "B" side, tap the dowels flush i
again, register and clamp the jig to the i
mating workpiece, and rout. i

-Gary Burman, Monroe, Iowa ,

STEP 3
Position jig on
side B, clamp,' 
and rout
matching groove.

Cut a slot ln your wrench
to loosen a tough nut
If you can't get enough of a grip to
loosen the height-adjustment locking
nut on your router, try this trick. Cut a
slot in the handle of one of the collet
wrenches, as shown. Size the slot to fit
the locking nut on your router. NoW
you won't have to resort to pliers-the
right tool will always be near at hand.

-lack E. Battalia, M.D., Portland, Ore.

Scrapwood -sh-apes give
router needed support
Edge-routing narrow, curved workpieces
becomes a challenge without a router
table. The router keeps tipping, digging
the bit into your work and spoiling it.

Gain more control over your router by
adding some strategic support. From
scrapwood the same thickness as your
workpiece, cut straight or curved sup-
porting pieces about 1" wide. Arrange
them around your workpiece as in the
example shown below, and then rout
away. With the router riding on both
the workpiece and the supports, you'll
avoid nicked edges and chewed-up cor-
ners. Be sure to make the supports the
same thickness as the workpiece. If you
use double-faced tape to hold the work-
piece in position, for instance, use it to
hold your supports, too.

-AIex Polakowski, Skokie. lil.

TOP
VIEW

STEP 2
Flip j ig over, as shown. Tap al l
dowels down, f lush with top.

STEP 1
Position jig on tl
side A, clamp, t i
and rout groove.11

Lock
nut

Cut slot in end
of wrench to

Router base
straddles the
workpiece and a
support at al l  t imes.

Workpiece

Support pieces

Secure workpiece and suppb-rt
pieces to the work surface with
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Stabilize workpieces when
trimming edgihg
After I've added solid wood edges to ply-
wood and need to trim them, I use a
router with a flush trim bit. To keep the
router from wobbling on the %" edge or
having to make and store some kind of

jig to balance the router, I simply do two
or more at a time. As shown below right,
I clamp the plywood pieces onto mY
tablesaw fence with a spacer block
between each pair. This way, the router
sits on at least 2V+" of edge. To stabilize
wider pieces, I clamp an additional

spacer near the top. If the plywood is too
large to clamp securely to the fence, I
clamp it directly to the table and work
sideways' 

-Karl Siefert, philadelphia

Tablesaw

Extra spacer block
for wide stock

Tablesaw

Fast flush-trimminq
for multiple pieces-
Here's another way to quickly trim the
solid-wood edge banding on plywood
shelves yet still give good support for your
router. First, cut dadoes to fit the shelving
in a single piece of scrap plywood, then
rip that piece down the middle to make
two perfectly matched caps.

Clamp the shelves between the dadoed
caps, as shown at right, then trim the
banding with a flush-trim bit in your
router. The shelves on either side keep
the router from tipping.

If your router wants to tip as you rout
the outer shelves, trim all of the inside
edges first, then unclamp the caps, swap
the outside shelves with a pair of inside
shelves, and trim the remaining edges.

-Ike Evans, Coralville, Iowa
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I
Shop vacuum exhaust
helps clean, too
When I built my enclosed router cabi-
net, I made the compartment right
under the router airtight except for an
air inlet in the side of the cabinet and
the router bit opening. Using an extra
piece of vacuum hose, I connected the

exhaust port of my shop vacuum to the
cabinet inlet so the exhaust air blows up
and out through the router bit opening.
The extra boost from the exhaust forces
wood chips toward the collection hose,
which attaches to the fence by the router
bit, and helps keep the tabletop clean.

-Robert Field, Springfleld, Ohio

Router fence with vacuum atachmenl

Shop vacuum collection hose

Shop vacuum exhaust port

Router cabinet inlet

Gauge blocks for faster
rail-ind-stile setup
When routing rails and stiles on my
router table, it takes time to reset the
fence flush with the guide bearing and
parallel to the miter slot every time I
swap bits. The iig shown below, however,
allows me to instantly repeat the setup.

After perfecting the fence location
and locking it in place, I loosen the wing

nuts on the iig, set it in the miter slot,
slide the blocks up to the fence as shown,
and tighten the wlng nuts. Finally, I
remove the iig, and begin routing.

If you don't have a miter slot in your
router table, you can still use the iig. Just
make the gauge blocks longer and guide
the hardwood runner against the front
edge of the tabletop.

-lohn Passamonte, Merritt Island, Fla.

woodmagazine.com

Store router bits on
perforated hardboard
When using multiple router bits to cre-
ate fancy profiles, the bits tend to clutter
up your work area unless you take the
time to put them back in a case or holder.
If you're using router bits with /+" shanks
you can simply slip the shanks into the
holes of any empty section of perforated
hardboard with lE" holes. The shank of
the router bit will fit snugly and the bits
won't fall out. If you use Yz" shank bits,
you can drill a few Yz" holes in your
hardboard near where you do moit of
your routing. Space these holes far
enough apart that the cutters on your
bits don't touch.

-from theWOODa magazine shop

Routjng a gggge prevents
prantng proDtems
Anyone who has planed down stock to
different thicknesses knows the frustra-
tion of planing material too thin. To
prevent this, I created an accurate thick-
ness gauge by routing and labeling /r",
3/8", Vz", s/t", and %" notches in a piece of
plywood. It's proved faster and more
accurate than a ruler.

-Mark Liska, Manitowoc, Wis.

Perforated
hardboard

with t/+" holes

Router bits
with

t/+" shanks
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Chapter 5 |  Router Shop Tips

Pull out all the stops when
you rout multiple mortises
You need a lot of mortises, but you don't
own a mortising attachment for your
drill press. And you don't want to spend
hours chopping mortises by hand.

Use a plunge router and the jigs shown
here to cut mortises as fast as you can
rout them. Glue and screw together two
jigs as shown in STEP 1. Make them about
4" longer than your base plus the length
of the mortise.

Turn the jigs so the stops face in oppo-
site directions, and loosely position
them in a bench vise or Workmate. Slide
the board to be mortised between the
jigs, with the centerline of the mortise as
shown in STEP 2. Align the two stops so
that the distance from the mortise cen-
terline to each stop measures half the
length of the mortise plus half the width
of your router base minus half the diam-
eter of your bit.

Tighten the vise or Workmate, extend
the mortise centerline across the sup-
ports, and tack each stop to the opposite
support. Attach an edge guide to your
router, center the straight bit on the
workpiece, and then rout the mortise

ISTEP 3]. The centerline markings you
made on the supports enable You to
quickly align the next workpiece.

-Ronan Cambridge, Ottawa, OnL

Speed gui_dg adds purpose
to router bit storage
In the WOODa magazine sPeed chart
(see page 26), you listed the correct speed
range to use for router bits of various
diameters. This guide gave me an idea.

On the top edge of my router bit
drawer, I drew hash marks correspond-
ing to various bit diameters. Between
these marks, I wrote the appropriate bit
speed from your guide. If your router
speed control shows letters that repre-
sent the speeds, write the letter here
instead of the speed.) Now, when I pick
up the bit I want, I simply hold it against
this guide to determine the correct
router speed setting.

-Kevin Greene, Baskerville, Va.

i;i;;-;; i"ors and iigs
Like many people, I've accumulated sev-
eral routers, all with various wrenches
and accessories that fit only a particular
machine. To eliminate the confusion
over which accessory goes with which
tool, I color-code them by painting a
small dot of the same color on a router
and all of its accessories. If a j ig or acces-
sory works with more than one router, it
gets a dot the color of all the tools it'll
work with.

-Bill Thorne, Lone lack, Mo.
WOOD Onlineo

One hand works better
when tightening collets
A tight collet prevents your router bit
from slipping up or down, and ensures
safer routing. But those tight collets
don't loosen easily. When tightening or
loosening router collets, you actually
gain more leverage with one hand than
if you used two. Here's how.

First, position the two wrenches so
they fit within your grip. Now, squeeze
the wrench handles together to tighten
or loosen the collet. This way you won't
bang your knuckles together.

-from fhe WOOD a magazirre shoP
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Make two

Tack jigs together
after centering
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